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To get the best image quality from your 
SLR or compact system camera, you need 
to be shooting in the raw image format. 
Raw files contain much more detail in 
the scene compared with a simple JPEG, 
and provide far more flexibility to adjust 
contrast, colour and exposure at the 

editing stage. If you tried to do the same with a JPEG, you’ll 
soon end up with a pixelated mess!

There are many ways to process your raw files, and the 
most popular and best software is one of the Photoshop 
family of programs. Whether you use Photoshop CS or CC, 
Photoshop Lightroom or Photoshop Elements, the conversion 
process is powered using the powerful built-in plugin called 
Adobe Camera Raw.

The range of controls you get in Adobe Camera Raw 
depends on the version of Photoshop you’re using. You get 
a greater range of features with Photoshop CC, for instance, 
than you do with Photoshop Elements 13. But the core 
functionality is available in all versions, so whatever version 
of Photoshop you’re using, you’ll be sure to find plenty in 
this book to improve your photo-editing skills.

We hope you enjoy learning with this guide. And because 
you bought this book we’d also like to offer you a 40% 
discount off our extended 50-part Teach yourself 
Raw in Photoshop interactive DVD training course. 

To claim the discount, simply use the voucher code  
MFMDVD at www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/photo

George Cairns, Author
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Why shoot raw?
It takes slightly more time than shooting JPEGs, but the upside of shooting 
raw is greater flexibility, far more control, and higher-quality images

E
ven some smartphones are capable 
of shooting in raw format these 
days. To an SLR owner, this may 
seem a little ridiculous: surely 

JPEGs are fine for snaps and selfies? The same 
could be said for shooting JPEGs with an SLR, 
though. We didn’t buy a camera with a 
sophisticated image sensor only to leave it 
stuck in second gear, did we?

The big benefits to shooting raw over JPEG 
are greater dynamic range and flexibility. 

Shoot JPEG, and the camera will burn in white 
balance and colour space. Shoot raw, and you 
can change these after the event.

But the biggest factor for many 
photographers is dynamic range. Raw files 
hold greater detail in shadows and highlights, 
so either in high-contrast scenes, or on 
occasions where you over- or under-expose, 
a raw file will allow for recovery.

There are also some circumstances 
where raw is essential not just for the 

quality it offers, but also for its veracity. 
For example, photojournalists and 
documentary photographers don’t ever want 
to be accused of doctoring their images. For 
photographers working these fields, a raw file 
is as good as a negative in that there’s no way 
to Photoshop over the original.

So as well as offering considerably more 
options in post-production than JPEGs, 
another benefit of raw files is that they are 
unimpeachable. 

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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WHY DO JPEGS  
LOOK BETTER?

JPEGS
Straight out of camera, JPEGs 
often look much more vibrant, 
because colours are enhanced 
and sharpening is applied 
in-camera. The excess raw 
data is then discarded. So 
JPEGs look punchier because 
the camera has taken some of 
the decision-making on how it 
should look out of your hands.

RAW FILES
Initially, a raw file can look flat, 
even disappointing, as the 
manufacturer expects you to 
make your own enhancements. 
The look will also vary 
depending on the software you 
chose to process raw files in. 
Even your camera’s LCD offers 
a subjective image, as it’s a 
rough-and-ready JPEG copy 
of the newly captured raw file.

File comparisons…
FOCUS ON FORMATS

TIFF
TIFFs offer lossless compression, 
so there’s no loss of quality from 
repeated opening and closing. 
As such, they’re much larger 
than JPEGs in terms of file size. 
To preserve the maximum 
information in an image format 
other than raw (and especially if 
you want to carry out further edits), 
save it as a 16-bit TIFF.

DNG
Adobe’s universal ‘Digital Negative’ 
DNG is a lossless format, just like 
any other raw file, but any edits are 
stored inside the file rather than 
as a separate ‘sidecar’ file. DNG is 
useful when old software refuses to 
open a raw file from a new camera, 
because you can convert a file 
with Adobe’s free DNG Converter 
software, then open it in Photoshop.

JPEG
JPEGs are the world’s favourite 
image format: they’re hugely 
efficient, light on file sizes, and 
open on almost any device. This is 
because they compress on closing 
(that’s when you get to choose 
a quality setting in Photoshop) 
then they uncompress again when 
opened, causing a slight loss of 
detail each time.

RAW
Raw files contain untouched, 
unprocessed information straight 
from your camera’s sensor. 
Unlike JPEGs, you choose how 
the information is processed 
afterwards on your computer. 
Camera manufacturers each have 
their own type of raw file format, 
such as NEF for Nikon cameras and 
CR2 for Canon cameras.

RAW

Contains all the information 
recorded at the time of shooting 
as it comes off the sensor

JPEG

Stands for the Joint Photographic 
Experts Group, the committee 
that wrote the standard

  Raws hold greater dynamic 
range than JPEGs, meaning 
there’s more detail at the 
extremes of the highlights and 
shadows. Depending on your 
camera, the difference ranges 
from around 1-2 stops.

  12-bits-per-channel raws 
contain over 68 billion colours, 
compared with 16 million in 
8-bits-per-channel JPEGs. 
More colours means smoother 
gradations between different 
shades – and less chance 
of heavy editing leading to 
‘banding’ of colours.

  Raws are the digital equivalent of 
a negative in that, unlike a JPEG, 
there’s no chance of copying 
over your original or accidently 
resizing it. (Indeed, Adobe’s own 
raw file format is called DNG, 
standing for Digital Negative.)

  Straight-out-of-camera JPEGs 
are ready for emailing, printing 
or viewing on almost any device, 
without any need for post-
processing or extra software 
like Adobe Camera Raw or 
Lightroom.

  JPEGs take up far less space, so 
you can fit more on a memory 
card or hard drive. This becomes 
less of an issue as storage gets 
cheaper. But it can be handy to 
switch to JPEG if you’re down to 
the last few shots on your final 
remaining memory card.

  Because they’re much smaller, 
JPEGs write to your card quicker. 
They may be a better option for 
sports or action as they won’t 
fill up the buffer quite as quickly, 
meaning you can shoot a longer 
continuous sequence in high 
drive mode.

Or, to put it another way,  
quality vs convenience...

RAW vs JPEG
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Spot the difference
Forget bit depth and compression algorithms. All most of us need to know 
is how the differences between raw and JPEG affect the photos we take

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR

RECOVERING FROM 
OVER-EXPOSURE

How much of a safety net does raw 
provide? Here our initial frame (taken 
with a Nikon D800 set to capture 
Raw+JPEG) was over-exposed by two 
stops, which has left the sky looking 
washed out. Then both JPEG and raw 
images were fixed in Camera Raw 
by dragging down on the Exposure 
slider. While by no means perfect, the 
raw image retains subtle detail in the 
brightest clouds.

RECOVERING FROM 
UNDER-EXPOSURE

Teasing lost detail out of under-exposed 
shadows isn’t too tricky. Here our initial 
exposure (again taken on a Nikon D800 
using Raw+JPEG) was four stops under-
exposed, leading to a near-black image 
in all but the brightest areas. Both raw 
and JPEG images were fixed in Camera 
Raw using the Exposure slider. Although 
lifting under-exposure has led to 
increased noise in both images, the raw 
image holds much finer shadow detail.

BEFORE

JPEG  +2 OVER-EXPOSURE

JPEG  -4 UNDER-EXPOSURE

RAW  +2 OVER-EXPOSURE

RAW  -4 UNDER-EXPOSUREBEFORE
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WHEN TO USE  
RAW AND JPEG

Many SLRs and CSCs have 
a raw+JPEG setting that 
enables you to record both 
file formats at once. If you’re 
happy to accept the extra 
memory card space the 
second file will occupy, it gives 
you the best of both worlds.

The raw file will hold all the 
original colour info, so you can 
archive it in your image library, 
safe in the knowledge that you 
can always go back to it. But if 
you’re satisfied with the look 
of the JPEG, there’s no need 
to bother processing the raw. 
It’s also useful when you need 
a very quick turnaround on a 
set of images, because you can 
quickly access the JPEGs.

JPEG compression…
HOW BAD IS IT REALLY?

SAVED ONCE
Our original raw image was 
processed in Camera Raw, then 
saved as a JPEG. There’s no 
noticeable loss in quality, and so 
there’s no need to worry about 
compression here.

SAVED 50 TIMES
Granted, not many images will 
be re-saved 50 times over, but it 
highlights the huge drop in quality. 
Interestingly, despite the drop, the 
actual file size has increased from 
an initial 17MB to 18.3MB.

JPEGs are a lossy format, meaning 
there’s an incremental loss of data 
every time you open and then 
save a file. If you only open each 
file once or twice, this is probably 
an acceptable level of loss – but 
any more and you’ll notice a drop 
in quality, especially in areas of 
soft gradation like blue skies. How 
much should we worry about it? It 
depends on the number of times 
the compression occurs…

SAVED 10 TIMES
Now we’ve opened and re-saved the 
image 10 times over in Photoshop, 
using the highest Quality setting of 
12. The repeated compression has 
caused an unacceptable level of 
banding in the sky.

White balance: how do raws and 
JPEGs hold up to colour fixes?

hoot raw, and because 
the raw colour data 
is recorded, you can 
change the white 

balance after the fact. Here our 
initial image was shot in raw+JPEG 
and set to Tungsten white balance, 
which has resulted in an unnatural 
blue cast. Then both versions 
were fixed by clicking a neutral 
grey point (in this case, the white 
vest) using the White Balance 
tool in Camera Raw. (This can 
also be done in Lightroom, or 
with Photoshop’s Curves/Levels 
midpoint eyedropper.) The fixed 
raw gives more of a natural balance 
between the warm skin tones 
and the blues and greens in the 
background, while the JPEG fix 
has left the balance slightly awry, 
with neither skin nor background 
entirely accurate. 

BEFORE Raw  fixed

JPEG  fixedS
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E
diting raw files requires a slight shift in mindset 
if you’re used to a more linear digital workflow 
that goes like this: open file, edit file, save file. 
This isn’t possible with raw, because you can’t 

save over a raw file. The data is locked into the file, so there’s 
no getting at it. The benefit of this impenetrable shell is that 
there’s no danger of your ever copying over your original 
image. Rather than open-edit-save, the workflow is more like 
open-process-save as. The first step is to open the file in a 

raw editor such as Lightroom or Photoshop’s Camera Raw 
editor. These employ parametric editing, which means you’re 
not actually making changes to the original pixels: instead, 
you’re adjusting a set of parameters that affect how the image 
looks within the software. At some stage you may want 
to save the image in a different format such as a JPEG or 
TIFF. This is like the imaging equivalent of burning a CD, 
in that you’re committing the version of the raw you like the 
most into a new format. 

Processing 
raw files
So you’ve decided to shoot in raw. Now you’ll need 
to use Camera Raw or Lightroom to process the file

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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AN INTRODUCTION TO RAW PROCESSING

2Set black and white points
Raws often lack contrast, so they benefit from 
setting white and black points. Hold Alt and drag 

the white point left or right until the point just before 
white pixels appear, then hold Alt and drag Blacks until 
black spots begin to show.

1Open a raw file
Drag a raw file into Photoshop and it will pop up in 
the Camera Raw plugin, where you can make your initial 

enhancements. You can also open up Adobe Camera Raw 
directly from Bridge. Lightroom’s own toolset is broadly 
similar to Camera Raw’s.

4Export the file
Once you’ve finished in Camera Raw, you can click 
Save to save it in a different format, or click Open to 

bring it into Photoshop ready for editing with adjustment 
layers and so on. All the changes made to the raw file will be 
stored for next time.

3Capture sharpening
Unlike JPEGs, raws don’t go through any in-camera 
sharpening, so they’ll usually benefit from ‘capture 

sharpening’ (as opposed to output sharpening for print or 
web). In the Detail panel, an Amount between 80-150 and 
a Radius between 0.8-2 often work well.

Batch-processing…
APPLY THE SAME CHANGES TO MULTIPLE FILES

BATCH-PROCESS 
IN CAMERA RAW...
Drag a group of raw files into Photoshop, or right 
click them in Bridge and choose Open in Camera 
Raw. Either make edits to a single image, then 
click Sync settings, or press Ctrl/Cmd+A to 
select all the images in the filmstrip to edit them 
all at once.

…IN BRIDGE…
First, you need to edit a single raw file. Once 
you've done this, right click it in Bridge and 
choose Develop>Copy Settings; then highlight 
the other images, right click them and choose 
Develop Settings>Paste Settings.

…OR IN LIGHTROOM
Lightroom offers lots of tools for syncing your 
edits. You can edit a single file, then select others 
and click Sync in the Develop module; select 
several files and click Auto-Sync; or save your 
favourite effects as presets, then apply them.
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Camera Raw
explained
Get to grips with Photoshop’s powerful plugin, 
and learn how to make quick adjustments that 
can help your images jump off the page or screen

A
s an increasing number of photographers choose 
to shoot and process in raw, the software gets ever 
more sophisticated. While Adobe’s Camera Raw 
editor (or the near-identical Develop module in 

Lightroom) can’t match the full version of Photoshop for  
the sheer number of features, they do offer most of the 
essential controls that photographers are likely to need 
to use day in, day out.

Adjustments such as white balance, lens corrections, 
sharpening and exposure tweaks are all easily done with a few 
clicks. But it’s also possible to make more advanced edits 
such as selective adjustments or retouching.

And with a simple interface that’s far easier to navigate 
than the labyrinthine structure of Photoshop, many will find 
that once they know the ins and outs of Camera Raw, there’s 
less need to bring the image into the main editor at all. Here 
are some of the key features of the software that you may 
find useful… 

SELECTIVE  
ADJUSTMENTS 

1 2

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR

Camera Raw offers three main ways to adjust your 
image: the Graduated Filter, the Radial Filter and the 
Adjustment Brush. You define an area with the tool, 
then use the sliders to adjust it. Both the area and the 
adjustment can be tweaked at any stage.

2 RADIAL FILTER

Like the Graduated Filter, 
the Radial Filter creates a 
blended adjustment, but 
it’s circular rather than 
straight. It’s useful for 
subtly drawing the eye 
towards your subject by 
darkening the corners. 
When using either tool, 
click the plus or minus 
icons next to any slider to 
simultaneously load up the 
tool and reset other sliders.

1 GRADUATED FILTER

You can make a straight blend by dragging a 
line between two points. To darken a sky, grab 
the tool and set Exposure to -1.00, then drag 
down from sky to land while holding down 
Shift. We don’t want to include the cliffs in 
this adjustment, so we’ll switch to Brush 
mode in the settings, then paint to add or 
subtract from the area.
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5

3

4

1 CROPPING

Cropping is often one of the first edits 
you’ll want to make. The benefit of 
doing it in a raw processor is that the 
cropped areas are never lost, so you 
can always go back to the tool if you 
want to experiment with a different 
crop or aspect ratio.

2 SPOT REMOVAL

This tidies up marks or blemishes, 
so it’s useful for retouching portraits 
or removing sensor spots. Use  
] and [ to resize the brush tip, then 
paint over the offending area. The 
great thing is that you can sync spot 
removal over a batch of frames, so if 
you’re plagued by a recurring sensor 
mark, simply remove it once, then 
sync the edit.

3 WORKFLOW OPTIONS

The workflow options are accessed 
by clicking the blue link below the 
image window. Here you can set a 
bit depth or colour space that will 
be applied once you open the image 
in Photoshop. Similar settings are 
available in the Save options if you 
choose to save directly in Adobe 
Camera Raw.

4 PANELS

The panels to the right enable you 
to access different options. The 
most useful include the Detail 
panel for sharpening or noise 
reduction; the Lens Correction panel 
(pictured), which enables you to 
correct chromatic aberration, barrel 
distortion and converging verticals; 
and the HSL/Grayscale panel, which 
gives you control over eight separate 
colour ranges in the image.

5 BASIC PANEL

The Basic panel is usually the first 
stop for enhancing tones. Start at the 
top by setting White Balance, then 
work your way down through the 
sliders. Highlights and Shadows are 
useful for teasing out details, while 
Clarity can add extra crispness to 
the midtones. Vibrance enables you 
to boost the weaker colours without 
affecting the dominant ones.

3 ADJUSTMENT 
BRUSH

The most powerful tool  
in Camera Raw, the 
Adjustment Brush 
enables you to paint 
over an area (press Y to 
toggle the mask view 
on or off to see where 
you’ve painted), then 
use the sliders to adjust 
it. So you can dodge and 
burn, selectively boost 
colour, and much more 
– perfect for enhancing 
areas such as the 
background here.
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Get creative with raw
Take your pictures beyond simple fixes with a range of creative effects, 
from HDR imaging to classic monochrome and portrait retouching

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR

1 GO MONO

Camera Raw 
offers excellent 
control for those 
who like their 
images stripped of 
colour. The HSL/
Grayscale panel 
has a Convert 
To Grayscale 
checkbox, but this 
is just the start. 
You can then use 
the colour sliders to change the brightness of eight different colour ranges 
within the image. In practice, this means you can create a variety of mono looks, 
such as dropping the blues to add definition to clouds and drama to skies.

Beware of adjusting the sliders too heavily, however, because it can lead to 
break-up of tones in the image. To avoid this, you can try using the Targeted 
Adjustment tool for your black-and-white conversions. Grab the tool from the 
toolbar, right click and choose Grayscale Mix, then simply drag up or down 
over points in the image to target and adjust the brightness values. Images will 
usually benefit from a boost in contrast too. This is best done by plotting an 
S-curve in the Tone Curve panel.

2 RETOUCH IN CAMERA RAW

Although Photoshop offers more fine control, 
you can still give your portraits a quick, 
effective makeover in Camera Raw. The first 
step is to remove spots and blemishes with 
the Spot Removal tool. Once done, you can get 
stuck in with the Adjustment Brush.

To soften the skin, grab the Adjustment 
Brush from the Tools panel and set Clarity to 
-50. Then simply paint over the skin with the 
brush to give it a soft, smooth look. Be careful 
not to go over detailed areas such as the eyes 
(hold Alt and paint to subtract if you do). You 
can also use the Adjustment Brush to boost 
eyes by loading it with positive contrast, clarity, 
exposure and saturation. 
When using the tool 
there are a few vital 
shortcuts: use ] and [ 
to resize the brush tip; 
press Y to toggle the 
mask overlay on or off; 
and hold Alt to erase 
parts of the mask.

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER
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3 RAW HDR EFFECTS

For Photoshop CC subscribers, 
one of the latest additions to 
Camera Raw is a real game-
changer. The HDR Merge 
command enables you to 
combine a set of frames taken at 
different exposure values into a 
single image with an expanded 
dynamic range. What’s more, the 
combined image doesn’t have 
the hyper-real look that plagues 
many HDR effects – and the new 
file the command creates is also 
a raw file (in DNG format).

To combine exposures, simply 
open a set of images into Camera 
Raw, hold Ctrl/Cmd and click to 
select them in the fimstrip, then 
click the flyout menu in the top 
left and choose Merge to HDR.  
This opens the Merge dialog, 
where, as well as the option to 
auto-align images and auto-tone 
to reveal detail, you can also 
choose a Deghost value, which 
helps to tidy up discrepancies 
between frames, such as moving 
clouds or, as in this case, people 
in the frame.

The HDR Merge dialog has three controls. Auto-Align helps if there 
are slight differences in the shot angle between frames. Auto-Tone 
enhances the tones, but settings can be tweaked afterwards in the 
Basic panel. Deghost fixes movement within the scene between 
frames. Once you’ve finished, Camera Raw will merge your image 
into a new raw file with the suffix, hdr. 

BEFORE

AFTER
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Organise 
with Bridge
Get started in raw processing fast by learning the 
best ways to import and organise your images

20 Introducing the 
Bridge workspace
Get to know the key areas of Bridge’s 

photo-organising workspace and discover how to 
customise it to suit your needs

22 Import your photos 
into Bridge
Import images from your camera 

into Bridge, and organise and convert them in 
preparation for editing in Photoshop

24 Add metadata and 
keywords to your images
Discover how to protect your photos 

and make them easier to find in the future using 
embedded image metadata

28 Organise your 
images in Bridge
Use Bridge’s asset management tools

to help you find particular pictures quickly and
easily using Collections
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Introducing the 
Bridge workspace
Get to know the key areas of Bridge’s photo-organising workspace 
and discover how to customise it to suit your needs

Get to know the key features of Adobe Bridge

Photoshop Anatomy The Bridge workspace

1 FOLDERS

Click the Folders tab to browse to 
any folder of images stored on your 
PC. Drag your most commonly used 
folders into the Favorites panel.

3 WORKSPACES

These links enable you to change the 
way panels and images are displayed 
in Bridge. For example, the Filmstrip 
option gives you larger previews.

2 THUMBNAILS

Bridge displays your images as 
thumbnails. You can use the slider 
at the bottom of the workspace to 
increase the thumbnail size.

4 METADATA

This panel emulates the display on your 
digital SLR. It reads the metadata stored 
in the currently active thumbnail so that 
you can discover what shutter speed, 
ISO and aperture settings where used 
to capture the image. It also shows the 
metering modes.

 
5 FILTERS

This panel enables you to present files 
that meet specific criteria, such as 
those with a specific star rating. You 
can also filter the files’ metadata and 
discover images that were captured 
with a particular shutter speed setting, 
for example.

6 KEYWORDS

This panel enables you to quickly assign 
descriptive keywords to a photo. You 
can then use the Filter panel to display 
photos that contain a specific keyword. 
We’ll demonstrate how to add and 
search for keywords later in this chapter.

O
ne of the biggest problems we face 
as digital photographers is our 
ever-growing collections of images. 
We may have thousands of photos 

scattered across hundreds of folders on our 
computers. These folders tend to display 
images according to when they were captured, 
so we have to rely on our memory of what was 
shot when as we search for a particular photo.

All versions of Photoshop attempt to deal 
with this asset management problem 
using similar tools. The Photoshop Elements 
Organizer allows you to add star ratings and 
keywords. Lightroom’s Library module does 
a similar job. Photoshop CC and CS use a 
companion application called Bridge. If you 
access the full version of Photoshop as a 
download via the Creative Cloud service, 

you’ll need to download the Bridge 
application separately.

Bridge is a powerful image browser that 
enables you to take control over your digital 
assets before exporting them to Photoshop 
for editing. On this spread we’ll introduce you 
to the key features of Bridge, and demonstrate 
how to customise the workspace to display 
images in a more useful way. 

5 4

6

3
1

2

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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Take a closer look at your pictures using the Filmstrip view

Overview Customising Adobe Bridge

1 FILMSTRIP

By clicking the Filmstrip workspace icon you display the 
selected thumbnail at a much larger size in the Preview window. 
Shift-click to select and compare multiple images, as we’re 
doing in this image.
 

2 LOUPE VIEW

The easiest way to see if an image is in focus is by looking at it 
at 100% magnification. To do so, click the image to activate the 
Loupe view. Drag the loupe to examine the image. We can see 
that the image on the right is blurred.
 

3 STACKING

To stop similar-looking images from cluttering up the 
workspace, Shift-click to select them and then choose 
Stacks>Group As Stack. Click the play icon to see each 
thumbnail contained in a stack (or drag the scroll bar).

4 EDITED IMAGES

If the colours, sharpness or tones of a raw format photo have 
already been adjusted in Photoshop, you’ll see this icon. You 
may also spot more specific icons that indicate that an image 
has been cropped, for example.
 

5 THUMBNAIL QUALITY

By default you browse a raw file’s content by displaying the 
low-resolution thumbnail that was embedded with the file 
when it was captured. For a more accurate preview of colours 
and tones, click here and choose High Quality display. This will 
demand more processing power, however.

6 SORT BY

To see your files in chronological order (with the oldest ones 
appearing on the left of the Filmstrip), set this Sort By drop-
down menu to Date Created. You can also use this option in the 
Essential workspace to display the oldest files at the top.

1

5 6

3 4

2
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1 Attach your camera
On the previous pages we pointed out how to use Bridge to browse 
images that are already stored on your computer, courtesy of the 

Folders panel. This panel acts like any browser or finder window. You 
can also use Bridge to import and store images directly from an attached 
camera or memory card into folders on your PC. Kick off by attaching 
your camera via a USB cable, and then click the Import Photos from 
Camera icon in Bridge.

2 Launch Photo Downloader
A dialog will appear, inviting you to make the Photo 
Downloader launch automatically whenever a camera or card 

reader is attached. Click Yes or No as desired. You can always change 
this option later by choosing Adobe Bridge>Preferences>General and 
then tick or clear When Camera is Connected, Launch Adobe Photo 
Downloader. Whether you click Yes or No, the Photo Downloader 
window will appear.

Import your  
photos into Bridge
Import images from your camera into Bridge, then organise 
and convert them in preparation for editing in Photoshop

B
ridge is a plugin that comes 
included with all versions of 
Photoshop. If you’re not using 
Lightroom to import, organise and 

catalogue your images, then Bridge is the 
perfect tool that fully integrates with 
Photoshop. Under the File drop-down 
menu on the main menu you can 
either open Bridge as a 
standalone window or use the 
Mini Bridge option as a 

panel within your Photoshop workspace. 
Whichever option you choose you can easily 
browse to your images and incorporate them 
into your workflow.

However, Bridge is so much more than a 
browser, you can also use it to add metadata, 

create catalogues, image stacks, apply star 
ratings and more. It also offers a host 

of other useful features too, such 
as the option to select multiple 

images and merge them.

CONVERT TO DNG

If you choose the Convert to DNG option, the 
Photo Downloader will convert third-party raw 
format files (such as Canon’s CR2 or Nikon’s 
NEF) into the Adobe Digital Negative format as 
it imports them. It will preserve the original raw 
format files and create a DNG copy in a 
separate folder. We recommend you keep the 
original raw files somewhere very safe.

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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3 Choose a location and label
Click the Advanced Dialog button. Clear any thumbnails that 
you don’t want to import. In the Save Options section, click 

Choose and browse to where you want to store the files, or leave it set 
to the default Pictures folder. Set the Create Subfolders drop-down 
menu to choose your preferred folder labelling format, such as Shot 
Date (ddmmyy). You can also rename the source files to include the 
Shot Date. They will then be numbered sequentially.

5 Advanced options
By default Adobe Bridge is set to open once you’ve imported 
the files. You can set the Photo Downloader to delete the 

original files on the memory card after they’ve been imported, 
so you can capture new images with the card without having to 
reformat it. You can also save copies of the imported files onto an 
external drive to create a backup of your photos. Click Choose to 
select your backup location.

4 Convert to DNG
In the Advanced Options panel you can decide to convert 
raw files to the DNG format as they are imported. This 

can be useful if you’re planning to share your raw files with other 
Photoshop users. Different camera manufacturers use different 
formats to create a raw version of an image and some of these 
can’t be opened in older versions of Photoshop. Adobe’s DNG 
format is also more compatible with third-party applications.

6 Apply metadata
If you plan to share your images electronically, it makes 
sense to attach your details and the copyright status, 

such as Creative Commons or Royalty Free, to each photo as it’s 
imported. This will save you the hassle of adding this information 
to individual files at a later date. We’ll look at ways to add more 
information to metadata on the following pages. Click Get Media 
to import the selected files. 
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A
t the end of the workflow on the previous spread we 
demonstrated how to quickly add your name and the 
copyright status to each file as it was imported to your 
computer by the Photo Downloader. This useful 

information is stored inside each file’s metadata, so when the image is 
shared online or emailed to a client they will know who it belongs to.

The Photo Downloader only enables you to add a limited amount 
of information to a batch of images, but once you’re browsing your 
imported images in Bridge you can add much more useful data to 
them, such as your contact details and website address. This helps 
people contact you if they need to use the image, or at least credit you 
as its creator. In this walkthrough we’ll demonstrate how to edit fields 
in the IPTC Core panel to assign your contact and copyright details to 
a file’s metadata.

You can add other useful details to metadata in Bridge, such as 
keywords that describe the contents of an image. This enables you to 
find a file according to its subject, instead of having to scroll through 
a chronological list of images trying to remember when you shot a 
particular picture. Keywords remain embedded in a file’s metadata, 
so they can be used by others to locate an image, which is handy if 
you want to sell your work as stock photography, for example. We’ll 
demonstrate quick ways to add keywords and then search for them 
using the filter tools in Bridge.

Add metadata 
and keywords 
Discover how to protect your photos and 
make them easier to find in the future 

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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1Examine the metadata
When importing images into Lightroom you can type your 
name into the Photo Downloader’s Creator field. If you’ve 

chosen this option, you can check that your name is attached to 
the file. Click the thumbnail of an image and then toggle open 
the IPTC Core section of the Metadata panel. Next to the Creator 
label you’ll see your name. If you didn’t add your name while 
importing, you can still do so by typing in the adjacent text field.

3Apply the changes
If your image contains a person or a place, then you can add 
the appropriate details in Bridge’s IPTC Extension panel. This 

panel also enables you to inform viewers of the image if there’s 
a model or property release form available, which is useful for 
purchasers of stock photography. Once you’ve finished editing the 
metadata, click anywhere outside the Metadata panel. You’ll then be 
asked if you want to apply the changes. Click Apply.

2Assign your copyright
You can also add your contact and website details to the 
file’s metadata by typing in the appropriate fields. Scroll 

down in the IPTC Core panel to find the Copyright Status pop-
up menu. Choose an option such as Copyrighted. When the 
photograph is opened in Photoshop the image tab will display a © 
symbol, indicating that the image is copyrighted. Viewers of the 
image can go to File>Info and read the info that you’ve added.

4Create a metadata template
To speed up your workflow you can use Bridge to create a 
metadata template that contains useful generic information, 

such as your contact and copyright details. To do so, go to 
Tools>Create Metadata Template. Give the template a name, such 
as ‘My contact details’. Type in the information. Any properties 
you add will automatically be checked. Click Save. You can create 
as many custom metadata templates as you like.
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5Batch process the metadata
Once you’ve created a custom metadata template you can 
apply it to multiple images. Shift-click to select a range of 

thumbnails in Bridge. Go to Tools and choose Append Metadata. 
You can then choose your custom metadata template. Your contact 
details will then be added to all the selected files in an instant. 
Click a thumbnail and check the Metadata panel’s IPTC Core 
section to see the added information.

7Create new keywords
To assign existing keywords to a selected image, tick the 
box next to a keyword category, such as People, or a 

subcategory, such as a person’s name. If a keyword isn’t available, 
click the fly-out icon at the top right of the Keywords panel and 
choose New Keyword. Type the keyword into the text field. Hit 
Enter. Drag the new keyword into a particular category. Tick the 
new keyword to assign it to the selected thumbnails.

6Add keywords
The IPTC Core panel also has a keyword field, so you can 
add a series of descriptive keywords to a particular file, 

such as macro, butterfly, leaf etc. You could also add common 
keywords, such as your name, to a metadata template. To help 
you add keywords quickly, Bridge has a Keywords panel adjacent 
to the Metadata tab. Here you’ll find a collection of useful preset 
keywords, plus any that you’ve manually added to any images.

8Filter via keywords
To find images that contain a particular keyword, go to 
the Filter panel on the left of the Essentials workspace, 

then simply click a keyword in the list to display the appropriate 
thumbnails in the Preview window. You’ll see a number next to 
each keyword that indicates the number of files that contain that 
particular keyword in their metadata. You can also type keywords 
into the Search field at the top right of Bridge’s workspace. 
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A
s we revealed on the previous pages, Bridge 
enables you to create and assign keywords to 
single images or batches of images so that you 
can find them with ease using filters. Keywords 

provide one of the most powerful and useful ways of 
helping you to locate specific photographs, although 
Bridge has other tools that will help you to organise 
your ever-growing library of images.

In pre-digital days we’d place our favourite prints into 
photo albums. These tended to gather and present images 
using particular themes, such as weddings or holidays, for 
example. In these digital days we have many more images 

to manage, so we can end up scrolling through hundreds 
of thumbnails in search of a particular image. In this 
walkthrough we’ll demonstrate how to use the old photo 
album model to collect themed images together so that they 
are easier to access, courtesy of Bridge’s Collections panel. 
You’ll also learn how to use the powerful Smart Collections 
feature to find photos according to specific metadata 
information, such as the shutter speed or camera model used 
to capture the images.

We’ll kick off by demonstrating how to quickly separate 
the wheat from the chaff by assigning labels and star ratings 
to particular pictures.

Organise your 
images in Bridge
Use Bridge’s asset management tools to help you find 
particular pictures quickly and easily using Collections

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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2 Label your images
You can also assign ratings by clicking the Label menu 
at the top of the workspace. There are also colour-

coded labels that indicate the status of a file. If a picture is 
ready for print, you could apply a green Approved label. 
Images that require editing might have a purple To Do label.

1 Assign ratings
Click the Filmstrip workspace so that you can get a good 
look at each image when you click its thumbnail. If you 

like an image, you can click the star icons below a thumbnail 
to assign up to five stars. You can also assign star ratings by 
pressing Cmd/Ctrl+ a number between 1 and 5.

4 Create a Collection
To create an album-style Collection, click the 
Collections panel. Click the New Collection icon at 

the bottom. Label the Collection with an appropriate name, 
such as Landscape collection. Drag thumbnails from the 
Filmstrip into the Landscape collection’s folder.

3 Filter your photos
Once you’ve assigned ratings and labels, you can 
search using them. Go to the Filter panel and click a 

coloured label to see all the files with that label. Narrow down 
your search by clicking other criteria such as a particular 
rating. You can also use the Filter items by rating option.

6Export to Photoshop
Once you’ve finished organising files in Bridge, you can 
double click to take a specific file into Photoshop. You 

can also go to Tools>Photoshop and use shortcuts that will 
jump-start a variety of Photoshop edits, such as placing two 
images into separate layers in the same document. 

5Create a Smart Collection
Click the New Smart Collection icon. Choose a Source 
for Bridge to look in. In Criteria, choose an attribute, 

such as Rating equals five stars. Click the + icon to add other 
criteria if necessary. Click Save. The Smart Collection will 
automatically gather appropriate images together.
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The Camera 
Raw editor
Familiarise yourself with the controls in Photoshop’s 
professional-level image-processing digital darkroom

32 Raw versus JPEG: which 
is the better format?
Discover the advantages of shooting 

and editing photos using your camera’s raw format, 
compared with the JPEG format

34 Introducing the 
Camera Raw panels
Learn how to fix common photo 

problems using the tools in the powerful image-
processing panels in Camera Raw

36 Introducing the 
Camera Raw toolbar
Familiarise yourself with the wide 

range of picture-processing tools placed in the 
Camera Raw toolbar

38 Master preferences and 
workflow settings
Set up Camera Raw with your 

preferred colour space, bit depth and more to suit 
your image-processing requirements

40 A typical Camera 
Raw workflow
Discover how to open a raw file, fix its 

colour and tone problems, sharpen it for print, and 
then save the changes

page://32
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Raw versus JPEG: 
what’s the difference?
Discover the advantages of shooting and editing photos using 
your camera’s raw format, compared with the JPEG format

W
hen your camera captures an 
image, it saves it as a raw file or a 
JPEG. JPEG format images are 
compressed, so these files present 

a shorthand description of the colours and 
tones in the scene. If you shoot images using 
your camera’s raw format, then the photos 
will be uncompressed, meaning much more 
information about the colours and tones in 
the images are captured.

Shooting in the JPEG format is comparable 
to snapping your subject with a Polaroid 

camera. Once the image has been developed 
in-camera, you’re stuck with the finished 
print. Shooting in raw format is like using 
print or slide film. You can take your negative 
into the darkroom and recover missing tonal 
detail more easily. Indeed, Adobe’s raw DNG 
format reflects the nature of a raw file by 
calling it a digital negative.

Like traditional negatives, your DNG 
files need to be worked on before they look 
their best. This is why we refer to the Camera 
Raw workspace as the digital darkroom. 

When you capture a photo as a JPEG, the 
camera applies processing settings to the 
image, and you risk adding unwanted 
artefacts such as noise and blocky pixelated 
areas when you try to improve the image later 
in software. By shooting in raw, you have more 
freedom to make changes while preserving 
the quality of the image. For example, you 
can change the colour balance of a raw photo 
with a click, as if you were back on location 
experimenting with your camera’s white 
balance presets. n

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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Get better-looking pictures by shooting and editing in raw

Photoshop Anatomy Head to head

Different camera 
manufacturers use 
different processing 
techniques to 
produce raw 
files, and the files 
created by the latest 
cameras may not 
be compatible with 
older versions of 
Photoshop. Adobe 
introduced the DNG 
(digital negative) 
raw format [1] to 
make it possible 
for photographers 
to open raw files 
using older versions 

of Photoshop. 
Canon cameras 
save raw files with 
a CR2 suffix [2] 
(which stands for 
Canon Raw 2). 
Nikon cameras 
save raw files 
with a NEF suffix 
(Nikon Electronic 
Format) [3]. Some 
of the latest Nikon 
cameras produce 
NRW (Nikon Raw) 
files [4]. You 
can open any of 
these formats in 
Photoshop CC.

BELT AND BRACES

Like a traditional print or film 
negative, a raw file will need to be 
processed in Photoshop before 
it’s ready to be shared. This will 
take time. You can set your 
camera to create a raw and JPEG 
version of a photo at the same 
time. The JPEG will feature the 
results of the camera’s current 
scene mode. For example, the 
camera’s Landscape scene 
mode will boost the saturation 
of natural colours such as blues 
and greens. You can instantly 
upload the processed JPEG to an 
online gallery or mail it to a client. 
If you need to make changes to 
the photo, then you have a high-
quality raw file to work on at your 
leisure. You can also use the raw 
file to experiment with different 
looks and effects.

5 WHITE BALANCE

The whites in our processed JPEG look a little cold. 
The White Balance presets and Temperature slider in 
Camera Raw enable you to quickly get whites looking 
white, creating tint-free colours in the rest of the image.

6 CLARITY

The Clarity slider in Camera Raw enables you to tease 
out more fine midtone detail, such as the textures in 
the water in this photo. It also adds contrast, creating 
a much punchier image.

1 TONAL RANGE

When shooting a high-contrast scene, your camera 
will struggle to capture detail in the shadows and 
highlights at the same time. With a raw file you have a 
much better opportunity of restoring missing highlight 
or shadow details.

2 DRAB COLOUR 

After brightening a JPEG’s under-exposed areas, you’ll 
notice that they lack colour information, even after 
boosting the Vibrance. A raw file will have more hidden 
colours for you to reveal in Camera Raw.

3 ARTEFACTS

In a JPEG version of a scene, compression artefacts 
can appear as jagged blocks or noticeable bands. In 
the raw version, the same area will be displayed as a 
smoother gradient.

4 NOISE

If there’s an exposure problem with a JPEG, you’ll 
struggle to restore tonal detail without adding artefacts 
such as noise. The processed raw version of a scene 
will feature less noise.

Understanding…
RAW FORMATS 
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Introducing the 
Camera Raw panels
Learn how to fix common photo problems using the tools 
in the powerful image-processing panels in Camera Raw

Fix common photo problems using the tools in this key panel

Photoshop Anatomy The Basic panel

1 TABS

Click the icon on a tab to access its 
raw-editing tools. The Basic panel is 
selected by default because it features 
the most commonly required tools.

3 AUTO

Click here and Camera Raw will adjust 
the sliders automatically in an attempt 
to create a healthy spread of tones 
and tint-free colours.

2 WHITE BALANCE

This basic drop-down menu enables you to 
access white-balance presets that will help 
you to produce natural-looking colours in 
various lighting conditions.

4 EXPOSURE

This slider enables you to 
make global changes to the 
photograph’s exposure in 
a similar way to opening or 
closing the camera’s aperture 
on location. The value in the 
box equates to your camera’s 
exposure compensation setting.

5 HIGHLIGHTS 
AND SHADOWS

These Basic panel Highlights 
and Shadows sliders enable you 
to target and fix specific tones, 
such as over-exposed highlights, 
without altering other parts of 
the photo.

6 CLARITY, 
VIBRANCE AND 
SATURATION

This separate panel section 
is designed to help you boost 
colour saturation. Vibrance 
is designed to boost weaker 
colours without over-saturating 
stronger ones, which helps you 
to keep the colours within a 
printable range.

I
f you open a raw file in Bridge or 
by using File>Open in Photoshop, 
Photoshop will recognise the file’s 
raw format and automatically bring 

it into Camera Raw. This is your digital 
darkroom, with a collection of tools designed 
to help you process your photos.

In Camera Raw, you can claw back missing 
tonal detail caused by incorrect camera 

settings, thanks to the extra information 
packed into an uncompressed raw file. You 
can easily correct problems with colour, 
too. Inappropriate or ineffective camera 
white-balance settings can produce washes 
of cold blue or warm orange. You can use 
the white balance presets in the Basic panel 
to experiment with different white balance 
settings and produce natural tint-free colours 

with just a few clicks. Unlike a JPEG format 
file, your raw format file is free from the 
processing applied by the camera’s chosen 
scene mode, so you can experiment with 
different looks much more easily.

We’ll kick off by looking at the most 
commonly used image-processing tools in 
Camera Raw’s Basic panel, and then move on 
to introduce the other tabbed panels. 

5

4

6

3

1

2

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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Discover other tabs that can help you to improve or creatively process your images

Overview Other key editing panels

1 TONE CURVE

This tab gives you access to even more powerful tone-tweaking 
tools that enable you to make selective tonal adjustments by 
dragging sliders or manipulating points on a curve. It also has a 
collection of Point Curve presets.

2 DETAIL

This useful tab enables you to sharpen up a soft-looking 
photo to tease out more fine detail. This is an effective way of 
producing a print with more punch. You can also reduce the 
presence of colour and luminance noise in shots captured using 
a high ISO setting.

3 HSL/GRAYSCALE

This tab enables you to target and tweak the hue, saturation 
and luminance of specific colours. It also enables you to create 
a more effective monochrome conversion by using colour 
sliders to lighten or darken particular parts of the image based 
on their original colour information.

4 SPLIT-TONING

After desaturating a photo using the HSL/Grayscale tab, you 
can add washes of colour to the shadows and highlights to 
change the mood of the monochrome conversion.

5 LENS CORRECTION

This panel enables you to use lens profiles to correct lens-
related distortions. It also features sliders to help you 
counteract distortions manually, and remove artefacts 
such as chromatic aberration.

6 EFFECTS

This panel enables you to mimic film effects by adding natural-
looking grain. You can also add or counteract vignetted corners, 
and these darkening or lightening corrections will still be 
applied evenly to the corners even after you crop the image.

1
5

6
3 4

2
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Introducing the 
Camera Raw toolbar
Familiarise yourself with the wide range of picture-processing 
tools with the icons placed on the Camera Raw toolbar

I
n a traditional print darkroom, a 
photographer would have access 
to a collection of tools that 
enabled him to tweak the colours 

and tones of a negative to produce a well-
exposed print. For example, by placing bits of 
card between the enlarger and the photo 
paper, a photographer could vary the amount 
of light hitting the paper and create selective 
exposures that revealed detail in lighter or 
darker parts of a scene.

Camera Raw has a toolbar that’s packed full 
of tools that do similar jobs to those tools 
offered by the traditional darkroom. The 
advantage of working with Camera Raw tools 
is the fact that the adjustments that you make 
are non-destructive. If a traditional darkroom 
photographer makes a mistake, he has to 
throw away the exposed photo paper and 
start from scratch. A Camera Raw user can 
experiment with more freedom, such as 
trying out different compositions using the 

Crop tool and then reverting the image to 
the original composition (even if he closes 
and then re-opens the processed raw file). 
A raw file’s original information can’t be 
destroyed or altered by any of the Camera 
Raw tools and panels. Camera Raw simply 
records the changes that you make using its 
tools, and then applies them to the raw file 
when you re-open it. Here we’ll introduce 
you to the key image-processing tools in 
Camera Raw. 

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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Get to know the key digital darkroom tools Camera Raw offers

Photoshop Anatomy The toolbar

If you rotate the 
camera to shoot in 
portrait or landscape 
orientation, the 
image will need to 
be displayed the 
right way up. Most 
digital cameras will 
store the orientation 
of the camera in 
the metadata of a 
photo so that it will 
automatically be 
displayed correctly in 
Camera Raw. However, 
you can also click to 

rotate the photo in 
a clockwise [1] or 
counter-clockwise [2] 
direction. The Color 
Sampler [3] enables 
you to discover the 
RGB values used to 
create the colour of an 
area. If the resulting 
RGB values are equal, 
the sampled colour is 
a shade of grey. The 
Radial Filter [4] is like 
the Graduated Filter, 
but it creates a 
circular gradient.

XMP

When you process a raw format 
image such as a Canon CR2 file or 
a Nikon NEF file in Camera Raw, 
Photoshop creates a sidecar XMP 
file that stores all the Camera 
Raw tool and slider settings used 
to adjust the image. When you 
re-open the image at a later date, 
this XMP file ensures that the 
settings are as you left them. You 
can then continue fine-tuning the 
raw file at your leisure. If you share 
the raw file, but forget to include 
the XMP file, then the settings 
won’t be applied. However, if you 
save your edited raw file using 
Adobe’s cross-platform DNG 
(digital negative) file format then 
the changes made by the tools and 
panel sliders will be stored within 
the DNG.

5 ADJUSTMENT BRUSH

This tool enables you to make selective brush-
based adjustments, such as lightening (dodging) 
or darkening (burning). Unlike traditional darkroom 
dodge-and-burn tools, you can modify the results 
produced by these digital versions.

6 GRADUATED FILTER

This tool acts like a graduated neutral density filter on 
a camera’s lens, enabling you to darken bright skies 
without blowing out a correctly exposed landscape. 
Alternatively, you could use it to brighten an under-
exposed landscape without over-exposing the sky.

1 WHITE BALANCE

This tool enables you to fix a white-balance problem 
by sampling something that should be white. If the 
sampled pixels are too warm, the tool will cool down 
the colours to make whites look white. This will remove 
colour casts from the rest of the photograph.

2 TARGETED ADJUSTMENT

This powerful tool enables you to adjust the tones of a 
particular area of the image. Click the image and drag 
upwards to lighten the tones, or downwards to darken 
them. You can set the tool to selectively adjust colour 
saturation too.

3 CROP TOOL

This enables you to improve composition by 
removing some of the edges of the frame. The tool 
is non-destructive, so you can restore missing edge 
details at any time. Hold down the mouse button 
on the Crop tool icon to modify the way it behaves. 
The neighbouring Straighten tool enables you to 
counteract tilted horizons.

4 SPOT REMOVAL

This tool enables you to hide unwanted image 
elements such as sensor spots in skies or spots on 
the subject’s face in a portrait. It’s the Camera Raw 
version of the main editor’s Clone Stamp and 
Healing Brush tools.

Understanding…
OTHER RAW 
TOOLS
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Master workflow 
and preferences
Set up Camera Raw with your preferred colour space, bit 
depth and more to suit your image-processing requirements

Set up workflow presets to meet various image-editing challenges

Photoshop Anatomy Workflow options

1 WORKFLOW

Click here to open the Workflow 
Options window. The edited workflow 
settings will replace the Camera Raw 
default values.

3 COLOR SPACE

Click here to choose a colour space. If 
you’re editing for print, choose Adobe 
RGB (1998). If you’re editing your 
work for digital display, chose sRGB.

2 PRESET

Click here and choose New Workflow 
Preset. A New Workflow Preset window 
will appear. Type in a suitable workflow 
name such as Print or Web. Click OK.

4 DEPTH

To access more information in your 
raw files, consider increasing the Bit 
Depth to 16/Bits Per Channel, although 
this will reduce the number of menu 
commands you can apply in the main 
Photoshop editor.

5 RESIZE

If you’re editing a series of photos that 
are destined for print, set Camera Raw 
to automatically resize them to typical 
print-friendly dimensions. You can also 
choose a high resolution to pack the 
print with detail.

6 SHARPEN

A little sharpening will give printed 
pictures more impact. Choose a suitable 
paper type and sharpening amount 
from the drop-down menu in this 
section of the Workflow Options window.

7 SMART OBJECTS

Once you open a raw file in Photoshop, 
it behaves like an ordinary JPEG. By 
ticking this box, you can edit the photo 
in Photoshop and then re-open it in 
camera Raw to fine-tune. To override 
this preference for specific images, 
press Shift when you click Open Image.

B
efore processing your photos in 
Camera Raw, it’s worth taking a 
little time to set up the preferences 
and tailor its workflow options to 

suit your specific image-editing needs. This 
enables you to speed up the way you work, 
and produce more effective results.

For example, if you plan to print your 
pictures, you’ll benefit from setting up a 

Camera Raw colour space that produces 
printer-friendly colours. Your PC displays 
millions of colours by mixing the red, green 
and blue channels together. Printers, on 
the other hand, create a narrower range of 
colours by mixing cyan, magenta, yellow and 
black. Set up Camera Raw to use a printer-
compatible colour space, such as Adobe RGB 
(1998), and the prints of your carefully edited 

images will look more similar to the on-
screen versions.

You can also modify the Camera Raw 
preferences to speed up your workflow. This 
enables you to adjust the default settings so 
that Camera Raw will automatically apply 
tonal adjustments when you open an image, 
for example. We’ll kick off by setting up 
print-friendly and web-based workflows. 
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Customise the way Camera Raw behaves to suit your way of working

Overview Choose your preferences

1 PREFERENCES

To access the Camera Raw Preferences window, click here in 
the toolbar. Alternatively, you can summon the Camera Raw 
Preferences window while working in Photoshop by going to 
Preferences>Camera Raw.

2 SIDECAR

Any Camera Raw slider or tool-related changes you make are 
recorded in an XMP file that’s stored in the same folder as the 
raw file. If you move the raw file, you need to move the XMP file 
too, to preserve the changes to the image.

3 DATABASE

You can store a record of any adjustments made to a raw file in 
a database on your Mac or PC. This database is indexed by file 
content, so the image will retain Camera Raw adjustments even 
if the raw file is moved or renamed.

4 AUTO TONE

Tick this box to have Camera Raw analyse the exposure of 
the image and automatically adjust the sliders in the Basic 
panel to try to create a healthier spread of shadows, midtones 
and highlights.

5 DEFAULTS

You can customise the Noise Reduction settings to apply 
different amounts of default smoothing to photos captured with 
fast or slow ISO speeds.

6 CACHE

The cache stores information about changes made in Camera 
Raw, which helps speed up the opening of images in Camera 
Raw. It also rebuilds previews in Bridge when an image is 
adjusted in Camera Raw.
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1 Open the image
If you’re using Bridge, right click the supplied starting image and 
choose Open in Camera raw from the context-sensitive pop-up 

menu. Alternatively, if you’re in Photoshop choose File>Open. Browse to 
the starting image and click Open. The file is a DNG (digital negative), 
so it will automatically open in Camera Raw. The shot looks under-
exposed, the contrast is flat, the colours are drab and the water looks 
warm and muddy.

2 Boost the exposure
To understand the exposure problem more clearly, take a look 
at the Histogram panel. In this instance, the graph is clumped 

towards the shadows on the left, with no strong highlight information 
on the right. This is a typical histogram shape for an under-exposed 
photo. By dragging the Exposure slider right, the graph’s under-
exposed tones slide towards the highlights, creating brighter highlights 
in the image. A value of +1.5 does the trick in this instance.

The Camera  
Raw workflow
Discover how to open a raw file, fix its colour and tone problems, 
sharpen it for print, and then save the changes you’ve made

A
ll the information about the 
colours and tones in a scene are 
contained in the raw file, but you’ll 
need to do some work to display 

tones that are missing in darker or brighter 
areas. You may also find that colours suffer 
from a warm or cool tint due to incorrect 
white-balance settings used by the camera at 
the time of capture.

In this tutorial we’ll show you a typical 
photo-fixing workflow that will demonstrate 

the ways you can use to analyse a raw file 
for typical exposure and colour problems, 
and then correct them using the sliders in 
the Basic panel. Once your processed photo 
looks more like the scene did on location, 
you can build on this 
basic workflow by 
applying more 
complex tools 
and effects to 
the image. 

SAVING OPTIONS

Once you’ve improved your photo, you have 
a variety of choices. Click Done to record the 
slider changes and store them with the raw 
file, so you can fine-tune them at a later date. 
To continue editing the image in Photoshop, 
choose Open Image. To save a JPEG version to 
share online, click Save Image. Set the Format 
drop-down menu to JPEG and click Save.

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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3 Lighten the shadows
Our photo now has a wider spread of tones, but the shadows 
lack detail. You can selectively target tones like these by 

dragging the Shadows slider right to +81. If a photo’s highlights were 
too bright, then you’d drag the Highlights slider left to claw back 
missing detail. Camera Raw enables you to make effective selective 
tonal adjustments and create a stronger contrast. Drag Contrast to +17 
for slightly blacker shadows and whiter highlights.

5 Increase Clarity
When you reveal tones in under-exposed scenes, the 
colours can look drab. Pop down to the last section in the 

Basic panel and drag Vibrance right to +46. This boosts blues and 
greens in nature shots (while avoiding over-saturating warmer skin 
tones in portraits). In the same section you’ll find the Clarity slider. 
Use this to boost midtone contrast and tease out fine details and 
textures. A value of +28 will do the trick in this example.

4 Improve the colour
If the colours look too warm or cold you can experiment 
with different white-balance presets to produce 

whiter whites. This will create more natural-looking tint-free 
colours in the rest of the image. For this image, manually drag 
Temperature left to 4600K to cool down the warm colour and 
create neutral, less muddy-looking whites. Press Q to cycle the 
Before and After views.

6 Sharpen the image
Camera Raw applies a little post-production sharpening to 
your image. If you plan to print your photo, you can give 

the hard copy extra impact by sharpening it a little more. Select the 
Zoom tool and right click to see the image at 100%. This enables 
you to see how sharp it is. Go to the Detail tab and increase the 
Amount slider in the Sharpening section to around 44. You’re now 
ready to save your processed picture. 
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Camera Raw 
basic editing
Learn how to open and process multiple raw files 
and perform basic image-editing transformations

44 Introducing the Magnifier 
and Grab tools
Work more effectively on particular

parts of a raw file with help from the Camera Raw 
image navigation tools

46 Use the Histogram 
to assess exposure
Discover how to use the Histogram 

window to analyse the spread of tones in a raw 
image, and then fix any exposure problems

48 Batch process 
your raw files
Save time and effort by opening

and processing multiple photos taken at the same 
time in the same lighting

50 Improve colour 
and tone locally
Target and tweak the hue, saturation 

and brightness of specific regions of a photo using 
the Targeted Adjustment tool

54 Resize and save your 
processed raw files
Discover how to save your edited 

photos in different image formats at different sizes 
to suit your file-sharing needs

page://44
page://48
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The Magnifier 
& Grab tools
Work more effectively on particular parts of a raw file 
with help from the Camera Raw image-navigation tools

T
o successfully improve your raw 
files, you’ll need to get to grips 
with the Camera Raw navigation 
tools. For example, if you look at a 

raw file on your camera’s LCD display, it may 
look nice and sharp. However, the file may be 
actually soft due to the camera’s inability to 
find a focal point, or because of a shallow 
depth of field caused by a wide aperture 
setting. You can only discover how soft or 
sharp a photo really is by opening it in 

Camera Raw and then magnifying the image 
to see its actual pixels.

As with the Photoshop workspace, Camera 
Raw has a toolbar that contains a Zoom tool. 
This navigation tool enables you to magnify 
the image in a series of increments so that 
you can take a closer look at soft-focus  
areas, or tackle retouching challenges more 
easily such as cloning out a small but 
unsightly sensor spot. There are a range of 
techniques that enable you to jump to a 

closer look of a particular section of a 
raw file, and we’ll cover all of these in our 
annotated image on the next page. You can 
then experiment and decide which zooming 
method you prefer.

Once you’ve zoomed in for a closer look, 
you’ll need to pan around the magnified image 
to discover more problematic areas to fix. The 
Zoom tool works in tandem with the Hand 
tool, so you can scrutinise and edit the pixels 
of your picture quickly and effectively. 

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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Take a closer look at any part of a picture

Photoshop Anatomy Navigation tools

The maximum 
magnification that 
you can achieve 
using the Camera 
Raw Zoom Level 
options or the Zoom 
tool is 400% [1]. 
At this extreme 
magnification, you 
can see the blocks 
of colour and tone 
[2] that create 
the image. Each 
photo is made up 
of millions of these 
pixels (hence the 

term, megapixel). 
Although each pixel 
is square, they are 
small enough to 
create smoothly 
curved shapes when 
viewed at a lower 
magnification such 
as 100% or Fit in 
View [4]. When 
editing an image in 
Photoshop, you can 
zoom into a massive 
3200%, which gives 
you a much closer 
look at the pixels.

KEYBOARD 
SHORTCUTS

When working with 
any tool in Camera 
Raw, you can zoom 
in by simultaneously 
pressing Cmd/Ctrl 
and the + key, or 
zoom out by pressing 
Cmd/Ctrl and the 
– key. To quickly 
zoom into 100% 
magnification, double 
click the Zoom tool 
icon in the Camera 
raw toolbar. In 
Photoshop’s General 
Preferences menu, 
you can tick a box that 
enables you to zoom 
in using your mouse’s 
scroll wheel, but this 
option doesn’t work in 
Camera Raw.

5 CONTEXT-SENSITIVE MENU

Right clicking with the Zoom or Hand tools summons 
the Zoom Level window wherever the cursor happens 
to be, which saves your cursor a trip down to the 
bottom left corner of the workspace.

6 SPECIFIC ZOOM

The Zoom Level commands enable you to magnify the 
image in specific incremental jumps. To zoom into a 
specific object or area of the image, drag a rectangle 
with the Zoom tool.

1 ZOOM TOOL

If you need to take a closer look at an area, click this 
icon in the Camera Raw toolbar to activate the Zoom 
tool. Alternatively, press Z to summon it with the 
keyboard shortcut.

2 HAND TOOL

Once you’ve magnified the image using the Zoom tool, 
click this icon to summon the Hand tool (or press H). 
You can temporarily summon the Hand tool when 
using any other tool by holding down the space bar. 
Let go of the space bar to jump back to the previously 
active tool.

3 DRAG

When the Hand tool is active, this icon will appear over 
the cursor. Drag the mouse to pan the magnified image 
in any direction.

4 ZOOM LEVEL

Click the plus or minus icons to zoom in or out in 
increments, type a specific percentage value into 
the field, or click the pop-up menu and choose a 
magnification percentage.

Understanding…
MAGNIFIED  
PIXELS
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Use the Histogram 
to assess exposure
Discover how to use the Histogram window to analyse the spread 
of tones in a raw image, and then fix any exposure problems

Discover the exposure problems in any image

Photoshop Anatomy The Histogram 

1 OPEN IMAGE

Choose File>Open, browse to our 
PMZ61_histogram starting image. 
It will open in Camera Raw. It looks 
under-exposed to the naked eye.

3 SHADOWS

The shot has plenty of midtone and 
shadow information. The strength of 
the darkest shadows are represented 
at the far left.

2 SHADOW CLIPPING

Click the Shadow Clipping warning 
to reveal clipped (under-exposed) 
shadows as patches of blue.

4 GRAPH

The undulating graph shows the 
strength and spread of the shadows, 
midtones and highlights in the image.

5 HIGHLIGHTS

The brightest highlights peter out in 
the middle of the histogram. In a well-
exposed photo, they’d stretch to the 
far right.

6 HIGHLIGHT CLIPPING

Click the Highlight Clipping warning to 
reveal clipped (over-exposed) highlights 
as patches of red.

O
ne of the main challenges we face 
when taking a photograph is to 
meter the scene to capture detail in 
the shadows, midtones and 

highlights. After capturing an image, you may 
discover that it’s under- or over-exposed. 
Some cameras enable you to summon a 
Histogram graph in the camera’s Live View 
display when setting up the shot. This graph 

demonstrates the spread of tones in the scene. 
A correctly set camera should display a 
histogram graph that spreads from the far left 
(where the darkest shadows are) to the far 
right (where the brightest highlights are).

Despite your best efforts, you may capture 
an image that has exposure problems, such 
as our under-exposed starting image. Camera 
Raw’s Histogram window enables you to 

analyse the spread of tones in a picture so 
that you can see precisely where the exposure 
problems are. You can then use the Histogram 
window to help you create a wider spread of 
tones that reveals missing detail and creates 
more contrast. In our first annotation, we’ll 
look at how to analyse our under-exposed 
photo’s histogram, before moving on to fix it 
in the second annotated image. 
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Adjust the spread of tones in the histogram graph

Overview Create a correct exposure

1 REGIONS

Place the cursor on part of the graph, and you can see which 
tonal region is being represented as a lighter grey bar.

2 EXPOSURE

In this example, we’ve placed the cursor on the part of the 
histogram graph that represents the tones controlled by the 
Exposure slider.

3 DRAG

By dragging right inside a specific region (such as Exposure) 
you can slide the graph right toward the highlights. This also 
increases the value of the Exposure slider.

4 REMAP

By boosting the Exposure and Highlights you remap the under-
exposed midtones and highlights and give them brighter values. 
The graph now stretches further to the right, indicating a wider 
spread of tones.

5 WHITES

You can target and tweak a narrow range of tones by using 
sliders such as Whites. This slider brightens the lightest 
pixels without interfering with tones in the rest of the image. 
A correctly exposed photo should have some black shadows 
and white highlights for a strong contrast.

6 BEFORE AND AFTER

Click here to toggle through the various before-and-after views 
so you can compare your adjusted image with the original.
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2Tweak the colour and tone 
Click PMZ11_batch DNG. Click Select All to include 
the other images. Drag Exposure up to +0.70 to 

brighten up the under-exposed image. Pull Highlights left to 
-20 to avoid blowing out detail on the brighter petals. Cool 
the Temperature to 4100 and drag Tint to +20.

1Open the images
In Bridge, Shift click to select our batch of three start 
images - PMZ11_batch DNG, PMZ12_batch DNG and 

PMZ13_batch DNG. Alternatively, in Photoshop choose 
File>Open and Shift click to select the three files. Click Open. 
The open files’ thumbnails will be visible in Camera Raw.

W
hen shooting a series of shots in the same lighting 
conditions (and using identical camera settings), 
you may end up with a collection of images that 
have similar problems with colour and tone (such 

as our under-exposed starting images). You could open each 
image in turn and manually tweak its colours and tones, but 
this would be rather time-consuming.

Because our collection of images have similar problems 
we can use the Basic Camera Raw sliders to apply the same 
tonal and colour adjustments to every shot in the series 
and they’ll look consistently better. Adobe understand 
that most photographers would prefer to spend more time 
taking photographs and less time editing them, which is why 
Camera Raw enables you to batch process multiple photos at 
the same time.

As you’ll see from our walkthrough, Camera Raw 
enables you to make manual adjustments to a photo that is 
representative of the problems in a batch of similar images, 
and it will simultaneously apply the adjustments to all of the 
open files. If necessary you can then look through the batch-
processed files and fine-tune the adjustments to suit their 
individual needs.

Batch process 
your images
Save time and effort by opening and processing multiple 
photos taken at the same time in the same lighting

BEFORE

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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4Fine-tune individual images 
The changes will be applied to all the files. Click the 
other thumbnails to see if they need fine-tuning. 

The other two images are slightly brighter, so tweak their 
Exposure to -65. Drop Highlights to -70. Click the Before 
and After icon to see how the edited images compare. 

3Reduce Vibrance
Boost Clarity to +16 to increase contrast and reveal 
fine details. For more natural-looking colours, drag 

Vibrance down to -15. Vibrance selectively reduces the 
saturation of the stronger colours without desaturating the 
weaker ones. This helps to keep the colours printable.

BEFORE

BEFORE
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4Adjust the Hue  
If you set the Targeted Adjustment tool to Hue, then 
you can drag on a particular colour and quickly change 

the hue of all similar colours. Here we dragged down on the 
red top to change the hue of the Reds in the HSL panel to 
pink. This turned the red lipstick pink too.

3Adjust the colour
Click and hold the Targeted Adjustment tool icon and 
choose Saturation. Click to sample a colour. Drag up-

wards to make that colour more saturated. Drag down to make 
it less saturated. This automatically changes the appropriate 
colour sliders in the HSL panel’s Saturation tab.

2Darken the shadows
Click to sample a shadow and drag down to make 
all the blacks in the image look blacker. These curve 

tweaks give the image a stronger contrast. Notice that the 
appropriate Highlights and Shadows sliders in the Parametric 
Curve panel have been adjusted automatically.

1 Brighten the highlights
Open PMZ61_targeted DNG. Click the Targeted 
Adjustment tool in the Tools panel. To see how the tool 

tweaks the photo’s curves, click the Tone Curve panel and 
choose the Parametric Curve tab. Click to sample the eye 
whites and drag upwards to brighten the highlights. 

C
amera Raw is packed full of tools and sliders that 
enable you to selectively target and adjust 
properties such as colour or tone. However, it can 
be quite daunting to decide which tool to pick or 

slider to adjust. The beauty of the Targeted Adjustment tool 
is that you can click a particular area to sample it, and then 
drag to adjust a range of properties.

The Targeted Adjustment tool will tinker with the 
Parametric Curve, which you’ll find in the Tone Curve 

panel. This panel provides you with a powerful way to 
adjust specific tones, but you can get carried away and end 
up blowing out highlights or clipping shadows if you’re 
unfamiliar with curves. The Targeted Adjustment tool 
enables you to tweak curves without using the sliders in the 
Parametric Tone Curve panel, so it’s more intuitive to use.

We’ll show you how to tweak colour hue, saturation and 
general tones simply by clicking them and dragging the 
cursor up or down.

Improve colour 
& tone locally
Alter the hue, saturation and brightness of specific 
regions of a photo using the Targeted Adjustment tool

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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After using the Targeted Adjustment tool to perform common 
photo fixes such as increasing contrast and boosting colour 
saturation, you can use it to experiment with more creative 
looks. Here we set the Targeted Adjustment tool to alter 
Hue and turned the sampled blues a more cross-processed 
cyan [1]. We also altered the Hue of the Reds to turn them 
orange. Here’s an alternative cross-processed look with 
greener graffiti, created by sampling and changing the Hue 

of the Blues and Purples [2]. You can also set the Targeted 
Adjustment tool to Grayscale Mix. This enables you to drag 
down on a sampled colour to create darker tones in a 
monochrome conversion, or up to lighten the tones. Here 
we’ve created luminous white skin to make the model stand 
out more in contrast with the darker background [3]. Here 
we’ve sampled and darkened the Reds of her dress and lips 
for a gothic look [4]. 
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4Choose a size
Use Image Sizing to create a version of your raw file 
with specific dimensions (such as a 4x7-inch print). 

For a high-quality print, keep resolution at 300. For the web, 
you can drop the resolution to 72. Sharpen the file for screen 
or print. Click Save to create a resized JPEG version. 

3Set the quality
The Format drop-down menu will change to the file 
format you’ve chosen. To create a smaller JPEG you 

could drop the Quality setting, though obviously, this creates 
a lower quality image. If you plan to share the photo onscreen 
set Color Space to sRGB. Use Adobe RGB for print.

2Choose a format
To save the image in a web-friendly format, click the 
Save Image button at the bottom left. The Save Image 

window will appear. In Destination, click Select Folder and 
choose a folder to store your saved photo in. Click Select. 
Label the photo and choose a format such as JPG.

1Process the picture
Open PMZ31_save DNG. Our raw file is too warm, so 
drag Temperature to 450 for more natural skin tones. 

The highlights are too bright, so drop Contrast to -23 and 
Highlights to -43. Drag Blacks to -53 for more contrast. Set 
Clarity to -11 for softer skin and boost Vibrance to +33.

A
fter processing a raw file, you have a choice of 
several image-saving options. By default, when 
you make changes to a raw file and click Done to 
close the image, Camera Raw will create an XMP 

file that’s stored in the same folder as your original raw file. 
This sidecar file describes the position and value of any 
sliders that were tweaked in Camera Raw, as well as any 
modifications that you’ve made using tools to crop, clone or 
selectively tone the raw image. When you re-open the raw 

file in the future, Camera raw will read the XMP file and then 
automatically reapply all the image adjustments and slider 
settings that you made earlier.

You may want to click Open Image to continue editing 
the raw file using tools and filters that aren’t available in 
Camera Raw. Alternatively, you might want to create a 
compressed version of the processed picture that’s suitable 
for posting online. Here’s how to save your raw file in a 
variety of formats.

Resize and save 
your raw files
Discover how to save your edited photos in different image 
formats at different sizes to suit your file-sharing needs

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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Fix photo 
problems
Quickly improve composition, tones, and colour, 
and remove unwanted elements from your photos

58 Improve image 
composition
Straighten tilted horizons and crop 

your photos to give your subjects more impact 
using Camera Raw’s composition tools

62 Improve the tonal quality 
of your photos
Discover how to brighten under-

exposed images and add punch with additional 
contrast using the Basic panel

64 Improve image colours 
with the Basic panel
Use the colour-enhancing tools in the 

Basic panel to create strong and natural-looking 
colours in your photos

66 Remove unwanted 
spots and marks
Discover how to identify and remove 

unsightly spots, blemishes and other unwanted 
artefacts in your photos

68 Remove unwanted 
atmospheric haze
Discover how to get to grips with 

the Dehaze filter, and cut through haze in your 
landscape images

page://58
page://64
page://62
page://66
page://68
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W
hen capturing photos on location you may not 
have time to consider the optimum composition 
for your subject, especially when shooting a busy 
event such as a wedding. If you’re shooting 

handheld then you might add a slight tilt to the image’s 
horizon. Thanks to the large size and resolution of your 
camera’s raw files you can use the Camera Raw Crop tool to 
re-compose a photo’s subject at your leisure and change the 
way that they are perceived in the frame. By removing some 
of the image’s edges you can zoom in for a closer look at a 
subject and make them more prominent in the frame. If you 
forget to shoot both a portrait and landscape oriented photo 

on location you can use the Crop tool to change the shot’s 
aspect ratio and discover which shape best suits your subject.

As you’ll see from our walkthrough, the Crop tool enables 
you to fix problems such as a tilted horizon. Alternatively, 
you can crop to experiment with more creative composition 
angles, as if you’d deliberately tilted the camera on location. 
We’ll show you how to crop using a range of presets and 
create custom aspect ratios. You’ll so learn how to crop to 
create common print sizes so you can produce hard copy 
pictures to fit in a frame or album. We’ll also demonstrate 
how to darken the edges of the cropped frame to help draw 
the eye to the main subject and create a natural border.

Improve image 
composition
Straighten tilted horizons and crop your photos to give your 
subjects more impact using Camera Raw’s composition tools

BEFORE

STRAIGHTEN

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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SQUARE
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1Straighten the horizon
Go to File>Open and select PMZ3_compose. Click Open. The 
digital negative format raw file will open in Camera Raw. If 

you’re using Bridge, click our starting image’s thumbnail and choose 
File>Open in Camera Raw. The horizon is tilting down to the right. 
To fix a wonky horizon, click to select the Straighten tool from the 
Camera Raw toolbar. Drag the tool to draw a line that follows the tilt 
of the horizon.

3Save the straightened image
The image will still look tilted. To see the results of the 
Crop tool, you need to click to choose any other tool in the 

toolbar (such as the Hand tool). The image will then be cropped and 
straightened. You can now click Save and produce a JPEG version of 
your corrected image. As editing in Camera Raw is a non-destructive 
process, you can click back on the Crop tool at any time and you’ll see 
the original cropped edges.

2Crop the shot
The Straighten tool will automatically rotate the shot to 
counteract the angle of the tilt. The Crop tool will become active 

and a crop overlay window will appear. The Crop tool needs to crop the 
rotated image to avoid adding transparent edges to it. The edges of the 
image that will be removed by the Crop tool appear as partially greyed 
out. You could drag the crop overlay’s corner handles to fine-tune the 
tightness of the crop.

4Rotate the overlay
Click back on the Crop tool to summon the crop overlay that 
you created with the Straighten tool. Place the cursor outside 

the crop overlay to activate a rotate icon. Drag to rotate the crop 
overlay clockwise until it creates a portrait-oriented shape. As you 
rotate the crop overlay, a mesh will appear. Use the mesh to align 
the rotated overlay with the tilted horizon. This will ensure that the 
portrait-shaped image has a straight horizon.

60
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5Use the rule of thirds
Drag inside the crop overlay to recompose the image so that 
the train of the bride’s dress is in shot. The crop overlay’s Rule 

of Thirds grid enables you to make sure that the bride is in the centre 
of the frame. Hold Shift to constrain the overlay’s shape and drag a 
corner handle to tighten the composition. Drag inside the overlay to 
place the sand in the Rule of Thirds grid’s bottom row. Click another 
tool to view the new cropped composition. 

7Choose a new ratio
Go to the toolbar and hold down the mouse button on the 
Crop tool’s icon. In the pop-up menu, choose a new aspect 

ratio such as 1:1. Drag the square crop overlay’s corner handles to 
resize the image. Drag inside the overlay to recompose the subject. 
The Post Crop Vignette will automatically be re-applied to the 
edges of your photograph’s new shape, so you don’t need to spend 
time fine-tuning it.

6Add a vignette
Click the Effects panel. In the Post Crop Vignette section, set 
the Style drop-down menu to Color Priority. This allows the 

vignette to gently darken the shot's original edge colours rather than 
just adding grey to them. Set Amount to -27 to add a natural-looking 
vignette to the edges of the cropped image. Increase Midpoint to 63 
to push the vignette effect out towards the edges while preserving the 
vignetted corners. Save your portrait-oriented version of the scene.

8Experiment with angles
After saving a square version of your cropped shot, experiment 
by clicking the Crop tool’s icon and dragging the crop overlay’s 

corner handles to zoom in for a tighter composition. Drag outside the 
overlay to deliberately rotate the shot to produce a tilt that adds energy 
and drama to the original image’s formal composition. Once you’ve 
saved a range of new compositions, you can always choose Clear Crop 
from the Crop tool’s drop-down menu. 
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4Tweak the contrast
For a healthy contrast we need some white whites 
and black blacks. We could drag the Contrast slider 

to darken shadows and lighten highlights equally. For more 
control drag Whites to +17. Darken the Blacks slider to -10. 
This allows a touch of blue shadow clipping patches to appear 
in unimportant areas. 

3Reveal shadow detail
In this example the clipped highlights only appear in 
the specular reflections in her eyes and earring, so 

we’re not losing any important highlight detail. It’s good to 
have some bright highlights in an image if it gives a healthy 
contrast. To reveal detail hidden in the photo’s shadows, 
boost the Shadows slider to +55.

2Discover clipped highlights
When boosting highlights you risk clipping (over-
exposing) them and losing detail. Clipped highlights 

appear as a peak at the right of the graph. To reveal them in 
the image, click the Highlight clipping warning icon at the 
right of the Histogram, or press O for over-exposed. Clipped 
highlights will appear as patches of red.

1Boost highlight strength 
Open PMZ09_tones in Camera Raw. The histogram 
graph needs to stretch from the far left to the far right if 

we’re to have a correctly exposed shot. As the highlights are 
weak, drag the Highlights slider right to 100. This causes the 
graph’s weak highlights to slide right too, indicating that they 
have been made stronger.

A
shot that looks correctly exposed on your camera’s 
illuminated display may look a little dull and 
suffer from a lack of contrast when printed out as 
a hard copy. Our starting image looks fairly 

well-exposed to the naked eye, but if we look at the Camera 
Raw Histogram we can see that the undulating graph doesn’t 
quite stretch to the far right. This indicates that while the 
shot has plenty of shadow and midtone information, it lacks 
strong highlights. It’s a simple matter to tweak a few sliders 

in the Camera Raw Basic panel to selectively boost the 
strength of the weak highlights. We’ll also show you how to 
reveal some extra detail in our subject’s darkest shadows, 
while creating an image that enjoys a strong contrast with 
some black shadows and white highlights. This increase in 
contrast will help the image look less flat and give it more 
impact. As the Basic panel’s tone-tweaking sliders enable you 
to target and adjust specific tonal ranges, you can use them to 
fix common exposure problems quickly and effectively.

Improve tones
Discover how to brighten under-exposed images and add 
punch with additional contrast using the Basic panel

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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2Warm up the colours
Go to the White Balance drop-down menu. Here you’ll 
find a series of settings that are similar to those you 

can select in camera. Experiment to see which produces the 
most tint-free colours. In this instance Auto does a good job 
of removing the cold blue colour cast.

1Open the image
Open PMZ76_colour in Camera Raw. Our unprocessed 
starting image’s colours look very drab, so we need to 

reveal the extra colour information hidden in the raw file. The 
colours look a little cold too, so we’ll need to warm them up 
slightly to remove the slightly blue colour cast.

I
f you capture your photos in JPEG format then 
the colour settings that you choose in your 
camera’s menu will be applied to the image 
as it's saved onto the memory card. This 

means that it will be harder for you to change a photo’s 
pre-processed colours in Photoshop. By using in-camera 
colour settings such as Vivid or Natural you’ll produce a 
range of dramatically different looking colours. If you use 
an inappropriate white-balance setting when shooting 
JPEGS then your photos may suffer from colour casts too. 
These warm or blue tints in a compressed JPEG will also 
be more challenging to correct in Photoshop compared 
to working with a raw file.

By photographing in raw you have more colour 
information to work with. The colour boosting and 
correcting tools in the Camera Raw Basic panel can be 
used to produce a range of different looks, from a vivid 
colour palette to a more natural, less saturated look. 
This gives you more freedom and quality than you’d 
get by applying an in-camera colour preset to a JPEG 
version of the image. Here’s a quick colour-enhancing 
walkthrough you can apply to your photos.

Improve 
image colour
Use the colour-enhancing tools in the Basic panel to 
create strong and natural-looking colours in your photos

BEFORE

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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4Boost the saturation
Drag Vibrance up to +19. This selectively boosts the 
saturation of weaker colours without over-saturating 

stronger ones. This makes the colours look more evenly 
saturated. Give the colours a global boost by pushing 
Saturation up to +36. A Clarity of +15 reveals more texture. 

3Correct the exposure
From the histogram we can see that the image is 
under-exposed. It’s always worth fixing exposure 

problems before adjusting colour saturation, because this 
can reveal more colour problems. Drag Exposure up to +0.50. 
Increase Highlights to +32 and Whites to +36.
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W
hen shooting subjects that feature a large 
clear expanse of bright colour or tone, such 
as a sky or a studio backdrop, then you may 
notice small grey blobs in these sections of 

the image. Unsightly sensor spots are caused when 
specks of dust enter the camera body (when changing 
lenses, for example) and come to rest on the sensor. 
Your SLR may enable you to vibrate the sensor in an 
attempt to clean it, but this may not be enough to shake 
the more tenacious spots. You could attempt to clean 
the sensor by removing the lens, opening the shutter 
and blasting the sensor with a gust of air from a blower 
brush. However, this physical fix won’t remove sensor 
spots from older photos in your collection.

If shooting a portrait, then your subject may suffer 
from spots and pimples on the skin. Although these 
types of spots aren’t a camera-induced artefact, you 
may still want to flatter the subject by creating 
a spot-free complexion.

Camera Raw has a spot-removal tool that can 
eradicate skin or sensor spots quickly and effectively. 
It works by sampling clean pixels and placing them over 
an adjacent spot. We’ll show you how to modify the 
tool to reveal the location of spots more effectively, so 
that you can remove them with a few clicks.

Remove unwanted 
spots and marks
Discover how to identify and remove unsightly spots, 
blemishes and other unwanted artefacts in your photos

BEFORE

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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2   Adjust the tolerance
To reveal more subtly contrasting spots lurking in 
smooth patches of skin, drag the Visualize Spots slider 

right. This makes it more sensitive. The trick here is to get a 
balance between revealing spots in patches of white, without 
including other details such as skin pores.

1 Find the spots
Open PMZ83_spot. Click the Spot Removal tool in 
the toolbar (or press B to summon it). To discover the 

location of the most unsightly spots, tick the Visualize Spots 
box in the Spot Removal panel. By default only the most 
contrasting edges will be visible in white.

4 Reposition the overlays
Untick Visualize Spots to see the image. As you click 
a spot, a red overlay surrounds it. The attached green 

overlay automatically samples a clear patch of skin to place it 
over the unwanted spot. Reposition a green overlay to find a 
cleaner patch of skin.

3 Set up the tip
Increase the Size slider so that the Spot Removal 
tool’s tip is large enough to cover the average spot. 

Set the Type drop-down menu to Heal. This will cause 
sampled and relocated skin to be seamlessly blended with its 
new surroundings. Click a white spot to turn it black.

6Remove lines
The latest version of Camera Raw enables you to draw 
irregular shapes with the Spot Removal tool, so that 

you can select and remove lines and wrinkles in a single 
stroke. These longer strokes are represented by pins. Click a 
pin to activate and edit the attached overlay. 

5 Fine-tune the size
Drag the edge of an overlay to resize it. To restore 
a missing birth mark or freckle that’s a permanent 

part of the subject’s character, click an overlay and hit the 
Backspace key to delete it. To get a clearer look at the subject, 
tick the Show Overlay box.
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2Dehaze the photo
Click the FX panel in the list of panels on the right. 
Drag the Dehaze slider to a positive value to remove 

haziness in the image, or a negative value to add haze. We’ve 
set it to +60 here. This improves visibility over the distant 
rocks, but has left the foreground (which was less hazy to 
begin with) looking a little dark, particularly in the shadows.

1Open the Camera Raw filter
Open the image in Photoshop, right click the layer in the 
Layers panel and choose Convert to Smart Object. This 

enables you to apply the filter non-destructively to the layer. 
Go to Filter>Camera Raw filter. This brings up the familiar 
Camera Raw dialog in Photoshop, with almost all the same 
tools as the plugin. The only thing you can’t do is crop.

T
hose with a Creative Cloud subscription have 
access to two recent innovations in Camera 
Raw. The first is a Dehaze feature. Found in the 
Camera Raw FX panel, Dehaze cuts through 

atmospheric haze to improve image clarity in your 
landscapes, transforming the effects of a humid day with 
limited visibility into a clear scene where you can see far 
into the distance. You can also use it to creatively add 
haze if you wish. We’ll show you how to use it here to 
remove the distant haze in a seascape image.

You can apply Dehaze directly from the Camera Raw 
plugin, but rather than do that here, we’ll use another 
of Adobe’s recent innovations instead: the Camera Raw 
filter. The filter is almost identical to the standalone 
plugin, but you can use it as a filter within Photoshop, 
which means you can apply all your favourite Camera 
Raw controls directly to your Photoshop documents. 
One of the great things about the Camera Raw filter is 
that it can be applied to Smart Object layers. Convert 
your layer to a Smart Object beforehand, then after 
applying the filter you can double click the Smart Filter 
in the Layers panel to adjust it.

How to remove 
atmospheric haze
Discover how to get to grips with the Dehaze filter, 
and cut through haze in your landscapes

BEFORE

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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4Apply dehaze selectively
Notice in the Layers panel that you now have a Smart 
filter applied to the layer, complete with a white mask. 

If you like, you can edit the mask to apply the filter to certain 
areas. Highlight it, press Cmd/Ctrl+I to invert to black, then 
paint white over the distant sea to add the Dehaze effect 
selectively to the areas of the image that need it most. 

3 Improve the shadows
To fix the darkened shadows, grab the Adjustment 
Brush from the toolbar, click the plus icon next to 

Shadows to increase, then paint over the rocks to improve the 
shadow detail. Press Y to toggle a mask view on and off so 
you can see where you’ve been painting, and hold down Alt 
to erase parts of the mask. Click OK.
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There are some adjustments you’ll need to make to almost 
every photo. Find out what they are and how to apply them

72 Reduce unsightly 
image noise
Smooth away distracting luminance 

and chrominance noise caused by using high ISO 
settings in low-light conditions

74 Correct lens distortion 
and vignetting
Remove unwanted lens effects 

from your photos such as image distortion 
and vignetting using lens profiles

78 Correct perspectival 
distortion
Straighten converging verticals in 

your photos of buildings using the powerful 
Upright command in Camera Raw

80 Recreate in-camera 
picture styles
Make changes to the colours and 

tones of a photograph with just a few clicks by 
applying different camera profiles

84 Sharpen up 
your images
Discover how to make your photos 

appear crisp and sharp without introducing image 
noise in blurred areas

Essential 
corrections

page://72
page://78
page://74
page://80
page://84
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Reduce 
unsightly image noise
Smooth away distracting luminance and chrominance noise 
caused by using high ISO settings in low-light conditions

W
hen shooting in low lighting 
conditions your camera will 
struggle to capture a correct 
exposure. You could pop up the 

flash to add artificial light, but this may not 
always help. Flash won’t illuminate distant 
objects and may not be permitted in certain 
locations. By setting your camera to a faster 
ISO speed you can make it more sensitive to 
available light. This enables you to use a 
narrower aperture and a faster shutter speed 
in low light, but it can result in pictures 
suffering from noise. There are two types of 

digital noise present in a photo captured 
using a high ISO. The most distracting is 
Chrominance (or colour) noise. This appears 
as rainbow-coloured dots scattered 
throughout the image. Fortunately, this 
unsightly type of noise is easy to remove 
without smoothing out important details.

The second type of noise is Luminance 
noise. This appears as greyscale specks of 
digital grain. Camera Raw counteracts this 
type of noise by smoothing it using the 
Detail panel’s Noise Reduction sliders. 
However, this operation can also smooth 

out fine details in the image, so you need to 
juggle the sliders to get a balance between 
smoothing unwanted noise while preserving 
the detail you want to retain.

There are lots of different ISO speeds to 
choose from. The higher the ISO speed, the 
noisier the results. After showing you how to 
smooth noise while preserving detail, we’ll 
demonstrate how to set up the Camera Raw 
preferences so that the correct amount of 
noise reduction will be applied to suit the 
specific ISO speed of any picture that you 
open in future. 

unsightly image noise

BEFORE

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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Remove luminance and chrominance noise using the Detail panel

Photoshop Anatomy Noise Reduction

By default, the Camera 
Raw Noise Reduction 
sliders are set with 
Luminance at 0 and 
Color at 25. You can 
tailor these Noise 
Reduction defaults to 
apply suitable settings 
to different ISO speed 
images. Go to Camera 
Raw preferences and 
tick Make defaults 
specific to camera 
ISO setting. Click OK. 
Open an image with a 
particular ISO speed 

(such as our lizard’s 
ISO of 1000). Set 
the Noise Reduction 
sliders to smooth out 
the noise [1]. Click the 
fly-out icon [2]. Click 
Save New Camera 
Raw Defaults [3]. 
Click Done to close 
the raw file. When you 
open another ISO1000 
image, click here [4] to 
apply the appropriate 
Noise Reduction 
settings that you 
applied previously.

GIVE IT 100%

To see precisely how much noise 
is blighting your photograph, you 
need to view the shot at 100%. 
This actual-size magnification 
enables you to use the Noise 
Reduction sliders to smooth 
out noise more accurately while 
preserving important details in the 
scene. Click the Select Zoom Level 
pop-up menu and choose 100% 
from there. Alternatively, you can 
double click the Zoom tool icon 
in the toolbar, and the image will 
automatically jump to 100%. You 
can then press H to summon the 
Hand tool and drag the magnified 
image to find a noisy area to 
work on. We chose a section that 
showed a mixture of smooth 
background and the lizard’s 
detailed texture.

5 COLOR DETAIL

This slider provides a balance between reducing 
colour bleed and colour speckling. Drag it right 
to reduce bleed or left to reduce speckling. 
A value of 73 will be fine in this instance.

6 COLOR SMOOTHNESS

This slider is designed to remove low- 
frequency colour mottling, though in the 
case of this image the default setting of 50 
produces good results.

1 COLOUR NOISE

Chrominance noise is visible 
as specks of colour. By default 
the Camera Raw Color slider 
is automatically set to 25 to 
remove colour noise from all 
photos. To remove it from this 
image a Color value of 35 is 
sufficient.

2 LUMINANCE 
NOISE 

This type of greyscale digital 
noise equates to the grain 
produced by fast ISO speed 
film, although clumps of grain 
are considered more attractive 
than sharp dots of digital noise.

3 LUMINANCE

Drag this slider right to smooth 
out noise. Drag it left to restore 
fine detail. This is the most useful 
slider to start working with. 
A value of 69 dramatically 
reduces the presence of noise, 
especially in the background blur.

4 LUMINANCE DETAIL

Enables you to get a balance between smoothing out luminance 
noise while protecting important details. Drag right to sharpen 
blurred details, or left to blur more noise. You can reveal fine detail by 
increasing Luminance Contrast, though that will exaggerate noise.

Understanding…
PREFERENCES
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W
hat you see with the naked eye isn’t always what you get 
in a photo. This is due to problems produced by the 
camera’s lens. When shooting with a wide-angle lens, 
horizontal and vertical lines can look curved instead of 

straight. This distortion is especially noticeable when shooting 
architecture. Barrel distortion causes the edges of the frame to bulge 
outwards (as if you’d wrapped the photo around a barrel). Pincushion 
distortion causes the edges to bulge inwards. These types of 
lens-related problems are referred to as geometric distortion.

Due to the way a lens is manufactured, you may find that less 
light enters at the edges. The resulting uneven exposure can cause 
the edges of the frame to look darker (or vignetted). You may find 
fringes of green or purple clinging to the contrasting edges of your 
subject. This ugly and distracting chromatic aberration is caused 
by the lens’s inability to focus different wavelengths of light onto the 
same spot on your camera’s sensor. It’s more noticeable when using 
cheap lenses, but even the L-series lens used to take our starting 
image features a little fringing. We’ll show you how to use the Lens 
Correction panel’s Color tab to remove colour fringes automatically, 
or take manual control where necessary. The aptly named Lens 
Correction panel also has tools dedicated to counteracting geometric 
distortion and vignetted corners. One of the most useful tools is the 
Profile tab, because it enables you to remove lens-induced artefacts 
with a click.

Fix lens 
distortion
Remove unwanted lens effects 
from your photos such as image 
distortion and vignetting

BEFORE

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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1Open the image
Open PMZ15_lens correction in Camera Raw. If you look below 
the Histogram window you can see that a wide-angle lens was 

used to capture the picture. The additional @24 information tells us 
that the lens was at its widest setting. This will cause some geometric 
distortion and possibly lead to vignetting around the edges. Thanks 
to the lens’s wide-angle setting, the building’s edges also suffer from 
perspectival distortion.

3Before and after
If your lens’s make and model details don’t automatically appear, 
choose your lens’s manufacturer (such as Canon) from the Make 

drop-down menu. This should be enough for Camera Raw to find the 
precise lens used, and apply a profile that counteracts any geometric 
distortions that the lens produces. Toggle the profile on and off to see a 
before-and-after version of the shot. You can see that the image suffers 
from vignetted edges and barrel distortion when the profile is off.

2Use a profile
Click the Lens Corrections panel. Click the Profile tab. You can 
use this tab to make a lens profile from the metadata stored in 

the raw file. Once Camera Raw knows which lens and focal length you 
used to capture the image, it will automatically be able to counteract 
geometric distortion and create more evenly exposed edges. Tick 
Enable lens Profile Corrections. Your lens’s manufacturer and lens 
model details should appear.

4Fine-tune the corrections
In the uncorrected version of the image, the sky is darker at 
the top left corner. The profile counteracts this vignetting and 

creates a more evenly exposed sky. You can fine-tune the effect of 
the profile using the Correction Amount sliders at the bottom. To 
counteract the barrelling even more, push the Distortion slider right 
to 143. To gently reduce the strength of the vignette correction, drag 
Vignetting left to 66.
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5Create a custom profile
After tweaking the Correction Amount sliders, you’ll have created 
a custom profile. You’ll see the word Custom appear in the Setup 

drop-down menu. If you want to apply the same corrections to other 
images captured with this lens, click the Setup drop-down menu. Click 
Save New Lens Profile Defaults. Setup will change to Default, but now 
when you apply the Default profile to a shot, it will use the numerical 
values you applied to the Correction Amount sliders.

7Remove the coloured fringes
If the Remove Chromatic Aberration box doesn’t work, you 
can manually choose the colour of the fringes that you need to 

remove. Untick the box. Drag the Green Amount slider right to 16. The 
green fringe is still visible. To widen the range of the tool to include 
more green hues, drag the Green Hue slider to the right. In this case a 
value of 86 is enough to include and remove the colour of the unwanted 
green fringe. Set Purple Amount to 9 to remove the purple fringe.

6Remove the chromatic aberration
Grab the Zoom tool and click to magnify the image to 100%. 
Hold down the spacebar to summon the Hand tool and drag 

to view the church tower. You’ll notice a green fringe clinging to the 
right of the tower as the dark building contrasts against the lighter sky. 
Clinging to the left of the tower is a less noticeable but still visible 
purple fringe. In most cases you should be able to remove all traces of 
fringing by clicking the Remove Chromatic Aberration box.

8Correct the perspectival distortion
Zoom out to see the whole image. The church’s walls are 
converging inwards towards the top. To straighten them, click 

the Manual tab. Drag the Vertical slider to the left to counteract the 
perspectival distortion – a value of -30 does the trick in this example. 
After manually adjusting the verticals, you’ll need to use the Crop tool 
to hide the transparent corners at the bottom of the frame. We’ll look 
at this panel in more detail on the next spread. 
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2Auto correction
Although the tower is corrected, the 
walls at the far left and right are still converging, and 

we’ve created transparent edges that need cropping. As an 
alternative, tick the Auto button in the Upright section. This 
produces a similar perspectival correction and scales up the 
shot to remove the transparent edges.

1Straighten the building
Open PMZ16_upright DNG. Open the Lens Corrections 
panel and click Manual. Tick Show Grid. By dragging 

Vertical left to -22 you can make the tower’s vertical lines 
run parallel with the frame edge. If the corrected building 
looks a little too squat, drag the Aspect slider right to slim 
it down a little.

W
e take it for granted that most buildings have 
vertical walls that extend at a 90-degree angle 
from the ground. However, in photographs, the 
walls often appear wider apart at the ground, but 

tilt inwards towards the top (as you can see in our starting 
image). These converging vertical lines are created by 
perspectival distortion.

As you get closer to a building, you’ll need to tilt your 
camera at a steeper angle to get the top of the structure 
in shot. This will create the perspectival distortion. 
Converging lines can also be exaggerated when you use 
a wide-angle lens to fit the building into the frame.

The Manual tab on the Lens Correction panel contains 
a Distortion slider that enables you to counteract 
converging verticals. However, this can create large 
transparent areas at the bottom of the image that will 
need to be cropped out. The Upright tools enable you to 
distort your image automatically to make the subject’s 
verticals actually look vertical. They can also produce 
results that need less cropping. If you do need to crop a 
corrected shot, we’ll show you a trick that enables you 
to fill in the transparent edges with appropriate detail.

Correct 
perspectival 
distortion
Straighten converging verticals in your photos of buildings 
using the powerful Upright command in Camera Raw

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR

BEFORE
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4Remove the transparent edges
Click Open>Image. To fill any transparent edges 
with appropriate pixels, grab the Magic Wand tool. 

Untick Contiguous. Click to select the edges. Choose 
Select>Modify>Expand. Type in a value of 15. Click OK. 
Choose Edit>Fill. Set Use to Content-Aware. Click OK. This 
fills the transparent edges with grass. 

3Force the verticals
The Auto button produces a subtle, balanced 
perspective correction. This means that the edge 

verticals will still tilt a little. To force all the walls of the 
building to run parallel with the edge of the frame, click the 
Vertical button. You can then drag the Scale slider left to 
reveal more of the frame’s edge details.
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2Choose a profile
Leave Process set to 2012 (Current) to use the latest 
raw processing tools. Camera Landscape increases 

contrast and boosts the colour saturation of natural colours 
such as greens without over-saturating the subject’s skin 
tones, so settle with that profile as a starting point.

1Choose your processing options
Open PMZ20_calibration. Click the Camera Calibration 
panel. Camera Raw 8 uses the 2012 processing engine, 

but you could jump back to the 2010 process to replace the 
Basic panel’s Highlights and Shadows slider with the older 
Recovery and Fill light sliders.

M
any digital cameras provide the 
opportunity to process a shot as they 
capture it, using a range of preset 
applied adjustments such as Portrait, 

Landscape, Neutral and so on. These presets change 
the look of the captured shots’ colours and tones. 
For example, a camera’s Landscape preset might 
boost the saturation of natural colours such as 
blues and greens. The Neutral preset will avoid 
boosting the colour and contrast so that you can 
get the look you want manually by adjusting the 
sliders in Camera Raw.

If you shoot in JPEG format, then the results 
of these in-camera presets will be harder to alter 
in Photoshop. However, if you shoot in your 
camera’s raw format then you can experiment with 
different looks quickly and effectively, courtesy of 
the profiles and sliders in the Camera Calibration 
panel. This panel provides you with a springboard 
for quickly adjusting a raw file’s colour and tone. 
You can then fine-tune the results of a particular 
preset profile using the Basic panel’s sliders.

Recreate in-camera 
picture styles
Make changes to the colours and tones of a photograph 
with just a few clicks by applying different camera profiles

BEFORE

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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4Back to Basic
Pop back to the Basic panel to finish improving the 
image. Set the Shadows slider to +34 to reveal more 

detail in the dark irises. Drop Clarity to -13 to smooth skin 
pores. Push Vibrance to +17 to boost weaker colours without 
over-saturating stronger ones (or skin tones).

3Fine-tune the profile
Draw attention to the vegetation by boosting Vibrance 
to +40. This selectively boosts the saturation of typical 

landscape colours without over-saturating any skin tones that 
may be present. Click the Presets tab. Click the New Preset 
icon at the bottom of the tab.
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If you want to take more manual control over the colours and 
tones of an image, use the Camera Neutral profile. This gives 
you a very flat contrast and helps avoid clipping detail in the 
shadows and highlights [1]. It also produces desaturated 
colours. You can then boost the colour saturation and increase 
the contrast using the sliders in the Basic panel. For an instant 
high-contrast shot with vivid colours, choose the Vibrant profile 

as your starting point [2]. For more creative looks, experiment 
with the mix of Primary Reds, Primary Greens and Primary 
Blues. Here [3] we’ve adjusted the Hue and Saturation values to 
create a shift towards a predominantly yellow hue. You can also 
use the Camera Calibration panel to tint the photo’s shadows 
green or magenta, courtesy of the Tints slider. We’ve boosted the 
presence of the magentas in this example [4]. 

1
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I
t can be a challenge to get your shots looking 
sharp. For starters, some digital cameras have a 
built-in filter that blurs the shot a little in an 
attempt to avoid producing moiré patterns. This 

low-pass (or anti-aliasing) filter can also soften important 
details such as the fine textures in an insect’s eye. If you 
shoot with a wide aperture then key details may become 
blurred due to the resulting shallow depth of field. An image 
that may look nice and sharp on your camera’s display can 
turn out to be soft when viewed on a larger PC monitor.

The Camera Raw Detail panel has a Sharpening section that 
has a collection of sliders designed to tease out fine details 

in a soft shot. These post-production sharpening techniques 
work by increasing the contrast around the edge of details 
in the image, giving them more impact. However, when you 
digitally sharpen an image, you risk exaggerating picture 
noise in smooth areas such as our starting image’s clean 
blurred background. You can also introduce artefacts such as 
blown-out highlights, clipped shadows and distracting haloes 
clinging to the edge of the sharpened areas.

We’ll demonstrate how to use the Detail panel to restrict 
the sharpening to key areas, while protecting other sections 
of the image from being sharpened (and therefore minimising 
unwanted artefacts).

Sharpen 
your images
Discover how to make your photos appear crisp and 
sharp without introducing image noise in blurred areas

your images

BEFORE

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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2  Increase the sharpening
By default Camera Raw applies a sharpening Amount 
of 25 to give the picture a bit more punch. We’ve set 

Amount to 0 so that you can see how soft the subject really 
looks. By dragging Amount to the maximum of 150 you can 
tease out the fine textures in the moth’s eye.

1 Magnify the image
Open PMZ46_sharpen in Camera Raw. To see exactly 
how sharp the shot really is, grab the Zoom tool. Right 

click and choose 100% from the pop-up menu. Hold down 
the space bar to summon the Hand tool and drag to view the 
eye. Click the Detail panel’s tab.

4 Adjust the Radius
Experiment by dragging Radius back and forth. This 
increases the spread of the contrast change, which 

helps make contrasting details look sharper. If you combine a 
high Amount with a high Radius you add black or white lines 
(or haloes) to edges in the scene. Set Radius to 2.0.

3 Reduce the noise
By increasing the Amount you increase the strength 
of the contrast change around details in the image. 

This makes the fly’s eye look sharper, but it also exaggerates 
the picture noise in the smooth blurred background. Drop the 
Amount to a lower 96 to reduce the noise.

6Adjust the Masking
This slider stops noise in smooth areas from being 
sharpened. Hold Alt and drag the Masking slider until 

the background appears in black and the fly in white. Now 
the sharpening adjustments will only be applied to the white 
areas. You can now boost the Amount to 130. 

5 Adjust the Detail
The Detail slider helps you get a balance between 
sharpening the shot while keeping noise to a 

minimum. Drag it left to soften the scene and remove the 
noise, or right to reveal more detail and noise. Hold Alt as you 
drag to get a greyscale preview of the details being revealed.
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Improve 
tones
Adjust the highlights, shadows and midtones 
of a photo either globally or in selected areas

88 Improve exposure 
and contrast
Diagnose a photograph’s tonal 

problems, reveal missing tonal detail, and avoid 
clipping the highlights and shadows

92 Reveal highlight 
and shadow detail
Target and tweak the highlights 

and shadows of a photo independently to reveal 
missing tonal detail

94 Improve tones 
with curves
Target and adjust specific tones 

in an image by editing the shape of the tone 
curve in Camera Raw

98 Dodge and burn with 
the Adjustment Brush
Learn how to make selective brush-

based tonal adjustments to tease out detail in your 
photos where it’s needed

102 Reproduce the 
solarisation effect
Harness the power of the Tone 

Curve panel to mimic a traditional darkroom 
image-processing technique

page://88
page://94
page://92
page://98
page://102
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O
ne of the most common challenges we face as 
photographers is to capture a correctly exposed 
scene. If we shoot in manual mode, we may find 
that the image is either over- or under-exposed. 

In this walkthrough we’ll demonstrate how to analyse the 
spread of tones in a photo courtesy of the Histogram, and 
then use this tool to create a correctly exposed image. 

When adjusting tones, you risk clipping the darkest 
shadows or brightest highlights. Clipped shadows will 
lack detail and print out as pure black. Clipped highlights 
will also lack detail and print out as pure white. We’ll 
demonstrate how to use the Histogram’s clipping warning 
tools so that you can avoid losing detail in important areas 
while increasing contrast in the scene.

In contrasting lighting conditions your camera may 
struggle to correctly expose both the shadows and the 
highlights at the same time. In our starting image we have 
a bright sky, a distant sunlit hill and a large section of 
foreground river in shadow. The camera has metered to 
capture sky detail, but this has caused the shaded foreground 
to be very under-exposed. The details in the foreground lack 
contrast too.

Camera Raw is packed full of selective tone-tweaking tools 
that enable you to create a more balanced exposure, with 
detail in both the shadows and the highlights. We’ll also 
demonstrate how to increase the contrast between shadows 
and highlights, which will help make objects and textures in 
the scene stand out more effectively.

Improve contrast 
& exposure
Diagnose a photograph’s tonal problems, reveal missing 
tonal detail, and avoid clipping the highlights and shadows

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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1Analyse the histogram
Open PMZ102_exposure in Camera Raw by double clicking the 
thumbnail in Adobe Bridge. Take a look at the Histogram graph. 

The graph peaks towards the left, indicating that there are lots of 
strong shadows in the image. The graph dips in the middle, indicating 
some midtone detail. It plummets towards the right, indicating a 
few weak highlights. This is exactly as expected with a dark, gloomy 
image like this one.

3Boost Exposure
The clipping warnings will help you keep clipping to a 
minimum as you reveal detail where it’s needed. On location we 

could have opened up our camera’s aperture to let more light hit the 
sensor. The Exposure slider lets us do a similar job. If you drag it to 
2.00 it’s the equivalent of opening the aperture by two f-stops. This 
lightens up the shadows, but red highlight clipping warnings indicate 
that we’re losing some sky detail.

2Shadow clipping
Click the blue Shadow clipping warning icon at the top left of 
the Histogram (or press U for Under-exposed). Any clipped 

shadows will show up as patches of blue. You can see a few clipped 
shadows at the right of the photo. Press O (Over-exposed) to turn 
on the highlight clipping warning. This will display over-exposed 
highlights in patches of red. At this stage, there are no clipped 
highlights in our unprocessed under-exposed image.

4Brighten the shadows
Drop the Exposure slider to +1.00. This loses the red highlight 
clipping warning but reintroduces some blue shadow clipping. 

You can brighten up the shadows without over-exposing the 
highlights using the Shadows slider. Drag it to+84. You can now see 
more shadow detail in the foreground. It’s worth leaving a hint of 
shadow clipping because this means that the shot has some black 
pixels in the shadows.
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5Recover the highlights
The exposure boost we created in step three has brightened the 
sky a little too much, and we’re losing some detail. To claw back 

more highlight information without altering the shadows, drag the 
Highlights slider left to -55. This helps restore colour and detail to the 
brighter sky. The histogram graph has slid to the right, indicating that 
our processed picture now has a healthier spread of shadows, midtones 
and highlights.

7Enhance the colour
When making dramatic tonal changes it’s worth pressing Q to 
cycle between before and after views of the processed picture. 

This helps you see how your image is shaping up. Boost Vibrance 
to +43 to make the various colours stand out. The foaming water 
looks a little green, so counteract this unhealthy tint by going to the 
White Balance section of the Basic panel and dragging Tint to +11. 
Go back to Single View.

6Adjust Clarity
Once you’ve created a more wider spread of shadows and 
highlights, turn your attention to the midtones. By increasing 

the midtone contrast, you can make subtle textures and details stand 
out more effectively. Drag Clarity to +42. This brightens the foam on 
the water and darkens the midtones on the rocks. This subtle increase 
in midtone contrast gives the water more impact. It also adds a few 
clipped shadows, but we’re not losing important detail in these areas.

8Make a contrast tweak
You may find it confusing to understand the difference 
between the Highlights and Shadows sliders and the similar 

Whites and Blacks. For maximum contrast, a photo should feature 
some black pixels and some white ones. If you drag Whites to 
+6 then a red highlight clipping warning patch will appear on the 
brightest cloud. This is fine because there’s no crucial detail being 
lost here. Drop Blacks to -4 for a hint of shadow clipping. 
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2Adjust the shadows
Drag the Highlights slider down to -30 to correctly 
expose them. To reveal more shadow detail without 

interfering with the correctly exposed highlights, drag the 
Shadows slider right to +50. The shadows in the histogram 
have slid right a little, indicating their brighter status.

1Adjust Exposure
Open PMZ92_shadowhighlight in Camera Raw. You can 
see from the histogram that the image features strong 

shadows and a few weak highlights. Drag the Exposure slider 
to +0.85. This reveals more shadow detail, but the highlights 
now look a little too bright.

I
n the starting image for this tutorial the 
foreground mountains are in shadow due to the 
clouds, but the distant sunlit hills and sky are 
much brighter. If we meter the camera to capture 

detail in the shadows then we blow out the highlights in the 
distance. As it’s harder to recover missing highlight detail 
than it is shadow, we’ve prioritised the highlights when 
setting the exposure. As a result, our unprocessed raw file 
features a large area of under-exposed shadows that lack 

detail. We need to brighten up the shadows without over-
exposing the highlights. The Camera Raw Basic tab enables 
you to combine global exposure adjustments that brighten or 
darken the entire image with local adjustments that enable 
you to adjust the shadows or highlights independently. By 
combining global and local adjustments, you can reveal detail 
precisely where its needed and produce a photo with 
correctly exposed shadows and highlights. You’re editing a 
raw file, so there will be much more tonal detail to work with.

Reveal detail
Target and tweak the highlights and shadows of 
a photo independently to reveal missing tonal detail

4 Increase the midtone contrast
Drag the Clarity slider right to +18. This increases the 
midtone contrast and makes the textures in the rocky 

shadows stand out more effectively. We’re only adjusting the 
midtones so the correctly exposed shadows and highlights 
remain unaltered. Boost Saturation to +8 for extra colour. 

3Boost the colour
When you brighten up under-exposed shadows, the 
colours that are revealed in these areas tend to look 

drab. By dragging Vibrance to +48 you can boost weaker 
colours in the shadows without over-saturating strong 
highlights in the brighter areas.

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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C  amera Raw recreates a photo’s shadows, 
midtones and highlights using a range of tonal 
levels. The darkest blacks have a level of 0, 
while the brightest highlights have a level of 

255. All the shades in a picture are produced using levels 
that fall between these two extremes. When you import 
an unprocessed raw image into Camera Raw, you will see 
the tones created by its input levels. These are tones that 
are captured using the camera’s aperture and shutter 
speed settings. In the case of our starting image, the shot 
is under-exposed. The shadow input levels are too low 
and lacking in detail. We need to remap these low (dark) 
input levels to higher (brighter) output levels. In the 
Histogram window, our starting image’s highlights peter 
out before they hit the far right of the graph. 

This indicates that the highlight input levels aren’t as 
strong as they could be, so we can remap these too.

The Basic panel’s tone-tweaking tools (such as the 
Shadows and Highlights sliders) are designed to target 
a specific range of input levels and remap them to new 
output levels. In most cases you can overcome typical 
problems with exposure using these sliders. An alternative 
way to target and adjust a specific range of levels can 
be found in the Tone Curve panel. This tool also uses a 
histogram to present the image’s current input levels as 
an undulating graph. A diagonal straight line crosses the 
histogram, from the darkest section at the bottom left to 
the brightest section at the top right. By making parts of 
the line curve up or down you can lighten or darken the 
levels of specific tones on the underlying histogram.

Use curves to 
improve tones
Target and adjust specific tones in an image by 
editing the shape of the tone curve in Camera Raw

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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1Examine the levels
Open PMZ52_curves in Adobe Camera Raw. To get a clearer 
understanding of the tonal levels that make up the shot, grab 

the Zoom tool. Move the Zoom tool over the brightest area that 
you can find, such as the white patch on the dress. Below the 
Histogram you’ll see the RGB values of the sampled area. In this 
example we have a value of 214, 211 and 188. A pure white area 
would have levels of 255, 255, and 255.

3Open the Tone Curve panel
To brighten up this under-exposed shot and reveal more 
detail in the shadows and midtones, click the Tone Curve 

panel. Curves come in two categories – a Parametric curve and a 
Point curve. The Parametric curve is easier to use because it breaks 
the curve up into four tonal regions – Shadows, Darks, Lights and 
Highlights. You can use sliders to target and adjust a specific region 
without altering tones with different levels. 

2Sample the shadows
From the sampled level we can see that the brightest whites 
are quite dull and under-exposed. Press U to turn on the 

shadow clipping warning. You’ll notice a blue patch of clipped pixels 
on the dress. Move the Zoom tool over this area to take an RGB 
reading. This clipped section has RGB values of 0,0, and 0. This 
indicates that this part of the picture is pure black, and will print 
with no detail.

4Adjust the shadows
Initially, our curve is a straight diagonal line. To start curving 
it (and remapping the input levels to new output levels) drag 

the Shadows slider right to +30. This causes the lower left section of 
the diagonal line to curve upwards. As this part of the curve overlaps 
the darker sections of the histogram graph, it remaps these shadow 
areas to brighter output levels. The remapped shadow tones in the 
Histogram window will slide right a little.
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5Adjust the midtones
To lighten up the midtones, drag the Darks slider to +50. This 
pushes the middle of the curve upwards. This section of the 

curve overlaps the midtones on the histogram, so they are remapped to 
a lighter level. The subject’s midtones and shadows now look lighter, 
and more detail is visible. We still have a little shadow clipping on the 
dress, but there’s no important detail here, and it’s good to have some 
black shadows for contrast.

7Fine-tune the look
You can fine-tune the effect of the four sliders by tweaking 
the range of levels that they alter. To let more midtones fall 

under the influence of the Shadows slider, go to the bottom of the 
Parametric curve’s histogram. Here you’ll find triangular control points 
that indicate the boundary between each slider’s region. Drag the left 
control point from its default value of 25 to 38. This lightens up the 
midtones a little more.

6Adjust the highlights
Press O (for over-exposed) to turn on the Highlight clipping 
warning so that you can spot blown-out (pure white) highlights 

as patches of red. To make the highlights slightly brighter, push the 
Lights slider to +10 and the Highlights slider to +4. The top right of 
the curve will move upwards, brightening levels at the far right of the 
histogram graph. Don’t push the highlights too far or you’ll exaggerate 
the unflattering sweat reflections on the skin.

8Add contrast with a Point curve
The adjacent Point Curve tab is handy if you have a shot that 
lacks contrast. The Curve drop-down menu allows you to 

choose preset point curve adjustments such as Strong Contrast. This 
creates a classic S-curve shape. A point pulls the curve down at the 
left to darken the shadows. Another point pulls the curve up at the 
top right to lighten the highlights. You can drag the points to fine-
tune the results. 
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T  he Camera Raw Basic panel has plenty of tone- 
targeting sliders that are designed to selectively 
adjust a shot’s shadows, midtones and highlights. 
The Shadows slider lightens shadows without 

over-exposing stronger highlights. You can claw back missing 
highlight detail without under-exposing correctly exposed 
shadows thanks to the Highlights slider. The Clarity slider 
enables you to increase midtone contrast and make subtle 
textures and details pop out from the processed picture. 
Camera Raw also has tools that enable you to make gradated 
tonal adjustments, so you can darken a bright sky without 
altering the correctly exposed terrain in the bottom section 
of the scene. You can even click the Histogram and see which 
tonal region is represented by a particular part of the graph. 
If you drag to the right you can brighten the selected region 
of tones (such as shadows), or drag left to darken them.

Most tone-related problems can be tackled by applying a 
combination of the tools or techniques mentioned above, but 
for even more selective tonal corrections, you can use Camera 
Raw to mimic the traditional darkroom technique of dodging 
and burning. By placing a shaped piece of card between the 
enlarger and photo paper, a photographer could reduce the 
amount of light hitting parts of the print. This dodging 
would lighten the masked sections. To darken a particular 
area, the photographer would cut a shape in a piece of card. 
The extra light travelling through the hole would darken (or 
burn) details in the print. We can recreate these dodging and 
burning techniques using the Adjustment Brush.

Dodge and burn with 
the Adjustment Brush
Learn how to make selective brush-based tonal adjustments 
to tease out detail in your photos where it’s needed

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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1Open the image
Open PMZ100_dodge and burn in Camera Raw. The Histogram 
indicates the presence of strong shadows on the left of the 

graph, but the tones peter out towards the highlights on the right. 
The image is under-exposed. Before we make time-consuming 
selective brush-based adjustments, we should use the Basic panel’s 
sliders to give the photograph a healthier looking histogram with a 
wider tonal range.

3Lighten the shadows
You now have a photo that possesses some bright highlights. 
To reveal more detail in the shadows, click near the left of the 

Histogram to target the Shadows. Drag right on the Histogram to 
remap the original shadows to a brighter value. The Shadows slider 
will move to the right. A Shadows value of +72 is a good starting 
point. The Histogram graph now has a wider spread of tones, and the 
image looks more correctly exposed as a result.

2Boost the highlights
Place the cursor on the section of the Histogram graph that 
represents and controls the Highlights. The label Highlights 

will appear below the graph. Drag right to lighten the under-exposed 
highlights. The highlight section of the graph will slide to the right, 
indicating the presence of brighter tones. Drag until the Highlights 
slider reads 100. Drag the Whites slider right until a hint of red 
clipping warning appears in the brightest area.

4Adjust the midtones
The picture is now correctly exposed, but it lacks contrast. 
Textures such as the motion-blurred foamy water lack 

impact. This area is a mass of flat contrast midtones. To tease out 
more detail in the water, increase the Clarity slider to +45. This 
increase in midtone contrast lightens the water and darkens the 
greyscale rocks that were hidden just under the surface, making 
them more visible.
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5Dodge the water
Use the Select Zoom Level tool to view the image at Fit In View. 
We’ve made all the selective tonal tweaks that we can using the 

Basic panel’s sliders, so it’s time to grab the more versatile Adjustment 
Brush from the toolbar. The Adjustment Brush panel will appear. Click 
to place a pin on the greyscale foamy water. Push Exposure up to +0.15. 
Set Contrast to +43. Set Highlights to +63. Boost Clarity to 60. Paint 
with a soft-edged brush over the foamy water to lighten (dodge) it.

7Burn the clouds
The distant grey clouds on the horizon are barely noticeable 
because they’re lost in hazy midtones. We can darken the grey 

clouds while boosting the contrast of their lighter surroundings to 
help them stand out. Click New (or press N) to start making a new 
adjustment. Click to place a pin on the distant clouds. Set Contrast to 
+43 and Highlights to +63. Drop Shadows to -65. Boost Clarity to +60. 
Tick Auto Mask.

6Lighten the rocks
Click the New button at the top of the Adjustment Brush 
panel. To tease out more detail and colour in the rocks, click to 

place a second pin. Set Shadows to +43 and boost Clarity to +57. Push 
Saturation up to +6. Paint over any rocks poking out of the water. The 
settings will lighten the rock’s shadows and increase their contrast, 
which helps emphasise their texture. A hint of shadow clipping will 
appear, but there's no important detail to lose in these areas.

8Use Auto Mask
Paint with a small soft brush tip along the horizon to darken 
the grey clouds and make them contrast with their lighter 

surroundings. The Auto Masks option stops the effects of the 
Adjustment Brush from straying below the distinct horizon line. 
Turn on Show Mask to see which areas are being adjusted and which 
are being left untouched by this particular pin. We’ll look at Auto 
mask in more detail in the next chapter. 
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4Fine-tune the effect
By remapping the brightest highlights from a bright 
255 to a dark 0, you've turned them black. For a more 

striking contrast, drag the central control point upwards so it 
has an Input of 128 and a brighter Output of 255. In the Basic 
panel, drop Blacks to -50 for a darker background. 

3 Invert the highlights
Click the Tone Curve panel and then click the Point 
Curve tab. Click to place a control point on the middle 

of the linear diagonal line at an input and output value of 128. 
Click the highlight control point at the top right of the line 
and drag it down to an Output of 0 to create a curve.

2 Increase the contrast
Go to the Basic panel. Pop Exposure up to +0.20. 
Increase Contrast to +22. Boost the Highlights slider 

to +70 to make the lightest skin tones stand out against the 
darker background. For darker contrasting shadows, drop 
Blacks to -30. Drop Clarity to -20 to smooth the skin.

1Desaturate the image
Open PMZ107_solarise in Camera Raw. Kick off by 
going to the HSL/Grayscale panel and clicking the 

Convert to Grayscale box. Tick the Auto button to help 
create a little more contrast. Push Oranges up to +14 to 
lighten the skin a little.

T
hroughout this chapter we’ve demonstrated how 
to remap your photographs’ tones to reveal detail 
were it’s needed, including using the Tone Curve 
panel to selectively adjust shadows, midtones and 

highlights. You can also use the Tone Curve panel to emulate 
the darkroom-based solarisation technique made famous by 
surrealist photographers such as Man Ray. This developing 
technique harks back as far back as 1920s. At first glance, 
a solarised photo may look like a negative version of a mono 

image. However, in a negative all the shadows and highlights 
are reversed so that blacks become white and vice versa. In 
solarised images, only some of the tones are reversed. 
Another distinctive property of a solarised photo is the sharp 
white line that appears around high-contrast areas.

The solarisation effect was discovered by accident and is 
tricky to produce in a traditional darkroom. By combining 
the Camera Raw Basic sliders with the Point Curve, you can 
create a solarised image with ease.

The solarised look
Harness the power of the Tone Curve panel to mimic 
a traditional darkroom image-processing technique

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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Improve 
colour
Sensitively enhance the colour rendition in your photos 
and add extra interest with creative special effects

108 Understand 
white balance
Discover how to diagnose colour-

cast problems in your photos, and correct them 
using white-balance techniques

112 Create spot-colour 
special effects
Isolate and preserve the colour of a 

specific element in a monochrome conversion for a 
stylish creative effect

114 Selectively adjust 
colour saturation
Use the HSL sliders in Camera 

Raw to target and tweak the saturation of specific 
colours to make them pop!

116 Enhance colours 
in portraits
Use the Vibrance slider to enhance 

weaker colours in a portrait without over-
saturating the skin tones of the subject

118 Recreate the cross- 
processed look
Target and tweak the tone curves 

of individual colour channels to get a creative 
cross-processed effect

page://108
page://114
page://112
page://116
page://118
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4Boost the Vibrance
Our raw file’s colour temperature was a warm 6150. 
Thanks to the White Balance tool, the Temperature 

slider now reads a cooler 3800, creating a Custom White 
Balance preset that suits the image. Boost Vibrance to +30 to 
enhance the colours without over-saturating the skin tones.

3Balance the whites
If the RGB values taken by the Color Sampler are still 
quite different, click the White Balance tool on a 

different area until the values are more similar. Here we sam-
pled an area that produced an RGB value of 170, 174, and 175. 
Our whites are now more natural tint-free colours.

2Counteract the tint
Grab the White Balance tool. Click an area that should 
be white (such as the eye) to sample it. If the tool 

detects a tint, it will counteract the colour temperature to 
warm up or cool down the shot to make whiter whites. 
The sampled RGB values should become closer.

1 Sample the whites
Open PMZ32_white balance in Camera Raw. Grab the 
Color Sampler tool. Click twice to sample the whites of 

the eyes. If the RGB values are equal, the sampled areas will 
be a neutral grey. The sampled RGB values are around 24, 168, 
and 139 so we can see that a tint is present.

D
ifferent light sources produce different colour 
temperatures. To a camera, natural daylight is a 
cold blue, while artificial indoor light is a warmer 
orange. Your camera’s automatic white balance 

(AWB) setting attempts to get white details in the scene 
looking white, so that other colours will be tint-free and 
natural-looking. If the whites look too warm (orange) the 
camera will cool them down. If they’re too cold (blue) then 
the camera will warm them up to remove the cold blue colour

cast in the entire image. If the camera balances the whites 
correctly, the resulting photograph will be tint-free and 
present the scene’s true colours. However, sometimes a photo 
will look too cold or too warm despite the camera’s best 
efforts. Our starting image suffers from a warm colour cast, 
which makes the subject’s skin tones look too orange. We’ll 
show you how to use the Color sampler tool to identify the 
presence of colour casts and then apply the effective White 
Balance tool to create tint-free shots.

White balance
Discover how to diagnose colour-cast problems in your 
photos, and correct them using white-balance techniques

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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Your camera’s menu has a series of white balance presets 
designed to help it capture true colours in a range of lighting 
conditions. Camera Raw also has white balance presets to 
help counteract colour casts or change the mood of a shot 
by deliberately adding tints. Daylight has an average colour 
temperature of 5500 degrees K, so the Daylight preset cools 
down our warmer 6150 starting image, but it still looks too orange 

[1]. Artificial tungsten light adds a warm yellow hue, so the 
tungsten preset counteracts this with a cold blue temperature 
setting of 2850 [2]. Fluorescent lights can add a greenish hue, so 
the Fluorescent preset adds a +21 hint of magenta to counteract 
the green, as well as cooling the photo to 3800 [3]. Auto does 
a similar job to the White Balance tool, which produces the best 
results than the other presets in this instance [4]. 

1

3

2

4
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2Restore selective colours
Grab the Targeted Adjustment tool from the tool bar. 
Because you're working with the Saturation panel, this 

tool will automatically be set to target and adjust saturation. 
Click parts of the fly and drag upwards to restore colour to 
the sampled sections.

1Desaturate the image
Open PMZ85_colour. Click the HSL/Grayscale tab. 
Normally, we’d create a monochrome image by clicking 

the Convert to Grayscale box, but to preserve traces of colour 
we need to desaturate the image manually. Click the 
Saturation panel and drag all the sliders down to -100.

O
ne way to draw the eye to a specific subject in a 
photograph is to preserve that object’s colour 
information while converting the rest of the 
image’s tones to monochrome. This spot colour 

technique might be considered by some to be a bit tacky, but 
for others it’s a popular creative processing technique that’s 
fun to indulge in. For example, you can’t wander through a 
London street without seeing spot-colour postcards that 
feature iconic red buses against a monochrome backdrop.

The HSL panel enables you to target and tweak a 
photograph’s colour strength (Saturation) and brightness 
(Luminance), so you can enhance a landscape’s drab sunset 
by endowing it with more vibrant reds and oranges, while 
lightening the tones of under-exposed green hills to make 
them more prominent. In this creative walkthrough we’ll 
use these HSL controls to selectively desaturate all the 
colours in our starting image except for those of the fly. 
We’ll show you how to customise the selective slider-based 
colour adjustments by applying desaturating strokes via 
the Adjustment Brush. This enables you to restrict specific 
colours to the main subject (in this case the fly) while 
removing traces of the same colours from the background.

Make spot 
colour effects
Isolate and preserve the colour of a specific element in a 
monochrome conversion for a stylish creative effect

BEFORE

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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4Desaturate background colours
Once most of the fly’s colours have been restored, grab 
the Adjustment Brush. In the Adjustment Brush panel, 

set the Saturation slider to -100. Set Size to 8 and choose a 
Feather of 45. Set Flow and Density to 100. Paint to remove 
unwanted traces of background colour. 

3Boost the greens
As you sample and drag the cursor, similar colours in 
the rest of the frame will become saturated too, such 

as the green stems. We’ll restore these to mono in the next 
step. Avoid increasing the strength of the yellows to keep the 
flower looking monochrome.
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4Adjust the Hue
To make colours stand out even more, click the Hue 
tab and set the Blues Hue to -23. This creates a colder 

blue that contrasts with the warm skin. Drag the Purples 
slider to -52. This makes the glasses look more blue, so the 
warmer paint specks are more noticeable. 

3Tweak the skin tones
Boost the Blues slider to +44 to make the blue paint 
stand out more effectively. To contrast the colourful 

paint specks with the subject’s skin, drop Oranges down to 
-21. This also creates more natural-looking skin tones, and 
stops the shadows from looking too orange.

2Make selective adjustments
Some of the skin tones in the shadows look too orange, 
so drop Vibrance to 0. For greater control over 

saturation, click the HSL/Grayscale panel icon. Click the 
Saturation tab. Drag the Purples slider up to +34 to give her 
glasses more impact. Tease out green blobs of paint by 
dragging the Greens slider up to +47.

1Adjust Vibrance
Open the starting image in Camera Raw. Our portrait is 
packed full of colours. Experiment by dragging 

Saturation up to +50. The paint specks look more vibrant, 
but the skin looks too orange. Reset Saturation to 0. Drag 
Vibrance to +50. The paint and glasses look more saturated, 
while the skin looks less orange.

T
he colours that you see onscreen don’t always look 
the same when you print your picture. This is 
because your computer’s display creates millions 
of colours by mixing the red, green and blue 

channels together while your printer combines cyan, 
magenta, yellow and black ink to create fewer colours. If you 
boost the saturation of a photo to create more vibrant 
colours, you might make weaker colours look stronger, but 
you’ll over-saturate the more vibrant colours and make them 

unprintable. You also risk making skin tones look too orange. 
You can make selective colour adjustments to a photo using 
the Vibrance slider. This selectively boosts the saturation of 
weaker colours without over-saturating stronger ones. 
Vibrance also leaves skin tones alone. 

Vibrance is biased towards boosting typical landscape 
colours such as blues and greens. If you need to boost the 
saturation of other colours then you need the services of the 
HSL panel and its colour-specific sliders.

Adjust colours
Use the HSL sliders in Camera Raw to target and tweak 
the saturation of specific colours to make them pop!

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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2Boost the Saturation
The woman’s face looks a little bright, so drag 
Highlights to -41 to reveal more detail. By boosting the 

Saturation slider to +43 you can reveal more blues in the 
railings and enhance the greens of the plants, but this causes 
the subjects’ skin tones to look too warm and orange.

1Open the image
In Bridge, right click the PMZ54_vibrance thumbnail and 
choose Open in Camera Raw from the context-sensitive 

pop-up menu. Or choose File>Open in Photoshop and browse 
to the shot. Choose Open. The digital negative format image 
will open in Camera Raw.

W
hen you shoot a JPEG your camera will apply 
colour presets directly to the image. This can 
make your photographs look too vibrant, or they 
may look rather drab depending on the preset that 

you assigned using the camera’s menu options. Settings such 
as Portrait are good for producing natural-looking skin tones, 
whereas a Vivid mode might make skin tones look too 
orange. By shooting in the raw format you can process your 
images in Camera Raw and get the colours looking just the 
way you want. This gives you the power to improve on 
disappointing results produced by in-camera presets. After 
removing colour casts using tools such as White Balance 
presets or the White Balance tool, you can adjust the 
saturation of the photo’s colours to give them more impact, 
and draw the eye to specific objects in the frame.

The Saturation slider in the Basic panel enables you 
to boost the colour saturation by an equal amount. This 
provides a quick way of creating a more vividly coloured 
image, but it can over-saturate skin tones. Some colours 
(such as blues) don’t print very accurately if they are too 
saturated, so we’ll show you how to make selective colour 
saturation boosts.

Enhance colours 
in portraits
Use the Vibrance slider to enhance weaker colours 
in a portrait without over-saturating the skin tones

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR

BEFORE
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4Tweak the Saturation
Due to its bias towards altering natural colours such as 
blues and greens, the Vibrance slider is great for 

enhancing the colour in typical landscape photos. After 
boosting Vibrance, tweak the global colour strength by 
increasing Saturation to a more subtle +14. 

3Boost the Vibrance
Drop the Saturation slider down to 0 for the moment. 
By increasing the value of the Vibrance slider you 

can selectively boost the saturation of the weaker blues and 
greens while leaving the skin tones as they are. This avoids 
producing a print featuring an orange-looking couple.
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2Tint the blues
Click the middle of the diagonal curve to place a 
control point. The point’s Input and Output values 

should read 128 each. Click the cursor on the lower half of the 
curve where that the Input is 64. Drag the point upwards to 
create an output value of 14. This adds a cyan tint.

1Choose a channel
Open PMZ02_cross process in Camera Raw. Click the 
Tone Curve panel and then click the Point Curve tab. By 

default you’ll see a curve that controls the RGB channels at 
the same time. To target a specific colour channel, click the 
Channel drop-down menu and choose Blue.

A
photograph’s colours are created by mixing the 
red, green and blue colour channels together. By 
targeting and tweaking points on a particular 
channel’s tone curve you can produce dramatic 

changes in hue. This provides an effective way to create a 
cross-processed look. The term cross-processing refers to a 
developing technique used in chemical darkrooms. It involved 
deliberately developing print negatives using chemicals that 
were designed for use with slide film (or visa versa). The use 
of incorrect chemicals resulted in a shift in colour hue, 
leading to stylised and eye-catching images. Cross-processed 
blues often took on a green hue, for example, while a shot’s 
shadows might feature a hint of magenta.

This developing process (or at least the look that the 
traditional cross-processing technique produced) is 
still popular, especially with fine art, fashion and stock 
photographers who want their work to stand out from the 
crowd. In the days of the traditional darkroom, the results 
could be a bit hit or miss, so you had to experiment to try 
to get the desired shifts in colour and tone. By tweaking the 
tone curve of individual colour channels, you can replicate 
almost any chemical combination you might desire.

Get the cross  
processed look
Target and tweak the tone curves of individual colour 
channels to get a creative cross-processed effect

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR

BEFORE
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4Tint the shadows
On the Green curve, set an anchor point at an Input 
and Output of 128. Place a new point at an Input of 63 

and drag it to a lower Output of 53. This adds a magenta hue 
to the photo’s shadows. You now have cross-processed cyan 
blues and magenta tinted shadows. 

3Adjust the reds
Set the drop-down menu to Red. Place a point at an 
Input and Output value of 128. This central anchor 

point allows you to target tones on one side of the point 
without altering tones on the other. Drag another point to 
an Input of 192 and an Output of 175.
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Selective 
adjustments
Discover how to isolate particular parts of a photo 
so you can make localised image adjustments

122 The Adjustment 
Brush tool
Lighten or darken specific regions 

of an image using the Adjustment Brush tool in 
Camera Raw

126 Enhance plain- 
looking skies
Fix dull-looking over-exposed 

skies by applying a gradated tonal adjustment 
using the Graduated Filter tool

128 Mask areas for 
selective edits
Discover how to make selective 

adjustments more accurately using Adjustment 
Brush masks

132 Make selective white 
balance adjustments
Warm up or cool down the colours 

in specific areas of a photo to remove localised 
colour casts

134 Focus attention 
on your subject
Use the Radial filter to reduce the 

impact of detail around the edges of your subject 
to make it stand out

page://122
page://129
page://126
page://132
page://134
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W
hen shooting in mixed lighting conditions it can 
be a challenge to capture an even exposure that 
features detail throughout the entire tonal range. 
In the location featured in our starting image we 

were faced with a bright sky and a patch of hill that was 
being directly illuminated by the sun. The rest of the hilly 
location was plunged into shadow. By setting the camera to 
its manual metering mode, we were able to capture detail in 
the sunlit section of the hill. It makes sense to prioritise 
capturing highlight detail because it’s harder to recover than 
under-exposed shadows. We used a narrow aperture setting 
so we could shoot in daylight with a slow shutter speed and 
turn the moving water into foam. This narrow aperture also 
contributed towards our under-exposed shadows.

Despite carefully setting up the camera, the unprocessed 
image looks disappointing. It lacks strong highlights and the 
shadows are hiding the main point of interest – the foamy 
water. However, because this is a raw file we can process it in 
Camera Raw and reveal colour and detail where it’s required. 
As the name ‘digital negative’ suggests, our DNG format 
image needs to be processed in the digital darkroom before it 
can look its best.

In traditional film darkrooms, photographers could use 
dodge and burn tools to vary the amount of light hitting 
the photo paper. This enabled them to make selective tonal 
adjustments to specific parts of high-contrast scenes. We’ll 
perform a similar technique using the versatile Camera Raw 
Adjustment Brush tool.

The power of the 
Adjustment Brush
Lighten or darken specific regions of an image 
using the Adjustment Brush tool in Camera Raw

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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1Open the image
Open PMZ28_adjustment in Camera Raw by double clicking 
the thumbnail in Adobe Bridge. Before making selective 

brush-based adjustments to specific tonal regions, it makes 
sense to use the tone-targeting powers of the various sliders in 
the Basic panel to fix as many problems as we can, because these 
enable you to alter large areas quickly and easily, and the image 
needs quite a bit of work.

3Recover the highlights
We can see from the healthy spread of tones in the Histogram 
that the brightened highlights aren’t technically clipped, but 

some of the colour and details are now missing from the sky. By 
dragging the Highlights slider left to -80 we can claw back missing 
detail and colour in the sky without darkening the newly revealed 
shadow details in the landscape. Pull Whites down to -40 to gently 
darken the brightest pixels in the picture.

2Boost the exposure
Normally, we might start processing a picture by fixing any 
colour balance problems, but because the image is under-

exposed we can’t clearly see the colours in the shaded areas. So with 
this type of under-exposed image, we’ll start by making a global tonal 
adjustment and drag the Exposure slider right to +1.40. This operation 
reveals more shadow detail, but it blows out detail in the highlights of 
the sky and the sunlit section on the hill.

4Lighten the shadows
Lighten the darkest shadows by dragging Blacks to +50. Press 
Q to cycle between the before-and-after versions of the raw 

file. Our selective tone-tweaking sliders have improved the shot 
as best they can. We can see more detail in the shadows and we’ve 
persevered most of the highlights. However, the sky and the water 
lack contrast and look flat. We can use the Adjustment Brush to 
selectively adjust the contrast in these areas.
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5Set up the adjustment properties
Press Q until only the edited version of the image is visible. 
Grab the Adjustment Brush from the toolbar (or press K 

to summon it). The Adjustment Brush panel will appear. Click to 
place a pin on the shaded hill. We’re going to selectively lighten 
the shaded areas, so set the Exposure slider to +1.20. To produce 
a stronger contrast, set Contrast to +74 and Clarity to +57. Push 
Sharpness to +21.

7Non-destructive editing
The Adjustment Brush is a non-destructive tool, so we can click 
a particular pin to access its slider settings and fine-tune them. 

The water is a little too bright, so drag Exposure down to +0.95 and 
reduce Highlights to -22. To bring out fine textures in the sky, click 
the New button (or press N). Click to place a pin on the sky. At this 
stage it will use the previous slider settings, so we’ll need to change 
them to more suitable ones.

6Reveal more shadow detail
To control the spread of the localised brush-based adjustment, 
set Size to 12. Create a soft edge to help blend the edited areas 

with their un-edited neighbours by choosing a Feather of 80. Paint 
over the shaded hill and river to lighten these areas and boost their 
contrast. Be careful not to paint on the sunlit section of hill or you’ll 
over-expose it. We now have a more evenly balanced exposure, and we 
can see more detail in the shadows.

8Enhance the sky
Set the new pin’s Exposure to +0.50, Contrast to +0.74 and 
Highlights to -43. To darken some of the greyer clouds set 

Shadows to -35. Tease out more fine midtone texture and detail 
in the clouds by setting Clarity to +57. Give the weak blues more 
impact by setting Saturation to +45. You can use the same Size 
settings to cover large areas quickly. Paint over the sky to selectively 
reveal more texture and detail. 
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O
n a bright day your camera can struggle to capture 
detail in contrasting lighting conditions. You could 
pop a neutral density filter over the lens to limit 
the amount of light hitting the sensor at the top of 

the frame. This physical filter enables you to set the camera’s 
aperture and shutter speed to reveal darker details in the lower 
section of the frame without over-exposing the brighter sky 
detail near the top. If you don’t have an ND filter, you can 
recreate the effects of one in Camera raw, courtesy of the 
Graduated Filter tool. In many shots you’ll see an overcast sky 
that appears to contain little detail. If you drag the Exposure 

to the left you’ll notice that there’s more cloud texture and 
colour hidden in the raw file’s sky. However, this global 
exposure adjustment will plunge your correctly exposed 
landscape into darkness. The Graduated Filter tool enables 
you to drop the exposure value at the top of the frame by a 
desired f-stop or two. It gradually reduces the strength of the 
exposure adjustment so that the brighter areas in the sky 
blend seamlessly with the correctly exposed landscape. As you 
can apply multiple Graduated Filters to the image, you can also 
selectively adjust blown-out sky reflections in the lower part 
of the frame, as you’ll see in our walkthrough.

Enhance 
plain-looking skies
Fix dull-looking over-exposed skies by applying a gradated 
tonal adjustment using the Graduated Filter tool

BEFORE

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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2   Make exposure adjustments
Drag the Exposure slider to -1.60. By dropping the 
Exposure, you reveal a hint of sky detail, but the 

land is still looking too dark. Reveal more detail in the 
land by dragging the Shadows slider to +53. The trees now 
look better exposed.

1 Warm it up
Open PMZ_graduated. Before making gradated 
adjustments to reveal sky detail, lets get the over-

exposed darker terrain looking its best using the Basic panel 
sliders. The gradated sky adjustments will then blend with 
the correctly exposed land. Drag Temperature to 5800.

4 Boost the colours
Our starting image’s colours look drab, but there are 
colours hiding in the raw file that we can reveal. Boost 

Vibrance up to +47 to enhance the natural blues and greens. 
Increase Saturation to +27 to perform a global colour boost. 
The stronger saturation reveals extra textures.

3 Adjust the Clarity
To make the darker trees stand out more effectively 
against the lighter mountain, drag Clarity right to +33. 

This gentle midtone contrast adjustment makes the trees 
slightly darker so they pop out in contrast. It also gives the 
fine cloud textures more impact.

6Fix the reflection
Set Clarity to 40 to tease out cloud detail. Click the 
New button in the Graduated Filter panel. Draw a 

second gradient from the bottom of the frame to the horizon. 
Set Exposure to -1.5 to get a balanced reflection. Boost 
Saturation to +20 to reveal more cloud colour. 

5 Draw a gradient
Grab the Graduated Filter from the toolbar. In the 
Graduated Filter panel, set Exposure to -1.30. Drag 

from the top of the frame down to the horizon to draw a 
gradient. The exposure adjustment will be strongest near the 
top green line, and will gradually drop to 0 by the red line.
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GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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T  here are many ways to make selective 
adjustments in Camera Raw. Sliders such as 
Shadow or Highlight enable you to target and 
tweak similar tones in every part of the image at 

once. The Vibrance slider performs selective colour 
enhancements. It can boost the saturation of weaker colours 
without over-saturating stronger ones (and avoid causing 
skin tones to become too warm and orange). The White 
Balance tool finds and removes colour casts with a click. 
All these tools have their own unique selective adjustment 
role, and working together they can dramatically improve 
the colours and tones in a raw file.

The Adjustment Brush is arguably the most versatile 
selective adjustment tool in Camera Raw. Thank to the 
Adjustment Brush panel, you can change the properties that 

it selectively adjusts. We’ll show you how to use a negative 
Clarity value to create a smoother skin complexion, and 
then use the same tool to enhance lips. Unlike sliders such 
as Shadow or Highlights, the Adjustment Brush can be 
modified to edit other properties, such as the colours, tones 
and clarity of specific regions.

To help restrict the Adjustment Brush’s influence to 
particular pixels, you can use masking. Masks appear as 
a colour overlay to help you identify precisely which 
areas are being adjusted. You can then use the mask to 
fine-tune the spread of the adjustment. Thanks to the 
Auto Mask option, you can stop the Adjustment Brush 
tip from straying over a contrasting edge, which enables 
you to quickly smooth skin without accidentally blurring 
important facial features such as an eye.

Mask areas for 
selective edits
Discover how to make selective adjustments more 
accurately using Adjustment Brush masks
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1Analyse the problems
Open PMZ5_masking in Camera Raw. Before we selectively 
smooth the model’s skin and whiten her eyes with the 

Adjustment Brush, let’s make some more global adjustments to 
correct overall colour and tone. The photo has a warm, greenish tint 
that doesn’t flatter the subject. From the peaking graph at the right 
of the Histogram, we can see that the highlights are too bright. The 
image lacks strong shadows on the left of the graph.

3Correct the exposure
As the photo is a little over-exposed, drop the Exposure slider 
to -0.15. Reduce Highlights to -21. For more contrast, drop 

the Blacks slider to -17. The Histogram now shows a wider spread 
of tones. If you click the Before and After view you’ll see that the 
colours in the edited version now look more natural compared with 
the unprocessed original. We’re now ready to make more selective 
adjustments to improve the subject’s complexion.

2Correct the colours
Before adjusting any tone-related sliders, lets remove the 
slight colour cast and create healthier looking skin tones. 

Grab the White Balance tool. Click an area that should be white 
(such as the whites of the model’s eyes). This will adjust the 
Temperature and Tint sliders to create a neutral white in the 
sampled area, creating tint-free colours in the rest of the image 
at the same time.

4Set up the Adjustment Brush
Go back to Single View. Zoom in to 33% for a closer look at 
the subject’s skin. Grab the Adjustment Brush (or press K 

to summon it). In the Adjustment Brush panel, set Clarity to -58. 
Boost Saturation to +15 to add more colour to the model’s cheeks. 
Untick the Auto Mask box. Click to place a pin on her cheek. Paint 
over the cheek to smooth the pores. Avoid painting over important 
details such as the eyes.
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5Modify the mask
In the Adjustment Brush panel, tick the Show Mask box. 
A translucent white patch will appear, indicating which areas 

you have adjusted. This white mask has a soft edge, so it could easily 
stray into other areas such as the model’s hair, which you want to 
remain as sharp as possible. Tick the Erase button and paint over 
areas that you don’t want to smooth. The mask will change shape to 
show the newly adjusted areas.

7Use Auto Mask
To make the Adjustment Brush’s mask more sensitive to 
changes in contrast, tick the Auto Mask box. Click the pin 

you placed earlier. Continue painting over the skin. Click the Add 
button at the top of the Adjustment Brush panel. As you paint, the 
brush will recognise contrasting edge details such as the lips and 
eyes and avoid softening them. The more intelligent mask will have 
a sharper edge to it.

6Change the mask colour
The default white mask colour can be hard to spot if you’re 
working on white areas such as eyes. Click the Color Swatch 

next to Show Mask. Choose a contrasting colour from the Color 
Picker. We chose this luminous green. Click OK. You can change the 
mask Opacity to make it more noticeable, but it helps to see some of 
the original details through the mask, so leave this Opacity slider at 
its default setting.

8Enhance the lips
To see the smoothing affect of the Adjustment Brush 
on the skin, untick Show Mask. Click the New button. 

Boost the Saturation slider to +35. Push Temperature and Tint 
to a warmer +25. Set Clarity to -10. Paint on the model’s lips 
to give them more impact. The Auto Mask option will stop 
adjacent areas such as the model’s teeth from being altered by 
this selective adjustment. 
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N
ormally, white balance problems are easy to fix. 
If a shot suffers from a cold blue (or warm orange) 
colour cast, then you can drag the Basic panel’s 
Temperature slider to counteract the tint by 

warming up the image or cooling it down until the colours 
look more natural. If the scene is cloudy or sunny then you 
can experiment with various White Balance presets to remove 
blue or orange colour casts.

However, in our supplied starting image we have a scene 
featuring contrasting colours and lighting conditions. The 
orange sunset contrasts with the cold blue sea. Due to the 

mix of clear sky and clouds, some of the ocean’s colours are 
neutral, and don’t suffer from the blue colour cast that’s 
noticeable in the shaded foreground. If we warm up the 
photo’s colour temperature to remove the foreground blues, 
then the correct colours in the more distant part of the ocean 
will look too warm. In this walkthrough we’ll show you how 
to use the Color Sampler tool to help identify areas of the 
image that are suffering from colour casts, and which areas 
that are tint-free. You’ll then know which areas to selectively 
warm up and cool down. To make the selective white balance 
adjustments we’ll use the Graduated and Radial Filters.

Selective white 
balance editing
Warm up or cool down the colours in specific areas 
of a photo to remove localised colour casts

BEFORE
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2  Sample a colder spot
Click to sample a colder blue part of the ocean in the 
foreground. This creates sample number 2. In our 

example we’ve sampled an area with RGB values of 107, 131 
and 153. The numbers are much farther apart, indicating that 
this second sampled area has a colour cast.

1 Take a neutral sample
Open PMZ93_selectiveWB. Grab the Color Sampler tool 
from the toolbar. Click the cursor on a section of sea 

that looks close to a neutral white. We’ve sampled an area 
that has RGB values of 152, 157 and 154. If the area was totally 
tint-free then the RGB values would be identical.

4 Analyse the RGB values
Although sample 2’s RGB values are now balanced and 
tint-free, sample 1’s values are wider apart at 175, 157, 

and 139. This indicates the presence of a colour cast in our 
previously neutral area. We need to selectively warm up the 
cold foreground without making the ocean look too orange.

3 Adjust the temperature
Grab the White Balance tool. Click the colder sample 
2 icon. This tool will sample the RGB values, work 

out that there’s a colour cast and then adjust the values so 
that they are equal. This creates a tint-free colour in similar 
shaded sections of the sea.

6Add a radial gradient
To selectively colour correct smaller sections such as 
the cold blue patch of sea on the right, grab the Radial 

Filter. In the Radial Filter panel, tick the Inside button. Draw 
an ellipse. Push Feather to 68. Tweak the Temperature values 
to create a neutral colour inside the ellipse. 

5 Draw a linear gradient
Set the White Balance drop-down menu to As 
Shot. Grab the Graduated Filter. Drag a diagonal 

line from the bottom left towards the middle of the frame. 
Drag the green start point to create a narrower gradient. Set 
Temperature to +59 and Tint to +16.

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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4Fine-tune the shape and size
If you decide to use the Crop tool to remove some of 
the empty space around the subject, you’ll need to 

reposition and resize the Radial Filter to suit the new compo-
sition. The alternative Post Crop Vignette will automatically 
reapply the vignette to the recomposed image. 

3Modify the effect
To create cool vignetted edges that contrast with the 
warm subject, drop the Temperature slider to -50. 

Push Highlights up to +64 to help over-expose the highlights 
in the vignetted area. To reduce distracting detail outside the 
Radial Filter’s ellipse, drop the Clarity slider to -100.

2Draw an ellipse
In the Radial Filter panel, set Exposure to +1.40 to 
lighten the edges. To make the Radial Filter alter 

details outside the ellipse, tick the Outside button at the 
bottom of the panel. Draw an elliptical shape that centres on 
the woman. Drag the filter’s control points to refine its shape.

1Correct the colour and tone
Open PMZ30_radial. Set the White Balance drop-down 
menu to Auto to quickly cool down the orange colour 

cast and create more natural-looking skin tones. The shot is 
a little lacking in shadows so set Exposure to -30, Contrast 
to +27 and Blacks to -28. Grab the Radial Filter.

I
n Camera Raw you can deliberately darken (or 
lighten) the edges of your images. By adding 
vignette effects you can reduce the impact of 
details around the edges of the frame and draw 

attention to the central subject. If your main subject is 
framed in the centre of the photo, then you can use the 
Effects panel’s Post Crop Vignette sliders to lighten or darken 
the image’s edges. If the subject is off-centre then the Radial 
Filter can be used to produce a similar but off-set vignette 

effect. Unlike the Post Crop Vignette tool, the Radial Filter 
enables you to edit extra properties such as colour 
temperature, so you can create cooler edges that contrast 
with the subject’s warmer palette.

In this tutorial we’ll demonstrate how to use the Radial 
Filter to brighten the edges in a way that complements 
the photo’s sunny location, creating an abstract high-key 
background that helps to focus attention on the correctly 
exposed woman in the lower part of the frame.

Focus attention
Use the Radial filter to reduce the impact of detail around 
the edges of your subjects to make them stand out

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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Get the look
Discover how to transform your photos using 
Camera Raw’s creative image-processing tools

138 Convert your photos 
to black and white
Create stunning black-and-white 

pictures using the Grayscale Mix panel to lighten 
or darken specific colours

142 Apply the split-tone 
effect to your monos
Add separate washes of colour 

to the highlights and shadows of a monochrome 
conversion to replicate the split-tone effect

144 Reveal fine detail 
using Clarity
Discover how to boost midtone 

contrast and give distant details in landscape 
images more impact

146 Create high dynamic 
range images
Discover how to combine several 

exposures into a single, highly detailed image using 
Camera Raw’s powerful HDR Merge feature

150 Create a landscape 
panorama
Use Camera Raw’s Merge 

Panorama command to combine several frames 
into one single stunning vista

page://138
page://144
page://142
page://146
page://150
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2Convert to grayscale
Boost the Vibrance slider to +35 to reveal more colours 
in the shadows. Click the HSL/Grayscale panel and tick 

the Convert to Grayscale box. This gives us a black-and-white 
version of the correctly exposed image. Click Auto to make 
the colour sliders lighten or darken particular areas.

1 Tweak the tones
Before converting an image to monochrome you’ll need 
to create a well-exposed shot and tease out the colour 

information so that you can use it to lighten or darken areas 
later on. Open PMZ48_mono. Drag Shadows to +70. Set 
Clarity to +30 for more midtone contrast.

I
n pre-digital days photographers would shoot 
with black-and-white film. By placing coloured 
filters over the lens they could lighten or 
darken greyscale tones in the captured image 

based on the original colours. For example, a red filter 
would darken blue skies, enabling white clouds to stand 
out more clearly in contrast.

You could create a black-and-white version of a scene 
in Camera Raw by dragging the Basic panel’s Saturation 
slider down to 0. Although this technique would remove 
all of the colour information, you’d probably end up with 
an indistinct wash of greyscale tones. Camera Raw enables 
you to mimic the traditional colour filter technique so that 
you can lighten or darken specific colours.

We’ll demonstrate how to use the Convert to Grayscale 
panel to remove the distracting colour information, and 
then adjust the colour sliders to lighten or darken specific 
regions in the scene. This technique enables you to 
produce mono conversions that draw attention to specific 
shapes and textures in a photo.

Convert your 
photos to mono
Create stunning black-and-white pictures using the 
Grayscale Mix panel to lighten or darken specific colours

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR

BEFORE
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4Target an adjustment
If you’re not sure what colour to tweak, grab the 
Targeted Adjustment tool. Click the water and drag 

upwards to lighten any colours in the sampled area. This 
brightens the Blues and helps make the water in the mono 
conversion stand out in contrast against the darker rocks.

3Lighten the yellows
Click default to reset the sliders to 0. We can manually 
adjust the sliders to lighten specify areas and create 

more contrast where it’s needed. There’s lots of vegetation in 
the scene, and this tends to contain yellow. Drag the Yellow 
slider right to lighten any vegetation and reveal its texture.
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By experimenting with the Convert to Grayscale panel’s 
coloured sliders you can produce a range of different 
looking monochrome prints from a single shot. This 
enables you to draw attention to various areas in the 
image and decide which look you prefer. These sliders 
work best with shots that have lots of different colours 
to play with, such as the colourful car in the image 
below. Here the Grayscale Mix sliders are set to the 

default of 0, so the conversion lacks contrast [1]. 
By clicking Auto, the results aren’t much different 
[2]. By manually increasing the Yellows to +68 and 
the Greens to +69 you can lighten the vegetation and 
make the darker car stand out more effectively [3]. You 
can create an even more striking contrast by selectively 
darkening the car’s paintwork  [4]. To do so, set the 
Oranges slider to -38 and the Reds to -71. 

1

3

2

4

Want to know more?
NOW TRY THIS…
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4Fine-tune the results 
Set the Shadows Hue to a cooler 224 to create a 
contrasting wash of blue. Set Balance to -52 to tint a 

wider range of shadows and midtones. You can then play with 
different saturation values until you achieve the desired split-
tone look. Finish off by adding a post-crop vignette. 

3Tint the tones
Crop the image using a 1:1 ratio. Click the Split 
Toning panel’s tab. Boost the saturation of the 

Shadows and Highlights to 20. By default both the shadows 
and highlights will be tinted red. Set the Highlights Hue to 
60 for a wash of sepia.

2Convert to monochrome
Click the HSL/Grayscale panel. Tick the Convert to 
Grayscale box. Click Auto to let Camera Raw produce 

a mono conversion based on the colours in the original shot. 
To create more contrast between the goat’s darker fur and its 
white markings, drag the Orange slider left to -46.

1Correct the exposure
Open PMZ58_split tone. The unprocessed image is very 
under-exposed, so boost the Exposure slider to 2.25 to 

reveal more detail and create a healthier spread of tones in the 
Histogram. Boost Highlights to +84 and Whites to +42. Push 
Clarity to +55 to reveal fine hair detail.

A
traditional way of creating an eye-catching scene 
is to remove the photograph’s original colour 
information. This helps the eye focus on tonally 
contrasting shapes and textures in the scene 

instead of being distracted by colour. You can enhance your 
monochrome conversions by gently reintroducing fine 
washes of colour to the greyscale image’s shadows and 
highlights. A hint of colour can make a monochrome shot 
look more interesting. The split-toning effect also helps 

change the mood evoked by the image. In the split-toned 
image on the right, the goat’s shadows feature a cool blue tint 
while the lighter highlights of the animal’s fur are tinted with 
a warmer wash of sepia. These contrasting cool and warm 
colours help tease out the different textures in the image.

Before adding a split-toned look to your image, you’ll 
need to make sure that there’s enough contrast between the 
shadows and highlights to add colours to, so we’ll kick off by 
adjusting the image using the Basic panel.

Split-tone  
your images
Add separate washes of colour to the highlights and shadows 
of a monochrome conversion to replicate the split-tone effect

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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2 Increase Clarity
Our histogram now has tones stretching from the 
shadows on the left to the highlights on the right. 

This indicates that the picture is now better exposed. By 
increasing the Clarity slider to +80, we increase midtone 
contrast and make fine textures and details pop out.

1Adjust the exposure
Open PMZ99_clarity in Camera Raw. We can see from 
the histogram that the image lacks strong highlight 

information, so it’s under-exposed. Drag Exposure to +0.40 
to brighten everything up. Boost the Highlights to +89 to 
selectively brighten them.

W
hen shooting a landscape, water particles in the 
air can cause details to become diffused. Closer 
objects will have a stronger contrast because 
there’s less moisture between them and your 

camera, while more distant objects may lack contrast. The 
most distant hills in our starting image nearly disappear 
into the clouds due to their washed-out midtones. If we 
boost the Camera Raw Contrast slider to try to darken the 
distant hills then we’d risk making the already darker 
foreground shadows under-exposed while blowing out the 
brighter highlights in the sky.

You can target and tweak the washed-out midtones in 
the distant mountains without altering the photo’s darker 
shadows and brighter highlights, courtesy of the Clarity 
slider. This enables us to selectively increase the midtone 
contrast and counteract the effects of the diffuse lighting 
in the most distant parts of the background. As a bonus, 
the Clarity slider also increases the midtone contrast in 
other areas, which helps fine textures stand out more 
effectively in our starting image’s rocks and water. 
You can also make brush-based Clarity adjustments 
to target areas with more precision.

Reveal fine detail 
using Clarity
Discover how to boost midtone contrast and give 
distant details in landscape images more impact

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR

BEFORE
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4Apply selective adjustments   
In the Adjustment Brush panel, set Exposure to -0.15, 
Contrast to +54 and Clarity to +100. Click to place a 

pin on the distant hill and paint to selectively boost the 
midtone contrast. Click the Zoom tool to exit the Adjustment 
Brush panel. Boost Vibrance to +45. 

3Select the Adjustment Brush
The increased Clarity setting creates more contrast 
between the white foam and the green sea, but the 

distant hills still look a bit washed out. To make a localised 
Clarity adjustment that gives the hills more impact, grab the 
Adjustment Brush from the Camera Raw toolbar.
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C
amera Raw’s new HDR feature enables 
you to merge several different 
exposures into one, enabling a high 
dynamic range with detail in the 

brightest highlights and darkest shadows (which 
makes the feature particularly useful for high-
contrast landscapes and interiors). Best of all, it 
then creates a merged DNG raw file packed with 
tonal information.

Understandably, the feature isn’t as in-depth 
as dedicated HDR software such as Photomatix 
or Nik’s HDR Efex Pro, or even Photoshop’s 
own Merge to HDR command. But Camera 

Raw’s approach is slightly different. It creates a 
detail-rich raw file without resulting in the over-
processed look that puts many photographers off 
HDR. As such, it’s more HDR as a utility than as a 
style, and all the better for it.

While limited, the options within the Merge 
HDR command are very effective. There’s an 
Auto-align feature, so as long as camera movement 
isn’t too severe, you can get away with merging 
hand-held sequences. There’s also a deghost 
control to fix movement within the frame, and as 
with everything in Camera Raw, the toning process 
is completely non-destructive.

Create HDR 
images
Discover how to combine several exposures into a single 
image using Camera Raw’s HDR Merge feature

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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1Shoot the sequence
To create HDR images you need to start off with a sequence of 
frames, taken in alignment with a tripod if possible. Each frame 

should have a different exposure to record detail in all areas, from the 
brightest highlights to the darkest shadows. When shooting, keep 
aperture constant and adjust the shutter speed to vary the brightness.

3Make colour tweaks
With all the frames selected, you can now make adjustments 
using the settings on the right to tweak them all at once. We 

don’t want to make any changes to exposure or contrast, because this 
is best done once the images are merged. But we can tweak the white 
balance if necessary. Here we brought Temp to 4500.

2Select all the images
Go to the images in Bridge and shift-click between the first 
and last frame to select them all, then right click them and 

choose Open in Camera Raw. This opens all four frames into the 
Camera Raw editor. Once open, press Cmd/Ctrl+A to select all the 
images in the filmstrip.

4Start HDR Merge
Once you’re ready to make your HDR, make sure all the frames 
are still selected, then go to the little flyout menu at the top left 

of the interface (next to Filmstrip) and choose Merge to HDR. When the 
HDR dialog is open, check Auto-Align to fix the slight camera 
movement between the frames that has caused misalignment here.
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5Auto-fix the tones
Next try checking Auto-tone. The Auto-tone option will bring 
out detail in the shadows and highlights and improve the 

contrast. It does the same job as clicking Auto in the Basic panel. 
Bear in mind that this is non-destructive, so once you merge the HDR 
you can go back to the Basic panel to tweak the settings if you want to.

7Merge and adjust
Click Merge and you get the option to save your new HDR 
image. It will go in the same folder as your originals. Camera 

Raw creates a new raw DNG file with the suffix, hdr. Once done, 
you can then adjust the tones in the Basic panel. Note that 
Exposure now goes from -10 to +10.

6Correct any movement
The Deghost amount helps to correct any movement within the 
frame – perhaps from blowing grass, moving clouds, or in this 

case people – by taking the problematic area from a single frame rather 
than merging several. There are four deghosting strengths. We used 
Medium here.

8Make selective tweaks
It’s worth using selective adjustment tools to finish off your 
HDR by pulling detail out of different areas. Here we’ve used 

the Adjustment Brush to lighten the lower part of the image, then 
used the Radial Filter, first to add a vignette to darken the corners, 
and second to darken the centre of the image slightly. 

GET THE LOOK
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2Choose a projection
There are three projection modes to choose from: 
Spherical, Cylindrical and Perspective. Each maps out 

the frames in a different way. Spherical places them as if 
on the inside of a sphere, Cylindrical as if on the inside of a 
cylinder, and Perspective as if placed flat. Experiment with 
each. We’ve used Cylindrical here.

1Start Merge Panorama
Cmd/Ctrl-click to select all the frames in Bridge, right 
click them and choose Open in Camera Raw. Press Cmd/

Ctrl+A to select them all again. Go to the Lens Correction 
panel, click Profile and Enable Profile Corrections. Next click 
the flyout menu at the top left of the interface and choose 
Merge to Panorama.

Create a landscape 
panorama

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR

C
amera Raw’s Merge Panorama command 
stitches several horizontal or vertical 
frames together to create a panoramic 
raw file – perfect for those times when 

your lens can’t fit everything in, or if you want to 
pack in extra detail. When shooting the frames for 
a panorama, use a tripod to keep the camera 
position fixed, and make sure the panning motion 
remains perfectly level by checking the horizon as 
you pan (a spirit level comes in handy here). Shoot 
with your camera in the vertical orientation to 
record the maximum amount of detail, and allow 
for a generous overlap between each segment.

Camera Raw’s Merge Panorama command offers 
three Projection modes that stitch the frames 
in different ways. Spherical maps the frames as 
if on the inside of a sphere. It’s ideal for very 
wide panoramas, or ones that have several rows. 
Perspective maps the segments as if they were 
on a flat surface, keeping lines straight. As such, 
it’s good for architectural or city scenes, but it 
can lead to extreme distortion and warping at the 
edges, so check them before applying. Cylindrical 
maps the frames as if on the inside of a cylinder. 
This is ideal for panoramas because distortion is 
minimal, and vertical lines stay straight.

Use Camera Raw’s Merge Panorama command to 
combine several frames into a single stunning vista
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4Enhance the panorama
When you’re happy with the settings click Merge and 
save the new image. Once back in Camera Raw you’ll 

see the new panorama. It’s a DNG raw file so you can process 
it like any other raw file. Make any changes you like with the 
Camera Raw tonal tools. Here we’ve boosted the colours and 
added a Graduated Filter to darken the sky. 

3Auto-Crop messy edges
The Auto-crop checkbox will automatically remove 
any messy edges to give you a nice, tidy rectangular 

image. It’s non-destructive and can be changed later with 
Camera Raw’s Crop tool. Try unchecking the box just to see 
what’s being cropped off. With Perspective projection mode 
here, you can see the extreme distortion at the edges.
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2Apply Merge in the background
Uncheck Auto-tone, then click Merge. There’s no need 
to enter the HDR settings every time. You can simply 

use a keyboard shortcut to run the same command on each 
segment. Cmd/Ctrl-click to select the set of exposures for 
the next segment, then press Shift+Alt+M to merge using the 
previous settings. Repeat for the rest of the segments.

1Merge an HDR
To create an HDR panorama you’ll need a range of 
exposures for each segment. Shift-click between the first 

and last image in Bridge to select the entire sequence, then 
right click and choose Open in Camera Raw. Cmd/Ctrl-click 
on the range of exposures for the first segment, then press 
Alt+M to open the HDR Merge settings.

Produce detail-rich 
HDR panoramas

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR

I
f you want to create detail-rich 
panoramic HDRs, two of Camera Raw’s 
newest features – HDR Merge and 
Merge Panorama – make the process 

quick and easy, producing images that pack in the 
detail while remaining natural-looking. Shooting 
for HDR panoramas requires a tripod and some 
basic exposure control. Like a normal panorama, 
you need to shoot the scene in overlapping 
segments (ideally, with a vertical camera 
orientation). But rather than shooting a single 

frame for each segment, you need three frames 
taken at different exposure values. The easiest way 
to do this is to set up your camera for bracketed 
exposures. So for example, if your panorama has 
five segments to it, you’ll end up with 15 shots.

When it comes to combining the images, first 
you merge the three frames for each segment into 
a single HDR image, then you combine all the 
HDRs to make a panorama. Using handy keyboard 
shortcuts, this is quicker than you might think. 
Here’s how it works…

Use Camera Raw’s two merge commands in 
combination to make a high dynamic range panorama
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4Tease out the details
Use Camera Raw’s tonal controls to enhance the 
panorama. Use the Basic panel sliders to reveal detail 

in the highlights and shadows, and increase Clarity for the 
HDR look. Next tease out detail with the Adjustment Brush. 
Grab the Brush from the toolbar, paint over an area, then use 
the sliders to change it. 

3Merge the panorama
Once all the HDRs have been created it’s time to make 
the panorama. Scroll down the filmstrip and Cmd/

Ctrl-click all the HDRs to select them, then press Cmd/
Ctrl+M to open the Merge Panorama box. Choose a projection 
(Cylindrical here), then click Merge.
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Creative 
effects
Enhance your images with special effects using 
advanced tools and techniques in Camera Raw

156 Create retro 
special effects
Give your digital images the filmic 

look by adding analogue photography artefacts 
using a host of techniques

160 Make stunning portraits 
using Camera Raw
Use a host of professional 

retouching tools and techniques to make your 
portraits perfect in Camera Raw

166 Turn a daytime scene 
into a night photo
Change the colour temperature 

and tones of a photo and add light effects to create 
a simulated nocturnal scene

170 Master tonality in 
your monochromes
There’s more to black and white 

than just removing the colour. Learn how to take 
control of contrast and tones in Camera Raw

174 Multi-process 
your raw files
Learn how to pull extra detail out 

of your raw files by processing them several times 
in Camera Raw

page://156
page://166
page://161
page://170
page://175
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Y
our digital camera’s various shooting modes are 
designed to help you capture a scene’s true colours 
and display detail throughout a wide range of 
tones, while keeping artefacts such as digital noise 

to a minimum. Each shot is stored digitally, so its colours and 
tones won’t fade over time, and the image will always look as 
good as new. It therefore seems ironic to distress pristine 
digital photographs and make them look like analogue film 
prints that have faded over time, as well as producing images 
that appear to have been blighted by in-camera artefacts such 
as vignetted edges and foggy light leak patches. However, 
applying retro film artefacts in Camera Raw adds character to 
your digital shots and evokes a sense of nostalgia. In this 
walkthrough we’ll reveal how to use the Effects panel to add 

realistic clumps of analogue film grain (rather than unwanted 
dots of digital noise). This is akin to adding crackle and hiss 
to a digital sound recording to conjure up a vintage vinyl 
vibe. We’ll demonstrate how to fade colours and create a 
flatter contrast. We’ll also show you how to use the 
Adjustment Brush to mimic artefacts produced by less 
sophisticated analogue lenses, such as by blurring around 
the edges of the frame.

We’ll also demonstrate how to tinker with individual 
colour channels to create the cross-processed colours that 
are associated with old film stock and darkroom processing 
techniques. After spending time creating a retro look, we’ll 
save it as a preset, so that you can apply your analogue film 
effects to other pictures with a single click.

Create retro 
special effects
Give your digital images the filmic look by adding analogue 
photography artefacts using a host of techniques

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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1Cross-process the reds
Open PMZ02_retro. Click the Tone Curve panel and then 
click the Point Curve tab. Set the RGB drop-down menu to 

Red. Click to place a point in the centre of the curve at an Input 
and Output level of 128. Place a point lower down the curve with 
an input of 64 and then drag to create a lower output of 46. 
This operation adds a green hue to the shadows and magenta 
to the skin tones.

3Reduce the contrast
To reduce our digitally sourced photo’s strong range of tones, 
go to the Basic panel and increase the Shadows slider to +30. 

Lighten the Blacks to +30. Decrease the Contrast slider to -30 to 
produce more washed-out looking tones. Drag the Clarity slider to 
-15 to reduce the midtone contrast and produce a slightly softer-
looking photograph. In essence, we’re doing the opposite of what 
we would normally do to improve a photo.

2Produce filmic colours
Go to the Blue channel and place an anchor point in the 
middle of the curve line with the Input and Output levels 

at 128. Place a second point in the top half of the curve line at 
an Input of 192, and drag it down to a lower output of 154. By 
reducing the blue highlights, you add a vintage wash of yellowy 
green to the highlights. We now have a more filmic cross- 
processed colour palette.

4Over-expose the edges
Old film lenses could be less effective at exposing the 
negative with a consistent amount of light, leading to a 

change in edge exposure. To recreate this look, toggle open the 
Effects panel. In Post-Crop Vignetting, set Amount to +40. 
Set Style to Color Priority to include more of the cross-processed 
colours in the vignetted edges. Increase Midpoint to 65 to push 
the vignette towards the corners.
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5Add film grain
Double click the Zoom tool’s icon to magnify the shot to 
100%. This will help you to produce more effective-looking 

film grain. In the Effects panel, push the Amount slider up to 20 
for more noticeable grain. Set Size to 54 for larger chunks. Increase 
Roughness to 78. This mimics the more organic-looking clumps of 
film grain (instead of the sharp greyscale dots produced by high-
speed ISO digital noise).

7Add a light leak
To add a light leak effect, click the New button in the 
Adjustment Brush panel. Set Sharpness and Clarity back 

to 0. Increase the Exposure slider to 2.30. Click the Color 
swatch. Choose an orange colour with a Hue of 44 degrees and 
a Saturation of 90%. Set Density to 73. Click and paint down 
the side of the frame to create the blown-out tones and colours 
associated with fogged film.

6Blur the edges
Zoom out to Fit in View. Click the Adjustment Brush icon. 
Drag the Clarity slider left to -100. This decrease in midtone 

contrast will add a blur effect to your brush strokes. Drop Sharpness 
to -100 too. Set the brush tip size to 12. Use a Feather of 80 for a 
soft edge. Paint around the edges of the frame. Image details will 
become gently blurred, but the grain you applied in the previous 
step will remain.

8Create a preset
Once you’ve spent lots of time producing your retro look, 
it makes sense to save all the adjustments as a customised 

preset that you can apply to other shots with just a few clicks. 
Go to the Presets panel and click the New Preset icon at the 
bottom. In the New Preset window, label it Retro Preset. Leave 
all the boxes ticked. Click OK. The new preset will appear in the 
Presets panel. 
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W
hen processing a portrait in Camera Raw you may 
feel under more pressure to produce great-looking 
results, because you’ll want the photo’s subject to 
be pleased with your image-editing skills. 

However, there are a few factors that may conspire against 
your plans to capture a perfect portrait. For starters, your 
subject may be having a ‘bad hair day’ and it’s not until 
viewing the image at 100% that you’ll notice distracting 
fly-away hairs obscuring their features. Your model may also 
be suffering from spots, which they aren’t able to totally 
conceal with make-up. If you use a burst of flash to bring out 
the shape and form of your subject’s face then you may 
inadvertently create shiny hot spots on the skin that make 
the subject look unflatteringly sweaty.

Camera Raw has all the tools you’ll need to counteract shiny 
hotspots and remove other unsightly blemishes, as you’ll 
see in our comprehensive portrait-retouching walkthrough 
starting on the next page. We’ll also demonstrate how to set 
up and store custom Adjustment Brush tips that perform a 
range of selective enhancements, such as whitening teeth, 
teasing out fine iris details and removing unsightly veins in 
the eye whites. You can then call upon the services of these 
custom portrait-enhancing brush tips in the future and 
speed up your retouching workflow on other portraits. 
We’ll also show you how to create a smoother, more youthful 
complexion by selectively adjusting the Clarity of the skin 
and creating healthier, more natural-looking skin tones with 
help from the White Balance tool.

Retouch portraits 
like a professional
Use a host of retouching tools and techniques 
to make your portraits perfect in Camera Raw

BEFORE
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1 Improve the composition
Open PMZ51_portrait in Camera Raw. When shooting models 
it can be a challenge to capture a well-framed composition. The 

subject in this portrait looks off-balance as she’s leaning left, but 
looking right. There’s lots of empty space to her left too. It’s good 
practice to improve the composition first before you start fixing other 
problems. This saves you wasting time editing an area that will be 
cropped out later.

3Tweak the tones
Click another tool (such as the Zoom tool) to apply the crop 
and rotate the image. As well as straightening her up and 

repositioning her, the subject now looks more prominent in the frame. 
Her highlights are a little blown-out and lack detail, however, so 
go to the Basic panel and drop the Exposure a little to -40. Pull the 
Highlights slider down to -12. This restores more colour and detail in 
the brighter parts of the portrait.

2Rotate and reposition
Hold the mouse down on the Crop tool icon and choose 1:1. 
This will create a square crop. Drag to crop out some of the 

empty space around the subject. Drag just outside of the crop overlay 
to rotate it. This will counteract the subject’s lean and straighten 
her up once we apply the crop. Drag inside the overlay to create 
space on the right of the frame for the subject to look into, which is 
conventional practice in portrait composition.

4Balance the whites
Our subject looks a little warm due to an incorrect or 
ineffective white-balance setting in-camera. This makes 

her skin tones look too orange. You could experiment by applying 
different White Balance presets in the Basic panel, but for more 
healthy skin tones grab the White Balance tool and click her eye 
whites. This cools down the warm tint in an instant and creates a 
custom temperature of 4650 degrees.
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5Set up the Adjustment Brush
Use the Zoom tool to magnify the shot to 100% so you 
can work more effectively on the subject’s eyes. Grab the 

Adjustment Brush tool from the toolbar. The Basic panel will be 
replaced with the Adjustment Brush panel. Click to place a pin on the 
white of an eye. Drop Saturation to -53 to reduce the impact of veins. 
Push Exposure up to +0.25 and increase Highlights to +16 to brighten 
the whites. Set Size to 3 and Feather to 67.

7Refine the mask
The mask will reveal which areas are being brightened and 
desaturated as coloured patches. Auto Mask should protect 

neighbouring regions from being adjusted, but if the brush has strayed 
outside the eye whites or teeth, tick the Erase button. Paint over any 
masked areas to stop them from being adjusted. You can also click the 
Add button and paint to include areas of eye whites or teeth that you 
may have missed.

6Whiten the eyes and teeth
To lighten and desaturate the eye whites without altering the 
iris, tick the Auto Mask box. This helps restrict the Adjustment 

Brush’s behaviour to alter just the sampled eye whites. Paint over the 
whites of both eyes to lighten and desaturate them. Paint over the 
teeth to whiten them and remove any staining. To see precisely which 
areas are being adjusted, tick Show Mask. Chose a contrasting mask 
colour from the adjacent swatch.

8Fine-tune the adjustment
Once you’ve tidied up the mask, untick the Show Mask box 
so that you can see the edited tones more clearly. When 

retouching a portrait, it’s easy to go too far and create glowing white 
eyes. To tweak the results produced by a particular pin, simply click 
the pin to target it. The sliders in the Adjustment Brush panel will 
change to the values attached to the pin. In this case, push Exposure 
up to +0.35 for slightly brighter eye whites.
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9 Save a preset
Once you’ve spent time tweaking the Adjustment Brush’s 
sliders to produce a specific result (such as whitening eyes and 

teeth), you can save it as an easy-to-access preset. Click the little fly-
out icon at the top right of the Adjustment Brush panel. Choose New 
Local Correction Settings. Label the preset as Brighten whites and 
remove stains. Click OK. You can access this preset from the fly-out 
icon at any time.

11 Save an iris preset
To help tease out fine midtone textures in the iris, 
set Clarity to +35. To bring out more of the iris’s blue 

colouring, drag the Temperature slider to -18. Boost the Saturation 
slider to +15. Now that you’ve set up the iris-enhancing brush 
tip, save it by clicking the fly-out icon and creating a New Local 
Connection preset called Iris Enhance. Click OK. Paint over the 
subject’s other iris to create a matching pair.

10 Enhance the irises
The eyes are the first thing that people notice, so it’s worth 
enhancing the subject’s irises to give them more impact. 

With the Adjustment Brush still active, click the New icon in the 
Adjustment Brush panel. Click to place a pin on an iris. Paint with a 
small brush over the iris. If you keep Auto Mask ticked, the tip won’t 
stray past the contrasting edge of the iris. Set Exposure to +0.45 and 
Contrast to +30. Boost Highlights to +26.

12 Discover spots
Select the Spot Removal tool from the toolbar. The 
Spot Removal panel will appear. Set Size to 3. Set the 

Type drop-down menu to Heal. This will help to create a seamless 
skin graft when you transfer clean skin over an unwanted spot. To 
discover spots more easily, tick the Visualize Spots box. Adjust the 
slider to get a greyscale preview of potential spots. Contrasting spots 
will stand out in white.
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13Remove the spots
Click to place the cursor over a potential spot. A circular 
red overlay will appear over the spot. A connected green 

overlay will sample adjacent clean skin and place the sampled pixels 
inside the red overlay to hide the spot. Drag inside an overlay to 
reposition it. Drag the edge of an overlay to resize it. The white spots 
in the Visualize Spots preview should be replaced by black, which 
means they’ve been eradicated.

15Resample a source
When you click (or paint an irregular shape) to place 
a spot-removal overlay on a spot or hair, the Spot 

Removal tool will automatically attempt to choose a clean patch 
of pixels that have a similar colour and tone to the areas around 
the unwanted object. If it samples an area that isn’t suitable, 
try pressing the / key. This will cause the green overlay to 
automatically sample a new area.

14Remove unwanted hairs
In older versions of Camera Raw, you could only create 
circular shapes when removing spots. From Camera Raw 

8.4.1 onwards, you can paint over non-circular shapes to retouch 
the image. Our subject has stray hairs hanging over her brow. Paint 
irregularly shaped strokes over these hairs to replace them with 
adjacent patches of clean skin. Tidy some of the fly-away hairs 
around the edges of the hair.

16 Smooth the skin
Grab the Adjustment Brush once again. The New 
button will automatically be ticked in the Adjustment 

Brush panel. Zero the sliders apart from Clarity, which you 
should set to -51. Drop Contrast to -15. Untick Auto Mask so 
that you can smooth out contrasting shiny hot spots as well as 
the midtones of skin pores. Paint over the subject’s face for a 
more flattering complexion. 
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S  hooting a location at night can produce a photo 
with a moody and atmospheric look, but it also 
raises practical challenges in relation to your 
camera settings. You could open the lens’s 

aperture to let in more light, but that will result in a shallow 
depth of field that creates background or foreground blur. 
By bumping up the ISO speed you can shoot handheld with 
a faster shutter speed, but that could add unwanted and 
distracting chroma and luminance noise to your photo. If you 
have access to a tripod, you could use a lower ISO setting, 
a slower shutter speed and a narrower aperture to get more 
detail in focus, but that approach is more time-consuming 
and it might limit your compositional choices.

By using the Camera Raw colour- and tone-adjusting tools 
to fake a nocturnal look, you can capture any location during 

the day without having to lug a tripod around. This frees 
you up to capture spontaneous events with a wider choice 
of composition. In daylight it’s also much easier to capture 
a shot with both the foreground and background detail in 
focus. It’s also a fun project!

In this walkthrough we’ll show you how to produce 
a cooler, bluer colour temperature, which helps evoke a 
nocturnal light source such as the moon’s sunlight-reflecting 
surface. To help sell the nocturnal illusion, we’ll show you 
how to add a computer-generated moon using the Radial 
filter, and then duplicate and modify the filter to add a 
contrasting lunar corona. You’ll use the Adjustment Brush 
to add the moon’s reflection to the water. You’ll also make 
atmospheric shadows close in around the edges of the frame, 
courtesy of the Camera Raw Effects panel.

Turn day 
into night
Change the colour temperature and tones of a photo and 
add light effects to create a simulated nocturnal scene

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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1Cool down the colour
Open PMZ35_night in Camera Raw. Go to the Basic panel. 
Our starting image has a colour temperature of 750, which 

adds a warm hue to the scene. Drag the Temperature slider left to 
a cooler value of 5400 degrees K (or you might find it quicker to 
double click the Temperature field and type in the precise value). 
Already the image is taking on a nocturnal look, just with 
a simple temperature change.

3Desaturate the colour
Our cold blue colours look a little too saturated and garish 
(and may not print very well). For a more subtle blue cast, go 

down to the lowest section of the Basic panel and reduce the Vibrance 
slider to a value of -25. Drop the Saturation slider to -16. This should 
help to create a weaker wash of blue and mimic the effect of sunlight 
being reflected from the moon. You may need to tweak the settings 
further depending on your own monitor.

2Darken the shadows
The direct sunlight in our daytime-sourced starting image is 
too intense for our purposes. To reduce the brightness and 

evoke a weaker lunar light source, drag the Exposure slider left to 
a value of -0.70. Boost Contrast to +21. Set Highlights to -30. For 
darker shadows, drag Blacks to -45. Set Clarity to +35. Go to the 
Tone Curve panel’s Point Curve tab and set the Curve drop-down 
menu to Medium Contrast.

4Vignette the edges
To create a more atmospheric-looking nocturnal scene, you 
can make the shadows appear to close in around the edges 

of the frame. To do so, toggle open the Effects panel. Go to Post 
Crop Vignetting. Set the Style drop-down menu to Color Priority 
to darken the edge colours in a more natural way instead of simply 
tinting them with black. Set the Amount slider to -17 to add the 
moody vignette effect.
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5Add the moon
To add a convincing lunar light source, go to the toolbar and grab 
the Radial Filter. Set Exposure to 4 for a bright light source. Drop 

Feather to 11 for a relatively hard edge. Hold down Shift to constrain 
the shape to a circle, and drag to draw the moon. The apparent size of 
the moon varies naturally, so don’t worry about getting the size exactly 
right. You can reposition the moon to stop it overlapping the clouds by 
dragging the green pin at its centre.

7Create the reflection
Grab the Adjustment Brush from the Camera Raw toolbar. Set 
Temperature to a cool -45. Set Exposure to +1.20. Set Highlights 

to +47 to brighten the patches of blurred, foamy water. Drop Saturation 
to -35. Set Size to 12. Choose a soft edge by setting Feather to 80. 
Finally, set Density to 73. Paint over the sea to add a hint of the moon’s 
reflection in the water. Ensure the centre of the reflection lines up with 
the centre of the moon, or the effect will fail.

6Add the corona
Right click the Radial Filter’s pin and choose Duplicate 
from the context-sensitive pop-up menu. Hold down Shift 

and drag an edge control point to increase the duplicated Radial 
filter’s size. Drop Exposure to a weaker +1.65. Set Feather to 44 for 
softer edges. Increase Highlights to +26 to lighten the overlapping 
clouds. Increase Temperature to +95 for a warmer lunar corona that 
contrasts with the cool blue sky.

8Add the stars
You can fine-tune the position of the Adjustment Brush’s 
reflection by dragging its pin. You can click either pin and 

tweak any of the associated sliders to refine the effect that they 
produce. Finish off by grabbing the Radial Filter. Zoom in to 100% 
magnification. Shift drag to add a few tiny stars. Untick the Show 
Overlay box so you can see the stars more clearly as you draw. Resist 
the temptation to make too many! 
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2Punchy high contrast
More often than not, images converted to black and 
white will benefit from a boost in contrast, and you 

can push things much further than you would with a colour 
image. Go to the Camera Raw Tone Curve panel, click the 
point tab, then plot an S-shaped curve like the one shown to 
lift the highlights and darken the shadows.

1Delicate low contrast
For a low-contrast, understated black and white, first 
open the image in Camera Raw, then go to the HSL/

Grayscale panel and check Convert to Grayscale. Go to the 
Basic panel and drag Highlights down to reveal detail in the 
sky, and Shadows up to lift the boat. Hold Shift and double 
click the Whites and Blacks sliders to auto set the points.

Master tonality in 
your monochromes
There’s more to black and white than just removing the colour. 
Learn how to take control of contrast and tones in Camera Raw

BEFORE

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR

CRISP DETAILS

Clarity crisps up edges by increasing midtone contrast. Try dragging 
the Clarity slider in the Basic panel upwards. If you want even more 
than 100% Clarity, you can grab the Graduated Filter tool, load it 
with extra Clarity using the sliders on the right, then drag a grad 
outside the image window and direct it away from the image.
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4Selective enhancements
Use the Adjustment Brush and the Graduated and 
Radial Filters to help to draw the eye towards your 

subject. Grab the Adjustment Brush, set negative Exposure 
and positive Clarity, then paint to boost the island. Grab the 
Radial Filter, set Exposure -1.00, then hold Cmd/Ctrl and 
double click the image to apply a vignette. 

3Colour range control
We may have stripped the colour out, but we can still 
use the colour data to fine-tune the conversion. Either 

adjust the colour sliders in the HSL/Grayscale panel, or drag 
over points in the image with the Targeted Adjustment tool. 
Here darkening the blues reveals more cloud detail, and lifting 
the yellows lightens the grass.
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M
ulti-processing raw files is a great way to 
squeeze extra detail out of landscapes and 
high-contrast scenes. All you do is process the 
image a number of times, focusing on different 

areas – such as land or sky – then blend them together in 
Photoshop. This gives us the best of both worlds. You can 
use Camera Raw’s tonal controls to tease out all the detail 
in different areas of the image, and use Photoshop’s 
superior selection and compositing controls to bring 
everything together seamlessly.

To do this, you can take advantage of Photoshop Smart 
Objects. The normal way to open an image into Photoshop 

from Camera Raw would be to simply click the Open 
Image button. But by shift-clicking the button you instead 
open the image as a Smart Object. Crucially, this means 
that you can double click the little image thumbnail on 
the layer in the Photoshop Layers panel to take the image 
back into Camera Raw for further editing. You can also 
make duplicates of the original layer and process them 
separately, which allows you to concentrate on enhancing 
different areas of an image. Bringing the whole thing 
together is a simple enough job with layer masks, which 
enable you to poke a hole in one layer to reveal the 
improved area on the layer below.

Multi-process 
your raw files
Discover how to pull extra detail out of your 
raw files by processing them several times
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1Enhance the sky
Load the starting image into Camera Raw. First you need to 
process the raw file while paying attention just to how the 

sky looks. In the original file the sky is looking a little washed 
out, so you can darken it down to make the blues more intense. 
To do this, simply go to the Exposure slider in the Basic panel 
and drag down until the tones in the sky look deeper and richer 
– about -1.40 for this image.

3Open it as a Smart Object
Hold down Shift and notice that the Open Image button 
at the bottom right switches to Open Object. Click to 

open it in Photoshop. Go to the Layers panel. The newly opened 
image appears as a Smart Object layer, which means you can 
double click the thumbnail to take it back to Camera Raw at any 
time. Right click the layer and choose New Smart Object via 
Copy to create a duplicate.

2Drag a gradient
The dawn light here is creating a nice pink glow along the 
horizon, which you can enhance with a simple gradated 

tonal change. Grab the Graduated Filter from the Tools panel, 
then go to the tonal settings on the right. Dial in Temp +36, Tint 
+100, Exposure -0.40, Saturation +48, then drag up from the 
land to the sky. Hold down Shift while dragging to keep the lines 
perfectly horizontal.

4 Improve the foreground
The duplicated Smart Object isn’t linked to the first layer, 
which means it can be edited independently. Double click 

the image thumbnail on the layer to go back to Camera Raw. You 
can process this layer for the foreground water. Reset any previous 
settings. Set Exposure +1.50, Contrast -18, Shadows +27, Clarity +16, 
and Vibrance +36 to lift the foreground. Click OK to take the newly 
edited copy back into Photoshop.
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5Process for the waterfall
Once again, right click the layer and choose New Smart Object 
via copy, then double click the thumbnail on the new layer to 

go back to Camera Raw. You can process this version to improve the 
tones in the waterfall and the mountain. Reset the previous settings 
(you can do this by clicking the flyout menu and choosing Camera 
Raw defaults, then set Shadows +44, Clarity +31, and Saturation +12. 
Click OK to go back to Photoshop.

7Select the sky
Drag the lowest layer (the one with the best sky) to the top of 
the layer stack. Rather than painting this time, you can make a 

selection to quickly isolate the sky. Grab the Quick Selection Brush 
from the Tools panel and paint over the blue sky to select it. For 
an improved selection, click the Refine Edge button at the top and 
increase the Radius slightly to make the command seek out similar 
sky-coloured pixels along the edges.

6Mask the foreground
Now that you have three versions of the scene, you can use layer 
masks to combine them. Go to the Layers panel and click the 

Add layer mask icon. This enables you to paint with black over the 
image to hide parts of the top layer and reveal the foreground detail on 
the layer below. Grab the Brush tool, set the foreground colour to black, 
press 3 to set the brush opacity to 30%, then gradually paint over the 
water to reveal the improved foreground.

8From selection to mask
Once you’re happy with the selection, click the Add layer 
mask icon in the Layers panel to convert the selection into a 

layer mask, which hides everything but the selected area. Now that 
the three layers are blended, you can fine-tune things to finish off. 
You can tweak each layer individually by taking them back to Camera 
Raw again, or you can adjust the layer opacity to tone down the 
effects of a layer. 
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Advanced 
tips & tricks
Save time and effort with our little-known Camera 
Raw image-processing workflow shortcuts

180 Share your processed 
raw files
Discover how to ensure that the 

processed raw files you wish to share are accessible 
by anyone using any software

182 Process JPEGs 
in Camera Raw
Open and edit your compressed 

JPEGs as if they were raw files using Camera Raw 
tools and techniques

184 Open a raw file 
as a Smart Object
Give yourself more editing 

options later in the process by converting a raw file 
into a Smart Object

188 Save time with 
custom raw presets
Create and apply your own image-

processing presets in Camera Raw and Bridge 
to save time and effort

190 Correct distortions 
with a lens profile
Discover how to set up Camera 

Raw so that it applies lens profile corrections 
to your photos automatically

192 The secrets of 
Camera Raw
Our collection of handy tricks and 

little-known features that will help to give your 
raw images the edge
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Share your 
processed images
Discover how to ensure that the processed raw files you 
wish to share are accessible by anyone using any software

Store Camera Raw image settings inside your processed raw file

Photoshop Anatomy Save as a DNG

1 SAVE IMAGE

If you want to export your processed 
raw file as a Digital Negative, click 
this button here to access the Save 
Options window.

3 COMPATIBILITY

To open DNG files in older versions 
of Photoshop, click here. This setting 
allows our DNG to be compatible with 
CS6 and Lightroom 4.1 onwards.

2 DNG

If you set the File Extension drop-
down menu to DNG, the Format 
drop-down menu will change to 
Digital Negative.

4 EMBED DATA

Clicking here enables Camera Raw to 
open the file more quickly and apply 
stored adjustments, though it will 
increase the file size slightly. You can use 
a smaller Camera Raw cache preference 
setting if this option is regularly used.

 
5 LOSSY COMPRESSION

Ticking this option creates lighter DNG 
files, but you will lose some data and 
quality. Leave it unticked (or save a copy 
as a JPEG if you need a smaller version).

6 EMBED ORIGINAL

By ticking this box you can store the 
unprocessed raw file’s data inside your 
DNG. There’s no real need to do this and 
it’ll create a much larger file size.

O
nce you’ve spent time processing 
your raw files in the Camera Raw 
editor, you’ll need to save and 
share them. There are many 

different raw format files that you can edit in 
Camera Raw, from Nikon’s NEF format to 
Canon’s CR2. If you edit one of these formats 
using any of the Camera Raw tools and then 
click Done, a sidecar file will be created and 

stored alongside the edited raw image. This 
XMP format file contains a record of every 
tool and slider setting that you applied to the 
raw image. If you share the raw file, then you 
need to include the XMP file too if others are 
to see and access the changes that you’ve 
made. Different raw formats (and raw files 
from newer cameras) can be harder to access 
in older versions of Photoshop, which is why 

it makes sense to save your processed files in 
Adobe’s Digital Negative (DNG) format. This 
embeds the Camera Raw adjustments inside a 
single DNG file, so you can share it without 
worrying about sidecar files. Digital Negatives 
are also easier to open in older versions of 
Photoshop. We’ll show you how to save files 
in the DNG format and then explore other 
sharing formats. 
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Store and share copies of your edited work more easily

Overview Save in other formats

1 LOCATION

Click Select Folder to choose a location for the saved version of 
your edited file. You can save it alongside the original raw file or 
choose a new location.
 

2 JPEG

To save a lightweight version of your processed picture to 
share on a web gallery, social media site or email to family and 
friends, choose JPEG from this drop-down menu.
 

3 METADATA

All raw files contain data about the camera settings used to 
capture the image. You can include all of that data (or a more 
limited selection such as any attached copyright information) 
by using this drop-down menu, but it won’t make any difference 
to the file size.

4 QUALITY

You can create a smaller faster-to-download file by dropping 
the quality value – though this can add compression artefacts. 
If posting a copy to Twitter, you can tick here and choose a File 
Size limit of 100K.
 

5 COLOR SPACE

If sharing online, use a screen-friendly colour space such as 
sRGB. For more faithfully reproduced print colours, set this 
option to Adobe RGB (1998).

6 RESIZE

If you plan to print a copy of your picture, you can resize it to fit 
specific print dimensions such as a 10x8-inch print. It’s worth 
ticking the Sharpen for Screen or Glossy Paper option too, 
depending on the image’s destination.

1
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2Clipping and Clarity
The histogram demonstrates that our shot lacks strong 
highlights, so drag Highlights to +39. The highlight 

clipping warning helps you avoid blowing out the highlights 
more effectively than the tools in Photoshop. Increase 
Clarity to +36 to increase midtone contrast.

1Access Camera Raw Filter
In Photoshop, go to File>Open and browse to select our 
PMZ38_raw filter.jpg starting image. Click Open. By 

default, the image will open in Photoshop (unless you’ve 
changed the Camera Raw preferences). To take the shot into 
Camera Raw, choose Filter>Camera Raw Filter.

O
nce you’ve become familiar with the tools that 
you can access in Camera Raw, you may prefer to 
edit all of your image formats in this workspace, 
even compressed JPEGs. Although JPEGS lack 

the extra information about colour and tone stored in a raw 
file, Camera Raw still enables you to correct typical photo 
problems quickly and easily. Colour- and tone-tweaking 
tools are close to hand in the Basic panel. You can also 
summon a handy before-and-after view.

By default a JPEG will open in Photoshop, but if you 
go to Camera Raw and click the Preferences icon you 
can go to the JPEG and TIFF Handling section of the 
Preferences window and set the JPEG drop-down menu to 
Automatically open all supported JPEGS. Click OK. Now 
when you open a JPEG from within Photoshop, it will be 
taken straight to Camera Raw. 

Alternatively, you may prefer to start working on your 
JPEGs in Photoshop and then take them into Camera Raw 
to apply specific effects. The Camera Raw Filter enables you 
to open your edited JPEG in Camera Raw so that you can 
access tools that aren’t in the Photoshop workspace, such as 
the Split Toning tab and the Clarity slider.

Process JPEGs 
in Camera Raw
Open and edit your compressed JPEGs as if they were 
raw files using Camera Raw tools and techniques

BEFORE

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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4Add extra effects
The JPEG’s compression artefacts are noticeable in the 
sky. To disguise them and add character to the image, 

go to the Effects panel. Set Grain Amount to 42 and Size to 43. 
This is a much easier way to add grain than in Photoshop. Add a 
vignette to atmospherically darken the edges. Click OK. 

3Selective contrast boost
Once you’ve tweaked the tones to create a stronger 
contrast, you can be more creative. Click the HSL/

Grayscale panel and tick the Convert to Grayscale box. Push 
the Green and Yellow sliders to the right to lighten the 
vegetation and make it contrast with the darker rocks.

Add extra effects
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O
ne bonus of editing in Camera Raw is the fact that 
it’s a non-destructive editing process. Any 
changes that you make using sliders or tools can 
easily be reverted to the original settings that you 

captured in the camera. A raw file’s non-destructive status 
means you can’t make any permanent mistakes and lose 
original file data, so you’re free to experiment with different 
looks. When you click Done, the changes will be stored 
alongside your edited raw file (or inside it if it’s you save it 
as a DNG format file). You can then open the edited image at 
any time in the future and fine-tune it, or reset it to its 
original unedited state.

However, once you’ve done all you can using the tools 
and sliders in Camera Raw, you may want to take the 
processed picture into Photoshop to continue editing its 
look with filters, or add text perhaps. By leaving Camera 
Raw, you lose access to its non-destructive editing 
abilities. You also lose access to the extra colour and 
tonal information stored in the raw file. 

By opening your edited raw file as a Smart Object, you 
can continue enjoying the non-destructive power of the raw 
format, and access valuable information, even after you’ve 
started to edit the image in Photoshop. A Smart Object is a 
separate file that stores all the information about the original 
image, so you can edit in Photoshop and then pop back 
to the Camera Raw file to tweak its sliders. You can then 
continue editing the fine-tuned file in Photoshop. Here’s a 
Smart Object workflow…

Open a raw file 
as a Smart Object
Give yourself more editing options later in the process 
by converting a raw file into a Smart Object

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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1Open the raw file
If you prefer to start your workflow from Bridge, select the 
supplied raw file’s thumbnail and choose File>Open in Camera 

Raw (or summon the same pop-up menu option by right clicking the 
thumbnail). If you prefer to start from within Photoshop, then you 
can choose File>Open As Smart Object. This will take the photo into 
Camera Raw too. Bridge users can convert the edited raw file into a 
Smart Object later, as we’ll demonstrate in this walkthrough.

3 Increase the contrast
Warm up this cold shot by dragging the Temperature slider 
to 5200. This setting also removes the starting image’s blue 

colour cast. Drop Exposure to -0.40. For a more dramatic contrast 
between shadows and highlights, drag the Contrast slider right to 
+28. To create the clipped shadows produced by the bleach-bypass 
process, drag the Blacks slider left to -19. We now have a more 
high-contrast look.

2Process the picture
However you decide to open your image into Camera Raw, you 
can process it using the following steps. We’ll use Camera Raw 

to emulate the subdued warm colours and the contrasting tones of 
the Hollywood-style bleach-bypass film-processing technique and 
then add a background bokeh to the portrait in Photoshop. We’ll 
then show you how to take advantage of the Smart Object format 
to go back into Camera Raw.

4Tweak the colours
You can double check that you have the characteristic 
clipped shadows produced by the bleach-bypass process 

by pressing U to turn on the Shadow Clipping warning. Clipped 
shadows will appear as patches of blue. To create the desaturated 
colours that are also associated with this look, drag Saturation 
down to -43. Boost Clarity up to +82 to increase the midtone 
contrast and give details more punch.
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5Open it as a Smart Object
We’ll now take the processed raw file into Photoshop and 
blur the background. If you chose to use Photoshop to open 

the raw file as a Smart Object, then click the OK button at the 
bottom left of Camera Raw. If you opened the DNG as normal, then 
you won’t see an OK button. Instead, hold down Shift and the Open 
Image button will change to Open Object. Click the button to take 
the raw file into Photoshop.

7Add a bokeh effect
Click the Smart Object layer’s thumbnail to target it. Go to 
Filter>Blur Gallery>Iris Blur. Set the Blur slider to 52 to blur 

the area outside the subject’s face. Drag the blur pin’s position, 
edges and control points to fine-tune which areas are blurred and 
which remain sharp. Increase the Blur Effects Light Bokeh slider 
until the highlights in the blurred parts of the image begin to flare. 
Click OK to apply the filter.

6Embedded Smart Object
Your processed raw file will open in Photoshop, giving 
you access to all the extra tools and filters that are 

unavailable in Camera Raw. Look in the Layers panel. You’ll see 
a little icon in the corner of the preview thumbnail that 
indicates the layer’s status as a Smart Object. We’ll use this 
status later on to fine-tune the file in Camera Raw after we’ve 
processed it a bit more in Photoshop.

8Back and forth
By double clicking the Smart Object layer you can go back 
into Camera Raw and claw back more highlight detail from 

the original raw file. Click OK to go back into Photoshop. Because 
you’re working with a Smart Object, you can double click the Smart 
Filter’s Blur gallery label and fine-tune the blur settings too. Thanks 
to Smart Objects, you can change any edited attribute in both 
Camera Raw or Photoshop. 
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Save time with 
custom raw presets
Create and apply image-processing presets in Adobe Camera 
Raw and Adobe Bridge to save time and effort later

Record slider settings and apply them with a click

Photoshop Anatomy Create a preset

1 ADJUST THE IMAGE

We boosted the Basic panel’s Contrast 
slider to +18, increased Vibrance to 
+62 and cooled down the Temperature 
to 4300.

3 NEW PRESET

After making adjustments, click here 
to save them as a one-click preset. 
The New Preset window will appear.

2 CROP

We cropped the shot to create a 
portrait-oriented image. The preset 
won’t store the composition change, 
just the colour and tonal adjustments.

4 SETTINGS

By default all the settings will be ticked. 
You can choose to save some settings 
but not others. Click to select a subset 
such as the Basic sliders.

 
5 NAME

Give your preset a descriptive name 
(such as ‘Contrast and colour boost’) 
so that you can easily identify and apply 
it to other images in Bridge or Camera 
Raw. Click OK to save the preset.

6 PRESETS PANEL

Any presets that you create will 
appear here. To apply a preset’s stored 
adjustments to a raw file, click its label. 
You can also click the fly-out icon on 
the right of the panel and choose 
Apply Preset.

Y
ou’ll probably spend lots of time 
correcting common problems in 
Camera Raw over and over again. 
Under-exposed photos will need 

to be brightened up and have their colour 
saturation boosted. Over-exposed images will 
need their clipped highlight detail restored. 
If you use the same camera settings to capture 
a batch of images on location then they may 

all need identical corrections in Camera Raw. 
Applying these corrections to each photo is 
unnecessarily time-consuming. After fixing a 
photo that’s representative of the problems in 
the batch, you can record the position of the 
various Camera Raw sliders as a preset and 
then apply the look that they produce to the 
other photos with a click. As well as typical 
photo-fixing presets, you can store a range of 

creative ones. This enables you to quickly 
experiment by applying special effects to your 
raw files, for example. Once you’ve created a 
collection of photo-fixing presets in Camera 
Raw, you can apply them to single shots or 
groups of images from Bridge, without 
needing to open Camera Raw. Check out our 
annotations to discover how to create and 
apply these time-saving presets. 
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Edit colours and tones to a batch of files with a click

Overview Apply presets in Bridge

1 STORED ADJUSTMENTS

This icon indicates that the raw image’s colours and tones have 
been adjusted. We can also see that the shot has been cropped.
 

2 UPDATE THUMBNAIL

After making changes to a photo in camera Raw and clicking 
Done, right click the thumbnail and choose Generate High 
Quality Thumbnail. The thumbnail will update to show the 
colour, tonal and composition changes.
 

3 SELECT MULTIPLE

Here we have other photos captured in the same location as the 
edited image. To tweak their colours and tones using a preset, 
you first need to Shift click to select them.

4 BATCH PROCESS

After selecting a thumbnail (or multiple thumbnails), right click 
one of them and choose Develop Settings. Here you can access 
and apply any presets that you created in Camera Raw.
 

5 DEVELOP SETTINGS

You can also access and apply the Develop Settings menu to 
the selected thumbnails by clicking here.

6 REMOVE PRESETS

You can restore a file to its original preset-free look by clicking 
Clear Settings. It now reverts to its original state.

1
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1 Open the image
Open a raw file. In this example our raw image was produced by 
a Nikon D800 camera. Click the Open Preferences dialog button 

in the Camera Raw toolbar. In Default Image Settings, Tick the Make 
defaults specific to camera serial number box. Click Done. Now any 
custom default settings that we create (including those using a lens 
profile) will automatically be applied to other images that were taken 
on our Nikon D800 camera.

2 Choose a lens profile
Click the Lens Corrections panel. Click the Profile tab. Tick 
Enable Lens Profile Corrections. If the lens profile doesn’t 

appear automatically, choose an appropriate lens manufacturer (in 
this instance Nikon) from the Make drop-down menu. The lens 
model and a suitable lens profile will appear. Any image distortion 
and vignetting will automatically be counteracted without the need 
to manually adjust any sliders.

Correct distortions 
with a lens profile
Discover how to get Camera Raw to make lens 
profile corrections to your photos automatically

C
amera lenses can add geometric 
distortion to an image, especially 
when shooting at a wide angle. 
The edges of the frame might also 

be vignetted, causing them to contain darker 
colours and tones than the rest of the scene. 
Fortunately, Camera Raw has a handy Lens 
Correction panel that contains a Profile tab 
that can counteract these lens-induced 
distortions. By default, Camera Raw doesn’t 
automatically apply lens profile corrections to 

your raw files, so you need to manually click 
two tabs and then click a box. In this 
walkthrough we’ll demonstrate how to 
change the Camera Raw default settings so 
that it automatically applies lens corrections 
using an appropriate profile. We’ll also 
demonstrate how to make Camera Raw 
automatically apply a lens-profile correction 
to files produced by one camera, but leave 
another camera’s raw files uncorrected. Read 
on to find out how…

METADATA

After opening a raw file in Camera Raw, click 
Open Image to take the photo into Photoshop. 
Go to File>File Info. In the Camera Data tab you 
can see what lens and camera body were used to 
capture the photo. The Profile tab in Camera Raw 
uses the raw file’s metadata to discover which 
camera and lens were used to take the photo. 
Click OK and close the image without saving it.

GET THE FILES HERE: http://bit.ly/PMZ52_ACR
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3 Save the new default
Go to the Set Up drop-down menu in the Profile tab and click 
Save New Lens Profile Defaults. Click the little fly-out icon 

on the right of the panel and choose Save New Camera Raw defaults. 
Click the little fly-out icon at the top right of the Lens Corrections 
panel and choose Save New Camera Raw defaults. Click Done. Thanks 
to this new default setting, a lens profile will automatically be applied 
to any unprocessed Nikon D800 raw files we open in Camera Raw.

5 Test the correction
Click the thumbnail and choose File>Open in Camera Raw. 
You may instantly notice the change, but to check that the 

lens profile corrections have been applied to our Nikon D800 image 
by default, go to the Lens Corrections panel and click the Lens Profile 
tab. The Enable Lens Profile Corrections box should already be ticked, 
thanks to our camera-specific default settings. Click Done to close the 
corrected image.

4 Clear the adjustments
Before we test the new lens profile default on another 
Nikon D800 file, browse to the photo we've just 

edited in Bridge and right click its thumbnail. Choose Develop 
Settings>Clear Settings from the pop-up menu. This resets 
the file to its original unprocessed state and clears out any 
associated XMP file that might override the Camera Raw 
defaults that we’ve just set up.

6 Camera-specific corrections
If you own another camera (such as a Canon), you may not 
want lens profile corrections to be applied by default. Open 

an unprocessed CR2 file and make sure that the Enable Lens Profile 
Corrections box is unticked. Choose Save New Camera Raw Defaults 
from the fly-out menu. Click Done. Now, when you open a Nikon 
D800 file, the profile corrections will be applied, but when you open 
a Canon shot, the box will be unticked. 
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O
ne of Adobe Camera Raw’s greatest strengths is its simplicity. Unlike 
Photoshop, which caters for designers and photographers alike, Camera 
Raw has a single purpose, and because of this, the interface is simple and 
very easy to use. However, that’s not to say that Camera Raw is lacking in 

features or depth – you may just have to dig around a little to find what you’re 
looking for. To save you the trouble, we’ve compiled 28 of Camera Raw’s most useful 
hidden features that will save you time and hassle again and again once you’re 
familiar with them. Did you know, for instance, that you can crop and soft-proof 
photos before printing directly in Camera Raw? Or that you can use Camera Raw 
without even launching Photoshop? Or that you can achieve seemingly impossible 
tasks such as applying 200% Clarity, or tweaking the Fill Light slider – a tool 
apparently unavailable in the latest version of Camera Raw? Turn the page to get the 
lowdown on these and other amazing Camera Raw secrets…

The secrets of 
Camera Raw
We delve deep into Camera Raw to 
reveal the hidden delights, handy tricks 
and little-known features that will help 
to give your raw images the edge
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1Before and After views
The buttons in the bottom right corner of the image display give 
you a set of useful preview options for comparing the before 

and after of your edits. The left icon that looks like a Y gives you 
different split-screen before/after views, such as horizontal or vertical 
comparisons and splits (hold your mouse button down on the icon to 
choose from the list, or click to toggle between each). The second and 
third icons enable you to toggle between before and after settings.

3Cache size
If you’re in the habit of bringing lots of images into Camera 
Raw at once, you might notice that the images take a second or 

two to display, in which case increase the cache size in the Preferences 
menu. The larger the size, the greater the number of image previews 
Camera Raw can hold.

2Crop the shot
The Straighten tool will automatically rotate the shot to 
counteract the angle of the tilt. The Crop tool will become active 

and a crop overlay window will appear. The Crop tool needs to crop the 
rotated image to avoid adding transparent edges to it. The edges of the 
image that will be removed by the Crop tool appear as partially greyed 
out. You could drag the crop overlay’s corner handles to fine-tune the 
tightness of the crop.

4 Sync settings
You can edit several images all at once in two different ways. 
Either select them in the filmstrip by Cmd/Ctrl-clicking 

them, and then begin your edits. Or, edit a single image first, then 
select several and use the Sync settings option in the top-left menu. 
This second option has the added benefit that you can choose exactly 
which edits are synced – useful if, for example, you need to batch-fix 
a recurring sensor mark, but leave the other settings untouched.

3Cache size
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5 You don’t even need to launch 
Photoshop!
Adobe Bridge can ‘host’ Camera Raw, so there’s no need to have 

Photoshop open at all. Simply open Bridge, then right click an image 
and choose Open in Camera Raw.

7 Fix the white balance
One of the great advantages of shooting in raw mode is that 
the files hold more colour information than JPEGs, which 

means you can use the raw colour data to adjust the white balance 
after taking the shot to correct colour shifts and inconsistencies. 
To do this, simply grab the White Balance tool, then look for a 
colour in the scene that should be either white or grey, such as the 
rocks in this picture.

6 Speedy spot colour
The Targeted Adjustment tool can give you a rough-and-ready 
spot-colour effect in seconds. Right click with the Targeted 

Adjustment tool, choose Saturation, then drag down over the colours 
that you want to remove.

8Save adjustments
If you find that you make a similar adjustment lots 
of times, then save time by storing the adjustment as a 

New Local Adjustment Setting in the flyout menu at the top right 
of the Adjustment Brush settings. When you want to make the same 
edit, choose the adjustment from the menu to quickly load up the brush 
with the right settings.
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9Remove wires
When using the Spot Removal tool to get rid of telegraph wires 
in a landscape image, click one end of a wire, then hold down 

Shift and click the other end to draw a straight line and fix the whole 
thing in one go.

11 Check for sensor marks
The Visualise spots check box in the Spot Removal tool 
settings is ideal for those with dirty camera sensors. 

Check it for a clear black-and-white view of the marks.

10Monochrome in a split second
Grab the Targeted Adjustment tool from the Tools panel, 
right click and choose Grayscale Mix for a speedy mono 

conversion, then fine-tune the image by dragging up or down over 
points in the image to lighten or darken them.

12Double dose of clarity
If you’re a fan of crisp details, sometimes setting +100 
Clarity in the Basic panel isn’t enough. In which case, grab 

the Graduated Filter tool, load it with extra Clarity, then click outside 
the image and drag away. This will double the amount of Clarity added.
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13Smooth skin
For soft, silky skin in seconds, grab the Adjustment Brush, 
click the minus icon next to the Clarity slider on the right 

to dial in negative Clarity to about -50, then paint over the skin, being 
careful not to go over areas of detail like the eyes and lips.

15Copy a pin
Hold down Cmd/Ctrl+Shift+Alt and drag an adjustment pin 
to make a copy – ideal for copying adjustments from one 

eye across to the other, for instance.

14Straight grads
Hold down Shift to snap Graduated Filter lines to 
horizontal, vertical or 45 degrees – this is really helpful 

when darkening a sky.

16Add a rough border with grads
For a rough-and-ready border effect that mimics the look of 
old film borders, load the Graduated Filter tool with -4.00 

negative exposure, then drag a few short lines inwards at the edges of 
the frame to add dark, thick lines to the image.
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17Auto-mask
The Adjustment Brush Auto-Mask feature transforms the 
brush by making it seek out and snap on to colours that 

are similar to the first colour you click when using it, making it much 
easier to isolate objects and shapes for adjustment.

19 Interactive histogram
The histogram is interactive, so you can drag different parts 
of the graph to adjust those areas of the tonal range, from 

the blacks on the left to the whites on the right – useful both for fine-
tuning tones, and also for understanding how histograms work.

18Use the old Fill Light slider
If you find the Basic panel’s Shadows slider isn’t 
lifting your shadows enough, go to the Camera Calibration 

panel and change the Process version to 2010, then go back to the Basic 
panel, and you’ll find the more powerful Fill Light slider.

20Check for clipped pixels
Clipped pixels are either pure white or pure black, and 
lack detail, so it’s usually best not to have too many in 

your photos. To check for clipped pixels in an image, press O (for over-
exposed) or U (for under-exposed) to toggle the clipping warnings.
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21Mask your sharpening
Often we don’t want to sharpen all of our images, just the 
areas of detail. After applying sharpening in the Detail 

panel, hold Alt and drag the Masking slider. The black areas that appear 
will be excluded from the sharpening effect.

23Desaturate portraits
If you want to give your portraits a trendy desaturated 
look, try lowering Saturation, then increasing Vibrance in 

the Basic panel. Or vice versa if you prefer more vibrant colours.

22Preview split-tone colours
When using the Hue sliders in the Split Tone panel to add 
tints, hold down Alt while dragging to preview the colour 

at 100%. This makes it easier to judge the colour first.

24Tweak monos with Temp and Tint
After converting an image to monochrome with the HSL/
Grayscale panel, you can go back to the Basic panel and 

experiment with Temp and Tint to fine-tune the look of the black-
and-white effect.
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25Add haze to landscapes
Found in the FX panel, the new Dehaze command enables 
you to cut through atmospheric haze in your landscape 

scenes, but it also does a great job when used in reverse to add haziness 
to scenes. This is useful when you want to add a dreamy atmosphere 
to your landscapes.

27Open as a Smart Object
To open an image in Photoshop from Camera Raw as 
a Smart Object, hold down Shift and the Open Image 

button changes to Open Object. Once done, you can double click 
the Smart Object layer in the Layers panel to send the image back to 
Adobe Camera Raw.

26Soft proof for printing
The workflow options (accessible via the blue link 
below the image) enable you to soft-proof your image 

by displaying different ICC print profiles in the Color Space options. 
You can also choose to simulate the paper and ink you’re using to get 
a more accurate idea of how your print will look.

28Crop and print
You can prepare images for printing directly from Camera 
Raw. Use the Crop tool to crop to specific dimensions if 

you want to change the crop, then go to the Image Sizing options, check 
Resize to Fit and choose the width, height and resolution. 
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Cromer Pier
By Daniel Tink, UK

Using Photoshop CS2

Shot in raw, this is my first attempt at HDR 
photography. My aim was to bring out the 
detail and exposure of the pier from beginning 
to end with an eye to keeping the shot as  
symmetrical as possible. The resulting five 
exposures covering the entire dynamic 
range were blended in Photoshop CS2 using 
layer masks. Although more post-processing 
time is involved, I can officially say I’m now a 
huge fan of HDR. The increased dynamism 
over flat images is truly amazing, and has 
opened up a new and exciting world for me. 
www.scenicnorfolk.co.uk
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Titan Gate
By Michael Theophan Lujan, USA

Using Photoshop CS

I’ve been shooting raw for about ten years now. I shoot almost 
anything that strikes my fancy, although if it makes for a good 
science fiction scenario, so much the better! If it provokes 
a sense of wonder, I want to capture it. I took the original 
raw image as is, properly-exposed and white-balanced, and 
duplicated it into another layer, on top of the original. Then 
I used the Vivid Light Blend mode on the duplicated layer to 
heighten the contrast and saturation of the image. And lastly 
I applied a Curves adjustment layer, using the individual 
colour curves to increase the red and decrease the blue.
www.photomenon.com

http://www.photomenon.com/
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My Little Horse Shoe
By Gaël Trijasson, France

Using Photoshop CC

Why do I love photography so much? It is a simple way to 
stop living in the moment. This is anti carpe-diem, in short. 
Our environment provides us daily opportunities to marvel. 
You just have to look at the right time! Today, I like to capture 
the beautiful things to share. This is a panoramic photo made 
from four pictures shot at 50mm. I used a panoramic head 
mounted on a tripod and a remote control for trigger to avoid 
camera shake. After developing the files using Camera Raw 
(to fix the exposure and contrast) I assembled the photos 
using Autopano-Pro. Then I added some filters and curves in 
Photoshop to complete the picture. 
www.gaelphoto.com
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Early Spring
By Leszek Paradowski, Poland

Using Photoshop CS4

This was taken at the end of winter and the beginning of 
spring, close to my home in north-west Poland. Its surreal 
feel doesn’t come from my own photographic skills, but from 
the place where it was taken. However, I did use a wide-angle 
lens so that I could highlight an interesting configuration of
clouds. The image was initially prepared with Camera Raw 5.7, 
then I brought it into Photoshop CS4, where I increased the 
contrast, sharpening and converted it to black and white.
www.paradowski.net.pl
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Pier Storm 2
By Geoff Love, UK

Using Photoshop CS

Despite the dark conditions I kept the ISO low for this shot
of Tynemouth lighthouse, giving a slow exposure that
retained some movement in the waves. A wide aperture
focusing on the lighthouse gave me the slightly softer
waves in the foreground. The raw file was processed twice. 
Once for the main part of the image, and again to retain the
detail in the sky.
www.geofflove.co.uk
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A Glass of Wine
By Els Baltjes, The Netherlands

Using Lightroom 5

Taking pictures is a way of looking for me. I cannot look at 
things without a frame around it. The world around me exists 
because of so many beautiful things, great and small. I try to 
capture this beauty and share it with everyone who wants to 
see it! If that’s you, then I hope you enjoy it!

This picture is shot in raw on an Olympus E-M1 for 
1/250 sec using f/2.8 and ISO400. The model is sitting at 
a table. You can see the dots in her clothes as well as on 
the tablecloth. In front of her is a big vase in the shape of a 
wine glass. By using the perspective, it looks like a normal 
wine glass. The water in it causes the effect of a mirror. It’s 
just a matter of positioning to get her face reflected in the 
vase. I imported the picture into Lightroom, and added some 
contrast and Clarity. After that I turned it into black and 
white using the neutral filter of Nik Silver Efex Pro, using the 
sepia toning. Again, I added some contrast and brightness, 
and I cropped a bit off the bottom of the picture. The final 
touch is the light vignette.
www.eb-fotoart.nl

http://www.eb-fotoart.nl
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She’s Got The Black
By Petko Petkov, Bulgaria

Using Photoshop CS6

I try to make photos that would stick in people’s 
minds. I believe that in photography, quantity 
has nothing to do with quality, and every 
photograph speaks for itself. So I try to give my 
best to every piece of work I make, hoping it will 
be appreciated for what it is.

I wanted to create something provocative, 
different and unusual. This is how the idea to 
paint my girlfriend’s skin black occurred to me. 
The lighting was very simple. I put two 
softboxes right in front of the model and slightly 
overhead. I wanted to achieve a natural look and 
maximum symmetry. The session was easy for 
both of us. It didn’t take much time and I was 
very pleased with the results.
www.ppetkov.com

http://www.ppetkov.com/
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A Life in the Night
By Jean-Baptiste Rambaud, France

Using Lightroom 5

This photo was taken in France, near Nantes with a Nikon 
D300 and a 70-210mm lens. I used a wide aperture in order 
to completely isolate the butterfly from the background. The 
retouch allowed me to give a dream-like character to this 
photo by changing the white balance to colder colours. The 
rest of the work consists in modifying slightly the 
lighting effects of the bokeh and the contrast with the 
butterfly. http://500px.com/jbaptiste
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Blackness Boats
By David Queenan, UK

Using Photoshop CS

As I was walking back up from the beach towards my car, 
I stopped to clean the mud from my tripod legs. Turning 
around, I saw this view. I decided I had just enough time for 
one last shot before the light completely faded. I’d normally 
have taken this with a longer exposure, but my very old, 
cheap tripod has seen better days. When I set up the camera 
in portrait format, it sometimes starts to slip, so I had to 
almost half-hold it in place and keep the shutter speed as fast 
as possible – hence the wide aperture and high ISO this was 
taken with. I also used a 0.6 ND grad to darken the sky, then 
further enhanced it in Photoshop by processing the sky and 
foreground separately from the same raw file.
http://dqphotography.com
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Fury
By Patrizia Burra, Italy

Using Photoshop CS5.1

Initially, I used the Dodge and Burn tools in Lab mode on 
this image. I then added a new layer with the Soft Light 
Blend mode before desaturating it. I like to work with masks 
because they allow me to hide parts of the layer without
harming a single pixel.
www.patriziaburra.com 
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